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Coleford NDP site assessment

1 ST JOHN’S CHURCH SITE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Site Name /
Address

St John’s Church
Boxbush Rd
Coleford
Glos GL16 8DN

Parish Name

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)
SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses
Availability

Not cited 2015
Closed for regular worship 2016.
For sale, but Diocese has noted that use for a multipurpose community building would be considered
favourably.

Site Planning History
Way through by foot into Coleford House and Bowen’s Hill. The main access is off Boxbush
Road, although has not been frequently used by vehicles. Building was assessed in the
quinquennial review 2010 as needing much work to the fabric. That was costed later as being
approx. £1.5m. There has been a survey by drone provided by Friends of St John’s which
debates the degree of work needed.
Closed for regular worship. Diocese is open to options eg multi-purpose building with potential
for some worship. Community use is noted.
The diocese is committed to providing a church building in Coleford. NB Church of Good
Shepherd at Broadwell is within the parish boundary. Diocese has previously been in contact
with the District Council about another potential site for a church.
This site adjoins the Coleford House site, which is also available. The Vicarage opposite in
Boxbush Rd is also owned by the Church. Note the character of the area eg villa shown in
Bowens Hill on SJC1.
.

SJC 1 Position and landmark nature of
the building on the edge of the Town
Centre and Conservation Area. This view
in from FoDDC offices looking north over
Newland St.
The Church is Grade ll listed, see
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listi
ng/the-list/list-entry/1211330

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Site Assessment

DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
NO
AONB
YES
Comments
YES
NO
Forest of Dean
Comments
NO
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments
NO
Conservation Area
YES
Comments
YES
NO
Listed Buildings
Comments: Grade ll listed. 1880 F.S. Waller, and 1885 chancel and transepts S. Gambier-Parry
Recorded Archaeology
Comments:

YES

NO

NO
Public Rights of Way
YES
Comments: private land, no ROW. The pedestrian rear access links to Coleford House and thence to
Bowen’s Hill, but it is not a ROW and is in 2gether Trust ownership (which is for sale).
Flood Risk
Comments

YES

NO

ZONE

YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
NO
Comments: electricity will need check. Unsure on water availability. No sewage connection,
though services in Boxbush Rd.
Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments: Fabric –see Diocese 2010 Quinquennial Review. No recent full structural survey completed
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Consecrated, but no burial ground on site
 See access later Boxbush Road, one-way street
 Original stone from octagonal Church is located in wall to left of entrance
 War memorials within the Church
 Rood Screen is of note
 Boxbush Rd is often busy, but cars park on both sides of the road. Parking is an issue in
the road, potentially too narrow for emergency vehicles. The lower end is in the
Conservation Area, and at the junction where congestion from tailback at Gloucester
Rd traffic lights, and level of through traffic.

SJC3 repairs required: no full survey, but parts
of roof valleys; some windows ; damp; update
heating; no toilets.
Using FODDC sites assessment template

SJC2 Southern view of nave.

Site Assessment

FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: St. John’s Church Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 17.05.15

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Estimated Route
distance Quality
(metres)
300m
Good
Fair

School

300

Poor

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
NB route is standard road with tarmac pavement, some of which is
obscured by parked cars, some uneven (likely to be because of tree
roots etc).
Very steep hill back up from town, especially carrying shopping. St John
St is nearest shop, with supermarket other side of town

Level route, crossing at Victoria Rd needs care. School is Academy C of E

Good
Fair
Poor
Open
Space

350
Good
Fair

Angus Buchanan recreation ground, with play area and sports pitches/
pavilion at Gearge V is nearest public space uphill from here. Pedestrian
ROW direct via alleyway, or else longer by road

Poor
Bus Stop 350
Good

Nearest is Market Place, choice of routes to Monmouth, Ross,
Gloucester. People with mobility difficulties would find this impossible.
Mobility scooters can work on pavements. Dial-a-ride works in the area.

Fair
Poor
Any
other
facility

600
Good
Fair

Coleford House next door. Vicarage opposite.
The Main Place and Library are walkable for many people, giving
community services, luncheon club, day care provision, some youth
services. Church services at St Mary’s High Nash

Poor

SJC4, 5 Entrance off Boxbush Rd. Note gates for carriage entrance central to wall would need
widening for modern vehicles and angle for (limited) parking.
Using FODDC sites assessment template

Site Assessment

2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good:Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into
the site and good approach roads.
Poor:Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses, Type, Key Issues and Possible Mitigation

SJC 6 path to rear to Bowens Hill in
Coleford house ownership



Tick one

√

SJC 7 rear access with steps (3 external
doors apart from main entrance).

Double gates lead into Boxbush Rd, rarely used for vehicles.
Boxbush Road is one-way and is often busy, but cars park on both sides of the
road. There is no parking on site (though there is some space). Parking is an issue
in the road of which the lower end is in the Conservation Area, and at a
congested junction.

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
Position means easily accessed, but busy junction in Conservation Area busier after 156 house
site completed
Tram road on boundary by pedestrian access to rear by Coleford House at much lower level.
Path ownership is Coleford House.
No car park in congested area. Neighbours park on the road.
On edge of Town Centre, but steep walk uphill home
Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site:
Architecture of Church and listed status means restoration with any alterations needs careful
planning/conservation. Multi-purpose community use/ artisan use possibly including use for
worship on occasions (eg large funerals) would need wider vehicle access.
Parking would need to be addressed urgently whatever purpose, whether as attraction or
for community use. If for housing as instrumental to sustainable use, then number of units
would reflect traffic movements. (Could be a few units accessed separately eg to lady
chapel area?)
Investigate links with Coleford House re walkway and parking. Photo 8

Sewage access is behind opposite buildings in Boxbush Rd, Bowens Hill Rd and also along
Tramway. Overall pipe capacity to Newland is questionable NB no sewer known into the
building.

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Site Assessment

FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site:StJohn’s Church Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 17.05.15

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Gently Undulating

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley

Valley

Floor
Plateau
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
This is a large and focal landmark building on a key site. Seen from outside town and in most
directions – see SJC 1, and below. It is sensitive because of its function, its position and its
listing. It is approx. 5 feet above the level of Coleford House site adjoining, down the hill.
(The site could be larger if the Coleford House site, or part of it, was incorporated. NB HHS
2Gether Trust also own one semi-detached, all of which is for sale. As at 2017 semi is sold
subject to contract, not remainder of site.

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

G limpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of PhotosSee CHARACTER ASSESSMENT also.
The nature of the building and its position
means that it is an important landmark looking
over the whole town.

SJC8 St John’s from Newland St.
Can also be seen from north, Bakers Hill access
from A4136, from Market Place and from the east,
Lords Hill.

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos See also CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
Clock Tower,

SJC9 From St John’s down Boxbush Rd
toward Coombs Park.

Using FODDC sites assessment template

SJC10 From St John’s south from rear over
town toward FoDDC office (reverse of
SJC1).

Site Assessment

Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Boundary wall at front
Numbers, Quality and Value: See also CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
Acers, decorated cherry to front. Lilac, Elderfower and Fir to the rear. Little native.
Bulbs, primroses/primulas to the west end. Garden shrubs/trees in grass

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds
Signs of Mammals
Wildlife Corridor to rear
Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Mainly graded grass landscape with interspersed trees

Water Habitat

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls – front. On-site freestanding buildings/structures – church itself
Neighbouring buildings/structures in view – houses on two boundaries Potential Conflicts –
Neighbouring use – Coleford House
boundary close to
building at one point
Observation:
In residential area at the top of a steep hill: elevated on the eastern boundary past the main
access, with gates used for ease of funeral directors, but not used as vehicle entrance(could
be adapted.)
Noted Listed Grade 2 landmark building with stained glass windows, oak doorway and porch,
internal fittings of note.

SJC11 Foundation stone of the original octagonal
church is installed to the left of the main entrance
and reads ‘to the greater glory of God, this
foundation stone of the north transept, as laid in
Easter week 1507 …..’
War memorial plaques, rood screen, reredos,
altar, and internal features of note and some
listed.

Church is adjacent to Coleford House, detached residences in Bowens Hill, Vicarage opposite
in an area of Victorian to mid 1950s housing. Importance of gardens, though in Boxbush large
gardens are to rear. Mature trees.

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Toolkit: Site Assessment

9

2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
 Position: landmark building
 Size of site
 Access with relation to position of cemetery at top of Victoria Rd
 Access with wide frontage on Boxbush Rd
 In residential area of mature character but this varies in architectural style
 Height of building notable, but three-storey semis uphill next door
Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Listed building Grade 2: conservation requirements: detail s of structural survey, and Listing
requirements before any refurbishment/ redevelopment. Re-use of materials may need to be
considered.
Care of listed internal features.
Design of any development/ alteration to also fit in with the character of the area
One-way street and parking could be partly netlon or some permeable layer
Vehicular access via Boxbush would need to be improved especially if multi-use includes eg
large funerals, craft working/ attraction deliveries, permanent housing units. Retain gate
posts.

SJC12 Rear, showing neighbouring villas on
Bowens Hill

Using FODDC sites assessment template

SJC13 Rear, shrubs and ivy obscuring view of
Baptist Church towers on Newland St

Toolkit: Site Assessment
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: St John’s Church
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
This is a prime site in a residential area of note, near to the Conservation area. This is a Listed
building noted as of concern as a landmark building by local people in the NDP Consultation
Process. It has cultural, religious and architectural merit. Since closure it has deteriorated
although the church services have been continuing at the RC church. There is a need to take
action to make sustainable use of this listed building.
The Diocese has considered a number of options, and it may be that a community enterprise to
refurbish/redevelop as multi-use facility eg artisan/ occasional worship/ museum/part
accommodation could be an option. The organisation with a legal entity prepared to take this
on would need to be established, and major funding found. With any new building in the last
resort, the right design would be imperative in such a position.
In addition, the availability of Coleford House, and the best use of this site as part of a bigger
redevelopment would need consultation if considered as an option.
The surrounding residential area suffers from lack of parking, therefore inclusion on the site would
be required and possible inclusion of additional parking for other residents.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development might be possible
or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
Depending on structural survey, conversion or reinstatement:
1. Multi-use artisan centre/ community/ possibly some residential (including a smaller
vicarage?)
2. Including car parking
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be needed to make it
properly suitable?
Proper consultation on all issues with churchgoers and residents, linked with expertise from
FoDDC planning, Diocese.
Impact of traffic movements and parking on Boxbush Rd; potential to ease parking in this area
for St John St (independent shops with no immediate public parking) or Boxbush Rd residents.
Potential to link with Coleford House site (under offer @ August 2018) . Would be an even more
key site of significant scale in prominent position. If merged then green open area needs to be
kept/ reinstated. Landscaping of site.
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or conditions might be applied
(eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?

Listed building: Conservation issues in planning approval: retain plaques etc and interior features if not
reinstated Re-use of materials.
Vehicular access off Boxbush Rd needs improvement, and parking – at least for those with disabilities.
Review impact on junction Bank St/ Tram Rd/ Staunton Rd/St John St/Boxbush Rd: may need alteration
If residential, maybe either two or three-storey, but design crucial, NB windows on adjoining houses .
Signed Marilyn Cox

6 D e c 2016

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Coleford NDP site assessment

2 COLEFORD HOUSE SITE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Site Name /
Address

Coleford House
Boxbush Rd
Coleford
Glos
Gross area (Hectares)

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Parish Name

Coleford

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment

Not cited 2012/13

Current/recent uses

Empty from autumn 2015 previously Mental Health
service provision by NHS
Current services consolidated to Colliers Court,
Cinderford: site empty.. Semi detached house sold subject
to contract. Main Site under offer August 2018.

Availability

Site Planning History
Originally St John’s C of E Primary School and playground, with main entrance off Boxbush Rd
and also pedestrian entrance up steps from Bowen’s Hill. Additional way through by foot into
St John’s Church site, adjoining, and had 2 vehicle entrances onto Boxbush.
The main building used the Forest stone from the octagonal church in the centre of the Market
Place when that was knocked down in 1882 (right of photo CH1 with new additions left).
When the school moved to its new site at Albert Rd, the NHS bought the whole site and set up
health provision in terms of a day centre, mental health provision, and more. This has been

CH1 old and new buildings

CH2 Boxbush Rd access and car park

redeployed: the Adult day care drop in to the Main Place
mental health provision to Colliers Court, Cinderford. In order to effect health provision, the 2
original buildings were linked and extended in the centre (1990s), some of which looks to be
timber framed building.
The one access to Boxbush Rd was sold off in exchange for land from 17 Boxbush Rd to extend
the car park (CH2). The other entrance is directly into a car park at its highest level.
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Site Assessment
DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
Forest of Dean
Comments
SSSI / SNCI
Comments

NO
NO

YES
YES

NB not in Allocations Plan
2016

NO

NO
Conservation Area
YES
Comments: the southern boundary is the border of the Conservation Area, and stands about 10 feet
above the Tram Road level.
NO
Listed Buildings
YES
Comments: St John’s Church adjoining is listed and closed for regular worship 2016.
Recorded Archaeology
YES
NO
Comments
The Tram Rd is a past narrow gauge rail track
NO
Public Rights of Way
YES
Comments: Private land, no ROW. The pedestrian entrance is steep from Bowen’s Hill, but it is possible
to walk to Boxbush Rd and to the Church
Flood Risk

YES

NO

ZONE

Comments
YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
NO
Comments: Electricity connection. Water and sewage but unsure re gas
Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments: no mine contamination but may be other due to asbestos in construction or previous
education/medical use
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Site constraints as moves through significant change of level ;
 See access later Boxbush CH3 and Bowen’s Hill
 likely to retain only pedestrian access off Bowens Hill because of levels and steep
egress into steep hill CH4
 Boxbush Rd is often busy, but cars park on both sides of the road. Parking is an issue in
the road, and the lower end is in the Conservation Area. The junction at the old
Masons Arms pub (defunct) is congested through tail back from traffic lights, and
possibly extra impact from Thurstan’s Rise (recent construction of 156 houses).

CH3 Previous second exit next to church

Using FODDC sites assessment template

CH4 Pedestrian exit to Bowens Hill via steps

Site Assessment

FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: ColefordHouse Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 17.05.15

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Distance
(metres)
300

Route
Quality
Good
Fair

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
NB route is standard road with tarmac pavement, some of which is
obscured by parked cars, some uneven (likely to be because of tree
roots etc).
Steep hill back up from town, especially carrying shopping.CH5 St John
St is nearest shop, with supermarket other side of town

Poor
School

300

Level route, crossing at Victoria Rd needs care:
Good
Fair
Poor

Open
Space

350
Good
Fair

(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Angus Buchanan recreation ground, with play area and sports pitches/
pavilion at George V is nearest public space uphill from
here.(Nominated local Green Space) Pedestrian ROW direct via
alleyway, or else longer by road

Poor
Bus Stop 350
Good

Nearest is Market Place, choice of routes to Monmouth, Ross,
Gloucester. People with mobility difficulties would find this impossible.
Mobility scooters can work on pavements. Dial-a-ride works in the area.

Fair
Poor
Any
other
facility

600
Good
Fair

Closed Church next door.
The Main Place and Library are walkable for many people,
giving community services, luncheon club, day care provision,
some youth services.

Poor

CH5 Boxbush Rd looking downhill from site entrance toward
junction, which is in Conservation Area. Note one-way road
uphill. Forest stone terrace on left is proposed undesignated
heritage. Parking both sides of the road. Church is behind
photo.
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Site Assessment

2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
Observations / Comments / Site Visit Notes / Record of Photos
Key Issues and Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)


Pedestrian only access off Bowens Hill via steep
steps NB also steep egress into steep hill



Path between two fences/hedge on south side
to St John’s Church is not a Right of Way (ROW)

Tick one

√

CH6 Path from steps to church




Vehicle egress to Boxbush Rd is often busy, but
cars park on both sides of the road as one-way.
(CH5)
Car park within the site is off Boxbush Rd: 33 spaces including 2 for minibuses

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
Position means easily accessed, but busy junction on access road often congested
Tram road on boundary (see later)
Photos
Has own car park in congested area. Neighbours park on the road.
Within a few minutes walk of Town Centre, but steep walk uphill home
Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site:
Only vehicle access currently is via Boxbush Rd: parking issue. Design of site would need to
make best use of car park. Could include public use, or associated with St John’s.
Steps to Bowen’s Hill may be valuable historically. CH4
Investigate links with St John Church re walkway and potential use of that site. CH6
Availability of gas to site? Sewage pipe capacity to Newland?

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Site Assessment

FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: ColefordHouse Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 17.05.15

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Gently Undulating
Floor

Plateau

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley

Valley

down hill levels (CH7)

Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Effectively this site works on 2 levels: it is a triangular site which accesses from the 2 roads. It is
large, and could be larger if the Church site was incorporated. NB 2 of the houses adjoining
have been for sale, and another is owned by same owner as this, leaving only one semidetached (no 15 Boxbush Rd) not available.
Drop to the Tram Road is about 10 feet, and it is NOT a through road. The trees on that edge
are in need of surgery but are likely to be holding up the bank (CH 11/12).

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

G limpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT also carpark seen at top of site, buildings not so obvious.
Bell on top of old school building stands out

CH8
looking
down
from
main car
park

CH7 from Boxbush car park down to second
level, then third too

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT: views to Clock Tower CH9, Church CH10,Newland St and
FoDDC offices, and Coombs Park over Boxbush Rd,

CH9 glimpsed view over Newland St/Market
Place to Clock tower

Using FODDC sites assessment template

CH10 view west to St John’s Church (site 2)

Site Assessment

Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Numbers, Quality and Value: See also CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
Separate gardens within site, but few shrubs/plantings. Most on boundaries
Native trees on Tram Rd edge, within boundary are 30 feet high and in need of surgery,
provide a line of green along the Tram road. Birch mainly (CH 12)

CH11 boundary to Tram Rd (defunct mineral
route in Conservation Area), ten feet below
trees/wall

CH12 Tram Rd left of trees: lower building with
bell tower & cellars/stores through arched doors

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridors

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Corridor along southern boundary and from Bowen’s Hill to rear of St John’s Church.
Report from neighbour of rats….

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls

On-site freestanding buildings/structures

Neighbouring buildings/structures in view

Neighbouring use

Potential Conflicts

Observation:
Forest stone walls for 2 main buildings (old stone from octagonal church) with steeply sloping
slate roofs. Bell tower (CH13 below) on old school. Timber frame and tile roof for later buildings
on different levels. Note buttresses between car park and one of the older buildings. All
buildings have large windows, so good light. Significant 10’ retaining wall to Tram Rd
boundary.
Church is adjacent, detached residences to Bowens Hill, back of Market Place shops on
opposite side of Tram Rd; semi detached on Boxbush Rd.

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Toolkit: Site Assessment
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?

Tick one

High
Medium
Low

√

Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
 Position and size of site
 Access from 2 roads, though only pedestrian from Bowens Hill
 Access with wide frontage on Boxbush Rd, and carpark within site
 Conservation area adjoins and heritage value of Tram Rd
 Views out (CH13 & 14)

CH13 View from lower level toward villa on
Bowens Hill and Church

CH14 View from lower level toward Newland St
and FoDDC

Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Design of development to fit in with the character of the area
Levels – on significant hill, in key position
Vehicular access via Boxbush only, but would need to be to whole site
Possible access from Tram Rd but not for vehicles
Conservation of stone from octagonal church
Tree surgery
Suitable access for health services, administrative offices, or if linked with St John’s Church.
All car parking on site: potential to share with adjoining St John’s?

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: Coleford House
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√

This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
This is a prime site in a residential area of note, adjacent to the Conservation area.
Its position is such that with the right design and not more than 2 storeys, most of
the building would not impinge on the landscape: much of the current building at
the base is on a level with the roofscape of Market place.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Service employment eg health/ professional
Artisan centre
Residential
Mixed use (from above) and including car park in part

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
Impact of traffic movements and parking on Boxbush Rd; potential to ease
parking in this area for St John St or Boxbush Rd. (NB see below CH 15 showing
extended car park next door)

Potential also to link with St John’s site
depending on use of that site eg for
multipurpose, community orientated.
No. 17 has been sold separately. This
site under offer August 2018. If merged
then green open area needs to be kept/
reinstated.
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
Boxbush Rd for vehicular access – could this be in and out separately if 17 purchased?
Review impact on junction Bank St/ Tram Rd/ Staunton Rd/St John St/Boxbush Rd: may need
alteration
Trees on Tram Rd and wall retained; re-use of stone. Keep bell tower?
Signed Marilyn Cox

3.5. 2017

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Coleford NDP site assessment

3 POLICE HUB S I T E ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Site Name /
Address

Lord’s Hill
Coleford
Glos
Gross area (Hectares)

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification
Parish Name

Town

Coleford

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses

Former Magistrates Court, purpose built with two
courtrooms and associated facilities with office section to
rear (separately accessible and still tenanted).
Attached to Police Station still in use, and physically
connected 2016

Availability

Main court buildings sold (late 2015) to Police for new
Hub

Site Planning History
Probation Service uses the offices accessed from the rear (Gloucester Rd). Originally there
was vehicular via two roads off Lord’s Hill. The most easterly route in still exists but is not
currently used. There are gates across. The boundaries between the Magistrates Court and
Police areas are blurred especially to the rear and with car parking and garages.
Police Station adjoins the Court and at one time was to be closed,, and service moved into
FoDDC offices, but still remains open. Lydney and Cinderford Police Stations have been
closed. In 2016 started to create a Police Hub for Forest by using
both parts of 1960s building.
PH1 shows station
on offset 4 way traffic
lights in Town Centre.
Note that rightturning HGVs from
Lords Hill and left
turning ones from
Gloucester Rd find
angle very difficult.
Potential for altering
junction depending
on outcome of traffic
management
scheme? Site
entrance is just up
Lords Hill. Green
banks and trees
improve Gateway 2
into town by TIC.
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Site Assessment

DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
Forest of Dean
YES
Comments
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments

NO
NO

NB not in Allocations Plan
2015

NO

NO
Conservation Area
YES
Comments: the other side of Gloucester Rd is in a Conservation Area. Photo PH1
Listed Buildings
Comments
Recorded Archaeology
Comments

YES
YES

NO
NO

NO
Public Rights of Way
YES
Comments: currently shared vehicular access for both parts of site
NO
NO
Flood Risk
ZONE
Comments – junction at adjacent traffic lights Photo PH2. Lords Hill has manhole near access
point which lifts and floods in intense rain. This is where traffic waits at traffic lights, and there is
congestion. It is also at the start of flood zone 3 in centre of town which flows through Market
Place and Bank St and down Newland St to Whitecliff.

YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
Comments: electricity, water and sewage connections

NO

Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments: no mine contamination but may be other possible due to asbestos in construction – sixties
building
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Exact boundary of separate parts of site outside the building is unclear. NB area
behind/adjacent to lock ups and front by house in Gloucester Rd Photo PH3
 Shared access to the rear with Police. This includes a number of lock-up garages to
the rear. Photo PH 4
 Status of ex police houses on Lords Hill, and closed off entrance for vehicles
 Traffic lights junction
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PH2 Conservation area left of Gloucester Rd, from
Town Centre. Police Station &Hub buildings off to
right of Gateway to town. Yellow lines indicate
queuing area for traffic lights. Limited free on street
parking

PH3 traffic lights at junction. Mature trees on
bank, retaining walls. Note main junction sign does
not refer to station

PH4 flat roof single storey offices (Probation service
tenants) but unsure of boundary – see where wall
built.

PH5 lockups to rear of rear car park, hedge and
small triangle of land before boundary

PH6 main entrance to court building showing steep
steps for pedestrians off Gloucester Rd

PH7 access to rear from first turn from junction (30
yards) in Lords Hill and through front car park
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site:PoliceHub Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 17.05.15,MThomas,D Gash12.15.

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Distance
(metres)
300

Route
Quality
Good
Fair

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
|Pedestrian route into Gloucester Rd is down steep steps PH5.
The shops in Gloucester Rd are mainly cafes and takeaways.
For the full range of shops, cross adjacent busy junction, managed by
traffic lights with pedestrian controls to main shopping area
There is a significant gradient up hill from the town to the Court.(PH1)

Poor
School

Ikm
Good
Fair

Continue along Lord’s Hill then Coalway Rd to both Coalway Junior and
Infant schools for about 0.75 mile.
Crossing 4 junctions to get to Coleford Primary School – two of which
are extremely busy. About 0.75mile. The junction at Boxbush Rd has no
crossing patrol.

Poor
Open
Space

0.5 km – up
hill
Good
Fair

(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Bells Field is currently under consultation about final layout but
belongs to Coleford Town Council and is publicly accessible.
Currently no equipment or similar facilities.

Poor
Bus Stop 50-100m
Good

Nearest are in Market Place, choice of routes to Monmouth, Ross,
Gloucester.35,30,31.

Fair
Poor
Any
other
facility

Good
Fair
Poor

Police Station is in use in front half of building: probation
service to rear in offices.
Telephone Box near the junction
Town Council Offices opposite Lord’s Hill entrance
The Main Place and Library are walkable for many people,
giving community services, luncheon club, day care provision,
some youth services.
Cafes, pubs and shops in town centre
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
Observations / Comments / Site Visit Notes / Record of Photos
Key Issues and Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)







Tick one

√

Pedestrian only access off Gloucester Rd via steps up a steep bank
To gain the rear offices is fairly flat from car park/ top of steps
Shared vehicular access with Police to car park at rear with nearby rear door. (Shared
use of approx. 40 parking places.)PH6
Car park at front on Lords Hill accesses reception area.PH7
Potential to unlock gates, and have separate entrance and exit off Lords Hill.PH8
Two storey building with stairs –not certain of availability of lift

PH8 front car park off Lords Hill with
entrance to reception of Police Station

PH9 front car park off Lords Hill with
telephone box & salt for use by traffic lights
left & near manhole beneath camera.

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
Well-connected by road with own parking.
The building is easily found, some signs for pedestrians from town centre .
Public transport is regular, but not overly frequent.
The junction controlled by traffic lights is currently four-way and often has queuing traffic.
HGVs turning right from Lord’s Hill to Gloucester Rd progress slowly and take up both lanes.
Photos
Major Gateway 2 into town from Gloucester
Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site:
In order to improve the junction, it is likely that land would need to be taken from the Police
Station frontage which might affect the signage needed for entry into the site (and possibly
car park spaces). Also would need to respect and minimise any loss of green area. Improve
Gateway 2 environment
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT

Site:Magistrates Court/Police Station Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 17.05.15;DianaGashand

MikeThomas12.15
1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat

Gently Undulating
Strongly Undulating
Steep Valley
Valley
Site in valley bottom. Slopes from east toward south. Building 12 ft above
Gloucester Road level
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Lord’s Hill approach has lower gradient but shared access.
Gloucester Rd pedestrian only approach is steep but does offer disabilities access via long
route from Lords Hill.PH 9
Views In: Wide
Channelled
Long
Short
Glimpsed
Floor

Plateau

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT also
From Gloucester Rd longer view but mainly of bank (buildings above site line) (PH10, 11)
From Market Place can see Police Station which is other end of same building

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT also see photos below
Can see: St John’s Church, Market Place.top of Coombs Park over rooftops
Gloucester Rd (Conservation Area)

PH10 Disability access for pedestrians to court

PH11 View along Glos Rd Gateway from Town Centre:

front door long way round from Lords Hill

Conservation Area left, Police station behind trees to right.
Traffic lights behind photographer.
PH 12 Glos Rd: view of frontage in poor condition and trees
screening town centre background right.NB 12’ height above
the road, looking toward junction
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees, mature at front, variety
Freestanding Shrubs

Grass – at front

Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Main avenue effect of trees at front is very valuable green corridor at the meeting of this
gateway with the town centre.(PH2) Apart from one tree in Market Place, no more are
evident in town centre at all till past Pyart Court. Also shields sixties architecture from
conservation area opposite Very few natural features to the rear.

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds
Signs of Mammals
Wildlife Corridors
Water Habitat
Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Some border hedge/clumps of shrubs to rear, trees at front provide habitat for birds.
Some bulbs planted on bank in 2015.

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls, including retaining

On-site freestanding buildings/structures

Neighbouring buildings/structures in view

Neighbouring use

Potential Conflicts

Observation: see Photos below PH 12-15
1960’s purpose-built construction. Two-storey mainly, part single-storey flat roof (mostly offices
to rear). Brick construction with tile roof. Police Station adjoining.
Possible boundary issues on land see photo.
Rear parking for 40 cars currently all used by Police although they have additional car-parking
to the front of their premises. Possible parking concern depending on exact uses of Hub.

PH13 Glos Rd frontage : 1960s construction. 2 purpose
built courts inside 2 storey building with facilities this
end; current Police Station nearest junction; single
storey flat roofed offices tenanted.
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offices (Probation service) from rear car park, with
house on Glos Rd to right
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court (blank wall) offices to right
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PH16 Rear car park for approx. 40. Slope to south,
with gates to second potential access to Lords Hill
behind car right.

2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?

Tick one

High
Medium
Low

√

Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
 Site’s position is the highest value. Height above road separated any wildlife.



Only green avenue right into town from any of the gateways.
Nearby to all services and junction so many people see breathing space.

Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
As Court developed with Police Station, the exact uses would define car parking needs.
Significant parking currently available but any extension into the green area would be
detrimental. The trees also anchor the bank on Gloucester Rd. If the junction was
reconfigured, then it is likely the corner of this site would be included. That would need to be
done very sensitively to preserve the mature trees, and replace bulbs on the bank to retain
the breathing space here. It might include a bench or seating to allow people to appreciate
the space, but away from the junction. If access to site still needed improvement then a oneway approach opening up the way in via the second left from the junction might assist in
minimising environmental damage.
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: Magistrates Court
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?






√

Key location on two gateways into town
The Courts were vacant for more than 5 years and 1960’sbuilding has parts
deteriorating eg flat roofs.
Much evidence of rat infestation
Need to keep green entrance to Gateway from town centre
May be opportunity to improve traffic flow at difficult key junction PH8

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1. Possible re-development of whole site to Police Hub – but depends on
detail of what that is, to be sensitively done. Might include other linked
services.
2. Also potential for including mixed development eg Artisan Centre, TIC,
offices, workshops
3. Potential for housing, affordable housing, housing with care services
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
 Potential use of second access; possible reconfiguration of junction
 Pull down lock-up garages and increase parking area/increase
green/garden
 Careful design needed because of its position opposite the Conservation
Area
 No more than two storeys height - could be split level – to conform to
distinctive character
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?




Frontage is opposite Conservation Area on Gloucester Rd: respect in design and
access
Key gateway position in Coleford from three directions, with confluence opposite
Market Place: preserve valuable breathing space/ trees/green area.(see Character
Assessment).
Awareness of traffic lights and queuing traffic, traffic management scheme outcomes
and access to site

Signed Marilyn Cox

19 Jan 2016
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4 MARSHES LORDS HILL SITE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Site Name /
Address

Marshes, Lords Hill

Parish Name

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)

0.61ha

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses

Vacant cleared site for retail

Availability

For sale

Site Planning History
In Local Plan allocated for commercial/retail use. Present owner had agreement with Tesco which gained planning
approval for supermarket.
http://publicaccess.fdean.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=summary&keyVal=LMD7CMHI00T00
Site cleared and some services started MLH1, but Tesco
agreement ended and site put up for sale early 2015. Site
left surrounded by metal fencing, MLH2 (Gateway 4)
shows ugly approach to the town centre and
conservation area.

MLH1 site in process of clearance 2015 showing
Co-op and view over town centre. Note its
height
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MLH2 Lords Hill junction into Old Station
Way, looking over site’s orange netting/
fencing toward town centre with clock
tower to right of Co-op.
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
YES
Forest of Dean
Comments :
see planning
history
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments
Conservation Area
Comments
Within town centre
Listed Buildings
Comments
Recorded Archaeology
Comments

Public Rights of Way
Comments

NO
NO

NO
NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO
Private land, no ROW. However this is off a
crucial pedestrian way into the town centre
from the south, Lords Hill.

YES

YES and
NO
Flood Risk
ZONE
Comments
The Marshes was named for the nature of the land where two streams had their confluence and Coleford
has a flooding problem. Run off from here could affect the rest of the town. Streams here culverted but
manhole lower down by traffic lights lifts when intense rainfall Flood zone 3 in Market Place
Services – wires & cables (if known)
Comments
Services to site
Mining / Contamination – Map
Comments Unknown

YES

NO

YES

NO

Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
MLH3 Site is in foreground of view toward
Conservation Area, Clock Tower and St John’s
Church. The empty site detracts from this key
road in from CSMA visitor site, the holiday route,
and main attractions such as Puzzle Wood and
Perrygrove. Also affects gateway to south via
M4.
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS

Site: Marshes; Site Surveyors(s): DGash, MThomas Date: 12.15; MCox Jan16

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Distance
(metres)
50

Route
Quality
Good

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
Next to shops on edge of retail centre. Adjacent to Pyart court and Coop.

Fair
Poor
School

500
Good

Coalway Infants and Juniors Schools are up a steep hill. There is a bus
route but only several per day and not at end of school day.

Fair
Poor
Open
Space

100

Good
Fair

Nearest is area by Main Place with mature trees, but Bells Field is about
half a mile away and Town Council (landowner) has a plan to develop it
for community recreation

Poor
Bus Stop 350
Good
Fair

Nearby is Market Place, choice of routes to Monmouth, Ross,
Gloucester. Route to Monmouth had bus stop in Lords Hill. Mobility
scooters can work on tarmac through to town centre. Dial-a-ride works
in the area.

Poor
Any
other
facility

100

Good
Fair

Main Place community centre, enterprise zone and library is
nearby as well as health centre and vet, Hotel and FODDC
offices about 150 m. Town Council office 100m.

Poor

MLH4 shows site levels and footpath
toward pelican crossing (left) in Old
Station Way linking into Town Centre,
toward Police station and Town Council
offices.
Any access from this approach would be
detrimental to the busy Lords Hill
junction (see also MLH2) and worsen
queueing at traffic lights across this
point (see below).
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Tick one
Good:
√
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
Observations / Comments / Site Visit Notes / Record of Photos
Key Issues and Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)
 2 potential vehicle accesses
 3 pedestrian accesses. Major pedestrian route into town and
 KEY FOCUS of GATEWAY into town.(MLH2 & 4)
 Could access 2 storey building on 2 ground levels.
 Must add to link into town centre, both sides of site.
 Site cleared
 Site been left empty with metal fencing surrounding – blight on key focus of routes.

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
Position means easily accessed, with inner ring road effect, but busy junction adjacent and
only 200 m to key traffic lights.
Pyart Court has access; main car park has access next to Co-op. Also access by The Marshes
(19C house adjacent).
Within a few minutes walk of Town Centre, but steep walk uphill back of site toward Lords Hill.
Gas available in main road

MLH5 view from west shows site to right, sign
for holiday route and layby off junction. HGVs
including quarry lorries use this designated
route as Highnash has a weight restriction.
Stowfield Quarry application 2016 if approved,
will mean more lorries use this route to go
toward rest of Gloucestershire. Traffic lights
are behind camera.
Note the key points in terms of connections
that would have to be addressed
(mitigation) to make it a suitable site:
Access for delivery vehicles to be addressed within site, suggest linked into Pyart Court rather
than additional exit onto Lords Hill. Latter would create 4 way junction with steep entry to site,
increasing risk (MLH5). Queuing cars back up past here from traffic lights at all times of day.
Some parking on site, but potential for use of parking already adjacent in town.
Sewage pipe capacity to Newland is questionable.
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Marshes Site Surveyors(s): DGash, MThomasDate: 12.15; MCox Jan16

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Floor

Gently Undulating

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley

Valley

Plateau

Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
This is a large and focal, key site. It lies off Old Station Way where Lords Hill joins it, so at the
junction of 2 gateways which is in the valley leading to the Town Centre.The difference in
height from the front to the back of the site was significant but it has been levelled and
cleared. Thus the back of the site now has a steep drop from Old Station Way to the east
(MLH4). The western side lies slightly above the main car park adjoining, but nearer in level to
the rear Pyart Court car park and waste area to the south (MLH7).
It is also sited next to the Co-op supermarket and Pyart Court shops.

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
(See also character assessment for Town Centre part ii)
Seen from outside town and from most directions, this site is sensitive because of its position at
the junction of the two of Gateways noted above. (Viewed from Bakers Hill, Lords Hill, the
Town centre and main car park, High Nash, The nature of the site and its position means that it
is an important landmark site affecting all the town.

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
MLH4 Clock Tower, town centre and Conservation Area
Bells Place
Lords Hill
Old Station Way toward Forest of Dean Council Offices, Fire tower

MLH6 Pelican crossing with HGV approaching.
Lords Hill to left, over 50’s housing behind.
Additional site being constructed behind lorry.
View toward Highnash. Ground drops to right by
site
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to site through car parking right. Waste area in
right foreground.
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Boundary wall at front
Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
See also CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
Site cleared

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridor

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Mainly graded grass on slope to rear and cleared site. Boundaries to west had some
shrubs/hedging which have been removed, some left overhanging from neighbouring garden
with mature trees. Regular route for foxes down Lords Hill, over road into town.

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Nothing on site.
Neighbouring buildings/structures in view – The Marshes house (now flats) on west boundary.
Residential opposite including previous blacksmith and coach house (converted). Over 50s
development nearby.

MLH8 Listed old Vicarage up from
junction in Lords Hill with modern
garage block in front. Shows variety of
architectural styles.

MLH9 view into site from Chepstow route via
Old Station Way. Site is at far junction. Note top
of Pyart Court roof at road level.
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
 Position
 Size of site
 Access with relation to position at junction and wildlife corridor

Chance to extend and improve green corridor in.
Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Design of development to fit in with the gateway character and the junction
Conservation Area behind and major pedestrian link into town centre. By adding a green
route in from Gateway for pedestrians, and for visitors to see and appreciate site
development would be very beneficial.
Vehicular access and pedestrian access needs to be treated sensitively for shape of valley
site and infrastructure, both road (including HGV route) and water infrastructure would need
to be carefully altered.
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: St John’s Church
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
This is a prime site off two Gateways on the fringe of the town centre and
Conservation area. It has been left for sale as a cleared site, with ugly red and
grey fencing for some time. Before it was cleared it was left for 5 years with
nothing done. The site is classed as commercial/retail. It is an important way in for
residents and visitors, and a busy lorry route, likely to get busier.
It needs tidying up with some development to reduce blight. It holds the last
fraction of approved retail supermarket square feet in Coleford.
It is a key route in for pedestrians, near the cycle trail/ old railway and pelican
crossing.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
In NDP consultation Coleford was split about the type of shopping needed, but
this approval could be used for a supermarket, or if released that could be used
elsewhere and this site used for Tourist Information Centre in amongst small
shops/craft centre to bring in tourists especially in wet weather.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
Impact of traffic movements especially HGVs and quarry lorries needs to be
reduced by better traffic management at both junctions. This may include altering
the Lords Hill junction. If access is through car parking in Pyart Court need to
rearrange parking to substitute.
The provision of a landscaped green area/corridor would enhance the character
of this area and help to reduce the pollution levels from traffic, especially
queueing traffic.
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
Design needs to be attractive to residents and to visitors. No more than 2 storeys.
Native green species of plant to give extra provision in wildlife corridor. Footpath
through to Lords Hill.
Green boundaries.
Signed Marilyn Cox

2 1 Jan 2016
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5. LAWNSTONE SITE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Site Name /
Address

Lawnstone
High Street
Coleford
Glos

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification
Parish Name

Town

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)
SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses
Availability

12
Vacant buildings demolished: were ex FoDDC Council
Office and caretaker bungalow, offices alongside cinema.
Vacant and for sale as retail/office/accommodation. Site
made good after demolition.

Site Planning History
Within the town centre, near to but not in the Conservation Area. Lawnstone House was
Georgian with extensions mainly from the 20th century. The site was allocated in the Local
Plan. The main vehicle access is via the new District Council offices off the roundabout, or
from the parking area to the rear of FoDDC next to cinema, The bungalow garden is still green,
and where the Annexe was demolished has some metalling, and borders the pedestrian and
disability access to FoDDC
L1 Lawnstone House before demolition,
with Annexe next door. Cinema is right
of picture

L2 Site after demolition showing FoDDC
office, Gateway 5 High Nash entering
from left and supermarket right. Main
car park is left and right as well as
behind photographer.
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
YES
Forest of Dean
Comments
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments

NO
NO
NO

NO
Conservation Area
YES
Comments:but nearby in High St and main Gateway into town
Listed Buildings
Comments
Recorded Archaeology
Comments

YES
YES

NO
NO

NO
Public Rights of Way
YES
Comments: access from FoDDC estate road; pedestrian access by former (demolished)
Annex has been in usefor decades but not ROW.
NO
Flood Risk
YES
ZONE
Comments
YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
Comments: electricity, water, sewage, gas

NO

Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments: on previous Rail land, but note cellar and basement of Lawnstone will remain,
filled in. Slab will remain under topsoil and landscaping
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 See access including pedestrian off High Street adjacent to where Annex was.
 NB cellar to House – see above
 need to check and define boundaries with FODDC offices adjacent to site
 All accesses, pedestrian and vehicular status to be defined.

L3 Access to FoDDC off roundabout, with
old site access fenced/gated right
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L4 Old access to bungalow (demolished)
is only vehicular access evident, but at
LGS end of site

Site Assessment

FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: Lawnstone House - Surveyors(s): S C Cox; DKurucz Date 29.05.15……………….

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Distance
(metres)
50

Route
Quality

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos

Good

Supermarket opposite, but busy High Street to cross. NB raised
pavement just downhill of site.
Vehicle access is off busy roundabout with FODDC car park (not
public).Main public car park is opposite, off same roundabout

Fair
Poor
School

800

Need to cross a number of busy roads and walk uphill
Good
Fair
Poor

Open
Space

1 km
Good
Fair
Poor

Bus Stop 350
Good
Fair

Unless you count the small green area (grassed) next to Pyart
Court and the busy car park, Angus Buchanan recreation
ground, with play area and sports pitches/ pavilion at Gearge
V is nearest public space uphill from here. This site proposed
as Local Green Space to have green area in the centre of
town: see consultation

Nearest is Market Place, choice of routes to Monmouth, Ross,
Gloucester.
Mobility scooters can work on pavements.
Dial-a-ride works in the area.

Poor
Any
other
facility

100
Good
Fair
Poor

District Council next door . St John Ambulance adjacent. Fire
and Ambulance station within 50m
The Main Place and Library are walkable for many people,
giving community services, luncheon club, day care provision,
some youth services.
Post Office within 50m.Forest House Hotel, Cinema also within
50m as is main car park

L5 Pedestrian access to FODDC and rear car
park through site opposite supermarket High St
Using FODDC sites assessment template

L6 Right of site, where Annexe was, next to
cinema

Site Assessment

2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Tick one
Good:
√
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian) Key Issues
and Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)
Depending on the use of the site, boundaries and access points will need to be defined.
 Vehicle access from FoDDC estate road off access road from roundabout
 West pedestrian entrance from walkway to District Council office
 South pedestrian entrance from
High St to be continued in use

L7 showing pedestrian access between Annexe
and Lawnstone before demolition
 Explore possibility of shared vehicle
access via an entrance opposite Tesco
Express NB this is currently signed as
‘Private, no unauthorized access’.(L7). Will
that remain as a right of way for
pedestrians or vehicle too?

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
Within a few minutes walk of Town Centre, but uphill on return
Key position for easy access to town especially for older people and/or those with mobility
difficulties. Near to Health Services, Chemist and GPs, vet
Not far from Main Place and Library
Rear access is adjacent to existing FoDDC car park. The open space to the rear of this car
park could link via Newland Street bridge to the proposed cycleway from Forest Holidays
Christchurch to Coleford.
Easy cycle and pedestrian access from Town Centre, though uphill, and from main car
park/cycle way.
Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation) to
make it a suitable site:
Boundaries and access points if more than one vehicle access required
On-site parking
Not obscuring accessible entrance to FoDDC.
If alternative/another access required, then Highways would need to be consulted to check
if High Street access possible

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Lawnstone .Surveyors(s): S C Cox; DKurucz Date: 29.05.15:M Cox1.16

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Floor

Gently Undulating

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley

Valley

Plateau

Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Large FoDDC car park , some of which is unused and could have potential to connect with
cycle trail – see later
Site is key feature of Gateway 5 from High Nash and looks down towards the Clock Tower, so
sensitive design and Local Green Space is imperative.

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT Town Centre
From High Nash towards the site and on toward Clock Tower

L8 Gateway 5 from High Nash looking toward
site

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

L9 Gateway 5 from High St with Town Centre
and Conservation Area behind. Note value of
including Local Green Space (LGS) on site
Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
Open view to east see L2 - and main car park,
FoD Council Offices

L10 Site left, looking towards Clock Tower
and into Conservation Area

Using FODDC sites assessment template

L11 From rear car park looking toward
Church over Newland St

Site Assessment

Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Boundary wall and fence – Forest stone on roundabout
Numbers, Quality and Value
See also CHARACTER ASSESSMENT. Grass to south where garden was. Mature trees on nearby
FoDDC boundary

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridor

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Green garden area, reinstated, so little remaining of original except mature trees. Likely to have small mammals
(including rats, bats?). Nesting sites around in shrubs.

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls –On-site freestanding buildings/structures
Neighbouring buildings/structures in view – cinema
Neighbouring use – FoDDC offices and car park, cinema

Potential Conflicts –
boundaries &
accesses undefined
with FODDC

Observation: Buildings demolished, but slabs remain above filled in cellar/basement.
Georgian building in character with High St demolished.
Open landscaped space, but what defined boundaries/ ROWs?

L12 View over the wall from High st
shows mature birches by ramp
pedestrian entrance to FoDDC and
reinstated green space.

L13 Grey stone wall with grey tarmac
pavement and slate roof of cinema gives
north of site no colour except trees.
Fence is where flats might fit into
character and preserve view of Church

L14 FoDDC notice on fence of site

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?

Tick one

High
Medium

√

Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
 Position and size of site on Gateway 5
 Access with relation to position of FoDDC offices and main car park
 Access with frontage onto High Street (pedestrian)and into Town Centre
 Near to Conservation Area
 Green space existing, which is designated as LGS within the site and useful for both
residents and visitors,
 Next to open space noted around FoDDC car park (old cutting)
 Next to potential cycle path to Christchurch, and opposite existing cycle route on old
railway line into car park
 View over Church and town
Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Design of development to fit in with the character of the area and Gateway 5.
Development should allow for a Local Green Spaceto south of site useful for local residents
and visitors in the town centre, Any development would back onto the cinema, no more
than two storey, to improve that section and maintain character and view.

Using FODDC sites assessment template

Site Assessment

FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: Lawnstone House & Annex site
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
This is a prime site in the High Street just off the Conservation Area, Requests for a green area in
the town centre also featured in the Consultation, and this Gateway needs to be enhanced.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development might be possible
or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1. The development should complement the site and the character, so affordable/
accessible housing units, preferably 1 or 2 bedroomed flats which would allow for the
Local Green Space.
2. An alternative use might be linked with the adjacent cinema, such as a photographic
museum/ crafts as an indoor attraction to bring tourists into the town.

L16 Looking from the LGS part of the site
toward the lower wall against the
cinema. Some development there could
improve appearance and give access to
shops/facilities adjacent, yet allow LGS
for increasing tourism.

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be needed to make it
properly suitable?
Boundaries need to be clarified in order to define separation from FODDC property.
Separate pedestrian and vehicle accesses and on-site parking should be clear and their status
in terms of ROWs.
Design needs to be in character with that side of the High Street
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or conditions
might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
Design is key to fit in with character and listed Georgian buildings in same street, in Conservation
Area. Two storeys would be the maximum.
Access with relation to the FoDDC offices needs to be agreed.
Allow for links to Cycle Trail to rear.
Local Green Space included in the design. Mature trees to be retained.
Signed M Cox 5. 17
Using FODDC sites assessment template
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6 OLD GUARDIAN OFFICE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Site Name /
Address

10-14 Newland St
Coleford
GL168AN
Gross area (Hectares)

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Parish Name

Coleford

0.1ha?
40m frontage on Newland St

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses

Building was retail on ground floor with flats over.
Sheds/warehouses to rear, garage by Bowens Hill junction

Availability

For sale and empty ground floor

Site Planning History
In 2007 application for conversion of listed building in Conservation Area into 2 townhouses
and 8 retirement flats on demolition and reconfiguration of rest of site. Applied for changed
access into Bowens Hill. Application later withdrawn (P1649-07).
From consultation comments re application note:
 Sewage objection from Dwr Cymru as could overload sewerage system
 Archaeologically sensitive – mediaeval Coleford
 Highways asked for meeting
 Site listed Grade ll itself but also with linked properties 6, 8 for streetscape.
NB No’s 6,8 Newland St have been restored in character
This was the original Dean Forest Guardian Office (est 1874) where the newspaper was started
by Thomas Bright a Coleford man. The shopfront looks to be at least partly original. See listing
for details. The owner’s descendants ran the Guardian Office past 1960 so much history in the
confines.

GO1 Listed Grade ll Georgian building, empty
shop and accommodation. 3 storeys.

Using FODDC sites assessment template

GO2 narrow road, entry humps into 20 mph
zone. Edge of Conservation Area. Clock Tower
right background. Adjacent buildings also listed.

Toolkit: Site Assessment

DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
YES
Forest of Dean
Comments:
Conservation
Area
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments

4

NO
NO

NO

YES
Conservation Area
NO
Comments Grade ll and with neighbouring Georgian properties too
YES
Listed Buildings: Grade ll
NO
See shopfront with thin iron columns and capitals, cornices. (Whitecliff Furnace, ancient
monument, is less than a mile down the road)
YES
Recorded Archaeology
NO
Comments
See P1649/07 archaeologically sensitive as in Mediaeval Coleford
Public Rights of Way
YES
NO
Comments. See heritage concern re tram road on rear boundary
YES
Flood Risk
NO
ZONE
Comments Main route out for combined sewer: problems of flooding downhill from there
when rainfall intense. Flood zone 3
YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
NO
Comments
Overhead cables to rear of site by Tram Rd.
See Statutory Public Sewer Record: sewer to rear, also to front and also crossing the site
Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments
Rear of site abuts Tram Rd- ancient way to Whitecliff Furnace.(GO3)
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Key site on Gateway 6 into town centre (GO2)
 Corner site with outbuildings which first produced the Dean Forest Guardian (forerunner
of The Forester) in 1874 and not disturbed for many years (decades?) so unknown
contents. The main shop was the sales and journalism offices. Flats above.
 Yellow lines across Newland St frontage and start of Market Place 20mph zone
 Bowens Hill on the corner of the site is a very steep hill with sharp 900 junction
 Uphill are only dedicated free parking spaces in Coleford centre (1hour)
 Site to rear is relatively undisturbed, so may be bats/ecology potential
GO3 Tram Rd from Bowens Hill, rear
of site

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Old Guardian Office Site: Surveyors(s): M and S Cox;Date: 28.1.16

Facility
Shop

Distance
(metres)
20m

Route
Quality

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos

Good
Fair

In town centre, Market Place shops within 1 minute walk. Variety of
mainly independent shops. Also cafes and pubs.

Poor
School

200
Good
Fair

But up very steep hill then across 2 junctions to Primary and the
Opportunity Centre (for those with and without disabilities). Also
nursery and after school club.
Bus to secondary school at Lakers

Poor
Open
Space

300

Good
Fair

(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Angus Buchanan recreation ground, with play area and sports pitches/
pavilion at George V is nearest public space uphill from here. Pedestrian
ROW direct via alleyway, or else longer by road

Poor
Bus Stop 80
Good

Nearest is Market Place, choice of routes to Monmouth, Ross,
Gloucester. People with mobility difficulties can get there along fairly
flat route with mobility scooters. Dial-a-ride works in the area

Fair
Poor
Any
other
facility

80

Good

Baptist Church (with meeting rooms) on same road out of town. St
John’s Church behind, currently closed.

Fair
Poor

Bank within 250m
FODDC offices and cinema, professional services eg solicitors, optician
within ¼ mile but uphill
GO4 St John's Church behind site.
Garage left on site corner with Bowens
Hill, Conservation Area edge at rear of
site. Gateway into town from Whitecliff
Furnace (SAM), Viaduct and Newland.
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
Observations / Comments / Site Visit Notes / Record of Photos
Key Issues and Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)







Tick one

√

See Coleford Town Council comments on planning application. Corner site at
sharp junction, quite well used route out of town.
Vehicle access point has wide pavement but sited next to 20mph sign and with
double yellow lines
Access is only 6-8 m from junction. Quarry lorries use this route to their storage
place.
Tourist ancient monument is less than a mile away.
Public car park 100m next to well attended church.
Pedestrian access is directly off pavement into shopfront.

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
The site is at the entrance to the Town Centre on a key local and tourist Gateway 6.
Photos
Site has double-gated vehicular access from Newland St, set well back with wide
pavement.
Pedestrian entrance is in centre of shopfront of listed building
Garage and outbuildings are arranged around perimeter, so space for turning within the
property.
Off town centre, so has all main connections
Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed
(mitigation) to make it a suitable site:
Sharp 900 turn in, only 6-8m away from Bowens Hill, a steep hill to the south. Start of 20mph
zone with bump immediately toward the town centre. Road is only just standard width.
Increased traffic movements from this site and the one opposite which has recently been
sold for flats would make existing access difficult for passing traffic. Bowens Hill is steep
uphill, with bends which make access from side also difficult. Highways advice very
important, and space on site needed for turning and parking.
Sewer connections also complicate development, especially the one crossing the site. In
2007 Dwr Cymru objected to development on sewage system grounds. No significant
improvements to the infrastructure have been made since then. The combined sewer
which leads down from this to Newland works has not been upgraded (see Dwr Cymru
letter to Coleford Town Council 2013).
Tram road to the rear, was once right through to St John St, but at some point years ago a
wall has been built across this historic way. Nevertheless there is pedestrian access to other
Newland St properties off this way.GO3

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Old Guardian Office Site: Surveyors(s): M and S Cox;Date: 28.1.16

4. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat

Sloping into Valley Floor

Plateau
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
The rear is higher, but a low slope into a flat frontage. Behind the Tram road is a 12 feet
retaining wall, so buildings above that look at third floor of listed building. The sheds to the
rear are cut into the slope.
Frontage is flat into Market Place.

Views In: Wide

Channelled
Long
longer frontage
Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos

Fair distance across
valley

GO5 view in from Tram Rd seeing back of
Newland St building, showing height
difference. Asbestos roofed outbuilding.
vehicles in overgrown garden conditions.

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos GO6 and GO2
See also character assessment Conservation Area Newland St/Market Place

GO6 Newland St vehicle entrance. Garage
left, Church & Coleford House high up other
side of Tram Rd, mature trees
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GO7 overhead cables and sheds at rear,
formerly print shops backing onto Tram Rd. All
in Conservation Area

GO8 rear shows trees and shrubs on Tram Rd
boundaries and Coleford House (now empty)

GO9 Old Man's Beard on Tram Rd wall at rear

GO10, sash windows, display window
beginning to bow, poor condition.

GO11 See listing doc. shop front with iron
columns - investigate Mushet connection

GO12 Next door 6-8 also listed with this and
well restored
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Boundary wall(retaining) at rear and side
Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Mature trees/shrubs along Tram Rd. Most of trees not on this site, but adjacent. Shrubs are
varied with significant ivy on sheds. Generally untended rear gives wild garden effect.GO7-9

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridor to rear

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Mature and wild habitat means likely small mammals, foxes. Snakes known a bit further down
the road in car park. Bats possible – but see planning application 2007.

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls –.

On-site freestanding buildings/structures –

Neighbouring buildings/structures in view –Neighbouring use –office & flats
Potential Conflicts: Listed; Conservation Area; Georgian terrace streetscape; shopfront could
display local iron work produced in Coleford 19C
Observation:
Really important to keep the frontage heritage quality not just of the main building but also to
work with streetscape. GO12 Interior detail not known, but Grade ll listing. Chimneys
repointed late 20C
Also possible heritage value in former printing workshops to rear, not necessarily in
architecture, but possibly in equipment. The site has industrial heritage as the first home of the
local newspaper, which still continues, but as part of a larger group.
Garage is sited right on the corner, and looks to be early-mid 20C.
Danger of asbestos on site.GO7
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1. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
Listed building and streetscape in Georgian town centre. Area where some of these buildings
have been well restored when converted.GO12
In NDP consultation, the need for widening range of shops, increasing tourism, but keeping and
looking after the heritage have all been emphasized.
Heritage value of original newspaper office and print works
Whole site in Conservation Area.
Tram Rd to rear, though interrupted, has heritage value as way toward Newland.GO3
Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
The Listed building must be kept and any conversion be sympathetic in terms of conservation
and design, noting that this streetscape is also listed and it is a key Gateway site in the
Conservation Area.
The site would need investigations by Highways re access; archaeology re mediaeval,
Georgian value and also industrial heritage with Dean Forest Guardian newspaper
beginnings. That includes looking for any 19C/ early 20C printing equipment, and careful
investigation of shopfront to see if this is Mushet wrought iron. Bat investigation?
Sewer improvements to infrastructure would be needed very importantly given the flooding
problem in Coleford and combined sewer down Newland St, and the manhole which lifts in
intense rainfall, Also 3 sewer routes affect the site itself.

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: 7 Old Guardian Office
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?






This is a key site with double listing (building and streetscape), and in
Conservation Area.
position on Gateway 6into town, on approach from Whitecliff Furnace
(SAM) The gateway needs improvement
consultation findings that the heritage of the area needs to be conserved
and given some TLC
The poor condition shows at the least the need for some more serious
window and frontage repairs. The danger is that just left as it has been for
some years, the building is suffering beyond economic repair.
The links between this building and the outbuildings with the printing industry
need to be investigated and conserved.

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1. Conversion and development into local attraction/artisan centre for
printmakers/ design, referring to newspaper start/possibly linking to
Mushet/ TIC. This would increase tourism to Coleford, and provide bad
weather opportunity.
2. Possible conversion back into shop or small shops within the Georgian
building.
3. Possible conversion of Newland St building into Georgian townhouses, but
keep shopfront
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
SEWER improvements to infrastructure. Vehicular access improvement and
parking.
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
 Keep listing and conservation requirements
 Shopfront especially kept
 Investigations as in C2 undertaken and results acted upon
 Respect the distinctive character of the Conservation Area and
residential area to rear/ down Newland St
 Keep but tidy Tram Rd ecology
 Any rear buildings form courtyard look to work with conversion, and
than that. Materials in d
character.
Signed Mnot
C ohigher
x
ate
28 Jan
2016
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7 KINGS HEAD ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Site Name /
Address

Kings Head
Bank St
Coleford
GL16 8BA
Gross area (Hectares)

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Parish Name

Coleford

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses
Availability

Empty for about 10 years, ground floor now used by
furniture recycling charity
Total site for sale: short lease on retail unit

Site Planning History
Site significant in 1643 Battle of Coleford, but this not the original pub building.
Included in the Conservation Area, but not listed. Georgian style for main frontage, notable
bow windows on ground floor. Bowling alley along The Spout added in 20C. Little parking
available.
Site on the corner of Bank St and Gloucester Rd at main traffic lights for the B4228 AND B4028.
The position of the pub affects the layout of the lights and its system (4way) Also fronts onto
Market Place, the focus for the conservation area. To the west is the minor road The Spout,
which has a lot of heritage attached as the access to the spring, and the major listed building
Bank House (HQ of the Forestry Commission) is opposite. Also flood site.
This is a key site and building in Coleford, also in FODDC Allocations Plan where It is
recommended for conversion to flats, possibly up to 12. Local Plan Examination still in progress
2017

KH1 Kings Head on traffic light junction
for through traffic and into Market Place
(20 mph zone) behind photographer.
Road left to Monmouth, straight on to
Gloucester, right to Parkend (holiday
route) and Chepstow.
Meeting of 3 gateways and in both Town
Centre and Conservation Area. Not
listed.
In need of care after being empty for
some years, now has Furniture Recycling
on ground floor.
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
Forest
of Dean
YES
Comment: See
Allocation Plan
submission2015
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments
Conservation Area
YES
Comment: within area key location
Listed Buildings
YES
Comments: not listed, but Bank House (adjacent )is

NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

Recorded Archaeology
YES
NO
Comment: pub on site recorded in Battle of Coleford 1643
Public Rights of Way
Comments

YES

NO

Flood Risk
YES
NO
ZONE 3
Comment: Flooded in past, confluence of Slut’s Brook and Thurstan Brook at corner of site.
Flood zone3 starts here and runs into Market Place, Bank St
Services – wires & cables (if known)
YES
NO
Comments: historical issues with culvert by Bank St side
Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments: Air pollution recording at cross just under the limit 2016, Congestion at Traffic lights
including HGVs, LGVs, cars
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments: Small area at rear for parking;
boundary of the site is The Spout, which is not named as road on map; site is effectively
surrounded by roads, but at major junction, with traffic lights and queueing traffic. The traffic
management of junction is affected by position of pub (4 way lights).
Pub is in prominent position in Conservation area and is key building which had been empty
for approx. 8 years, 2017 has limited (short-term?) use on ground floor only..

KH2 Conservation area continues up
Gloucester Rd to right, Georgian mainly;
to left across The Spout is Bank House,
HQ of Forestry Commission in Dean. Also
known as Crown House it is listed, and
was office for Angus Buchanan VC,
notable of Coleford who donated the
land for recreation ground.
Note width of junction is only just
sufficient for HGVs turning right into
Gloucester Rd
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: Surveyors(s): Date:






Look through all the questions before starting.
Leave any questions that do not seem to apply.
Take a form, clipboard, map, camera and a pen or two with you when you go out.
Take any photos you think are useful (often more useful than some words) and add
any photo names/numbers in the right hand boxes once you get back to ‘base’.

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility

Distance
(approx)

Route
Quality

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos

Shop

20metres

Good
Fair
Poor

Site in town centre retail area, squaring off the Market Place with
independent shops.

School

0.75-1km
Good
Fair

Open
Space

0.5km

Poor
Good
Fair
Poor

Bus Stop

Any
other
facility

50m

Good
Fair
Poor
Good
Fair

Cross traffic lights and uphill walk to Coalway infant and Junior Schools.
St John’s Primary Academy somewhat closer, but involves crossing over
traffic, and many cross at place with no marked crossing
Bus required – 30/31- 2 miles to nearest school, Lakers, at Five Acres in
neighbouring parish.
(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Bells Field uphill on way to Coalway schools is under design and finding
funding for leisure/ recreational green uses.
Angus Buchanan Recreational Ground approx. ¾ mile uphill and across
busy route
Bus stops in Market Place for all routes, to Gloucester, Monmouth,
Ross,Lydney

All town centre activities available mostly on the level in the Market
place. Police Hub opposite.
Café 16, garage, Town Council,bank,shops,3pubs/hotels, with Main
Place about 0.4km

Poor

KH3 The Spout, a no through road.
Looking out to Bank St, the site is on left,
the part which was former skittle alley.
Businesses up the Spout have to gain
access and egress here when traffic is
queuing much of the time. There is very
little parking space so cars park parallel
making entry/exit even more difficult.
Regenerated old brewery premises are
on the right.
The Spout is also the source of
Thurstan’s brook
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
Observations / Comments / Site Visit Notes / Record of Photos
Key Issues and Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)





Tick one

√

On main B roads, but layout of junction means traffic queues back waiting for 4 way lights.
Difficult to exit
Economic frontage straight onto pavement, with skittle alley backing onto minor road

KH4 Cars and lorries (articulated and quarry)
queue up over the minor road entrance, the
Spout

KH5 Turning movements are offset because of pub
site, so lights are 4 way. Conservation Area

CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.

This building is focal to the networks in the Town Centre, by foot, by car in terms of passing, but
NOT in terms of parking. Bike racks are opposite the site. Easily found, well evident .

Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site:

Restoration of the whole building or at least the Georgian frontage would be needed. That would
have significant effect on the junction at least temporarily. The empty status has led to
deterioration, and complete refurbishment required. Traffic lights and level of traffic use (up to
1762 vehicle equivalents per hour) are reviewed frequently, and site is implicit in any traffic
management scheme as is proposed for consideration. Access to the Spout (and for other users)
would need to be addressed.

Photos
Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Surveyors(s): CE Date: May 16

1 SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat

Gently Undulating
Valley Floor
Plateau
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Views In: Wide
Channelled

Strongly Undulating

Long

Steep Valley

Short

Valley

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View :seen from many parts of town centre, but focal to meeting of
Gateways, In Conservation Area and Town Centre

KH6 left and KH7
right both show
deterioration of
the several
buildings making
up the whole.
Note key location
for Gateway 2
entry to town on
Gloucester Rd

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Re cord of Photos

KH8 View up The Spout toward
refurbished Old Brewery
KH10 View up Lords Hill Gateway, out of
conservation area, toward industrial
sites with many left and right turning
lorries. New Tourist Information Centre
on the right

Using FODDC sites assessment template

KH9 Across the Market Place, past Town
House mural toward the Clock Tower. Key
position
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Boundary wall at front
Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
No natural features

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridor to rear

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
None known

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls –.

On-site freestanding buildings/structures –

Neighbouring buildings/structures in view –Neighbouring use –

Potential Conflicts –

Observation:
Georgian frontage with name of hotel is notable, but much of the building is not that age.
Also note the consultation shows people very keen to see improvement, TLC to this building,
but keep the character.

KH11 Bank House is opposite the Kings
Head

Using FODDC sites assessment template

KH12 Frequent regret is expressed over
loss of Market House featured in mural
opposite the Kings Head
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1. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
Heritage and Conservation Area value along with prominent position, but little natural value.
Thurstan’s Brook is evident above ground a little way up the Spout (hence the name for the
lane) but much of the water is culverted, and this is start of flood zone 3 in town centre.
Views key both in and out
Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Issues with vehicular access and egress from The Spout into congested Bank St on a busy junction.
Need to address parking and The Spout as a matter of importance.
Sewage and surface water flood risk also vital to address, with potential impact on whole of
Market Place, and also via multiplier effect on local economy and tourism.
Air pollution concerns : tested 2016 as shown in Appendix K 29.31pg/m3; 15.30ppb; 1.59pg NO2.

KH13 Bank St
congestion:
with quarry
lorries
to/from
Stowfield;
articulated
HGVs & LGVs;
cars both
local &
tourist, with
another
junction at
old Masons
Arms back of
top left
opposite Café
16 & Dora
Matthews
House

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number:
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
The building has deteriorated over the years, and been empty for a number of years. Part being
used as charity shop for furniture in 2016/17. Raised in every consultation as a site of concern,
with such a prominent position in the town. Also could be important factor in solution to air
pollution and congestion as is reason for offset of junction so lights have to work on each of 4
roads in turn. Also shabby entrance to town for Gateways 2,4,7 which need improvement. Also
opposite the Tourist Information Office and the Police Hub which has recently been extended
into the old Magistrates Court.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development might be possible
or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1. Mixed use: Retail on ground floor, not necessarily pub function
Flats above, which could be one-bedroom, as local need, and possibly for people
without car ownership. One suggestion was for younger people, or those with difficulties
who need assisted living
2. All flats as above
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be needed to make it
properly suitable?
Depending on exact use, could install lift to give increased accessibility, especially to second
floor flats.
Maintain look of frontage with bow windows and name Kings Head
Possible re-orientation of The Spout exit using side of site with 20C skittle alley or pavement at
traffic lights corner could be altered to improve traffic flow and thus air pollution too
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or conditions
might be applied (eg. heights, screening,
materials etc.)?
Conservation Area permission including
restoration of frontage including name,
windows.
Access/egress Bank St/The Spout.
Consider findings of traffic management
scheme proposed.

KH14 View from corner of Kings Head showing
junction, with possible option to alter corner/
alter alignment also using pavement by site.
See findings of traffic management scheme
.
Signed

S Cox, M Cox

date

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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8 ELLWOOD RD ASSESSMENT
See photos attached

FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Site Name /
Address

Ellwood Rd
Milkwall Coleford GL16 7LE

Parish Name

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)
SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses

Grass paddock for horses

Availability

Available

Site Planning History
Developer on behalf of local owner approached NDP steering re its status in the plan. This site is outside
the FODDC Coleford settlement envelope, and not included in the original Allocations Plan, now in Further
Changes. NB see also character assessment. This area is next to the meend which has both ecological and
heritage value. It is near to ancient woodlands and statutory Forest. This site is adjacent to the settlement
boundary, and the landscape is well used by walkers and local residents. All of the latter is part of the
Green Ring, including heritage and ecology, round Coleford.

ER1 & 2
site slopes
east and
south.
Views to
Station Rd
& Gorsty
Knoll ridge
ER3 view
north at
top of site
seeing
garage on
perimeter
ER4 horse
in hedged
and fenced
field site

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments

NO

Forest of Dean comments

NO

YES

NO

SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments Gorsty Knoll nearby but not on site
Conservation Area
YES
Comments
Listed Buildings
YES
Comments
Recorded Archaeology
YES
Comments
Industrial archaeology with rail routes for coal/iron
mining. Undesignated heritage site of Colour Works is
adjacent* ER5&6. SAM Dark Hill about ¾ mile away;
Scarr Bandstand about ¾ mile in opposite direction
(west).
Public Rights of Way
YES

NO
NO
NO
* P249 & plate 30b The Industrial History of
Dean Cyril Hart (1971) ISBN 0 7153 5288 1
Coleford, Cyril Hart (1983) ISBN 0 86299 091
2

NO
Comments Footpaths exist both sides of the site ER7
has heritage value; ER8 is nearer facilities.
NO
Flood Risk
YES
ZONE
Comments This site is near the watershed for the Wye and Severn, so between Dwr Cymru and Severn
Trent coverage. Given its position the site would require infrastructure improvement and pumping to flow
into the Wye area. Major groundwater risk, aquifer also used by Suntory for extraction for soft drinks (key
employer).
YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
NO
Comments
Cables and a transformer are evident just next to the east of the site
Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments
This is in an ex mining and iron/ochre colour works area. 19C dram and rail routes pepper the area to the
south and east of the site, which are of value to local people.
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Statutory Dean Forest area adjacent. See Forestry Commission
 Old hedge surrounding
 Cycle way to east of site, but potential for another link from there to Clearwell Caves and Scarr
Bandstand would pass to east of site ER12.

˂ER5 Colour
Works building,
looking toward
Gorsty Knoll
˃ER6 ex rail/
tram track from
Ellwood Rd
toward Colour
Works building
in background

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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ER7 ex train/ tram track to S along boundary of site

ER8 junction of tracks, left to Scarr & Clearwell
potential cycle trail; right is that seen in ER7

ER9 northwest corner, by garage, with footpath which
runs along boundary

ER10 another paddock to south in the meend,
track right leads to site

ER11 view north uphill on Ellwood Rd, site left, no
footpath, bend by garage toward Station Ed

ER12 view south toward Ellwood and ex train track
crossing, could be improved into cycle track
extension to Clearwell caves and Scarr.

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: Ellwood Rd; Surveyors(s):MS & SC Cox; Date: Jan 31 2016

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility

Shop

Approx. Route
distance Quality
(metres)
500
Good
Fair

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos

Uphill walk to local shop, but no footpath by the site on either side of road,
and bend where the garage is.ER11 Path comes in approaching Station Rd.

Poor
School

1 mile
Good
Fair
Poor

Open
Space

10m

Good
Fair

Nearest breakfast club and primary school are at Ellwood, opposite the
chapel. From the site this would be a long walk for children with no
footpath for the majority of the way, and through wooded area before the
Ellwood crossroads. From there it would be uphill, or vice versa on the way
home. School bus does stop on Ellwood Rd
Alternatively it would be a bus ride or car from Station Rd to either
Coalway Infants/Juniors or St John’s in Coleford
The local meend is adjacent to the site, a wild green area with ex rail routes
and tracks.
Milkwall football club is ¾ mile north. There is a football pitch and grass
area at Ellwood by the school, but poor access

Poor
Bus Stop 510m

Good
Fair
Poor

The school bus stops on Ellwood Rd but no other bus on this route. The 31
Coleford-Glos bus runs hourly along Station Rd from a stop past the shop
on Tufthorn Ave or further down Station Rd

1 mile

Good

450m

Fair

Milkwall Hall is sited toward the east of the site on Station Rd, but its
condition means it does not provide too many community activities.ER13
Tufthorn Inn is on Station Rd, pub with food.
Small industrial site to east of site on previous Colour Works and another
to SW provides some employment
Milkwall FC and cycle path opposite Colour Works engineering site
Chapel at Ellwood opposite the school, and Ellwood Football Club near that

Any
other
facility

Poor

1mile

ER13 from access in east looking toward Station

ER14 current access to east over tram/rail track

Rd. To right of transformer is rear of Milkwall

& meend

Hall
Using FODDC sites assessment template
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Tick one
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
√
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
 The site is within easy reach of Chepstow Gateway into Coleford, and about half a mile off the road
which runs through the Southern into the Eastern Arc. The Gloucester bus No 31 runs hourly round the
latter.
 Current access for pedestrians/horses/agric vehicles is off the track/ tram road to the east of the site
ER 14. This would not be suitable for vehicle access of a development. It could be improved for
pedestrians, to allow access to the meend and Milkwall Hall, but this would need to be kept essentially
green to harmonise with the distinctive green heritage meend. Slope is significantly sloping from west
to east and run off would need to be addressed to prevent dangerous ice on pedestrian exit
 It is assumed that the vehicle access would be off Ellwood Rd, to the west. Note the listed plaque at
the turn with Station Rd marking this as a crown-funded road ER15. That road would require improved
pavement (on west perimeter) and check on visibility splay at a difficult bend in the road. Parking
space would need to be kept on site.
 Potential for approaching local firms/community buses to provide a bus route by adaptation of
an existing nearby route

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
 Current access is in keeping with distinctive character, but low level use.
 Ellwood Rd is reasonable surface but judged not to be standard double width highway. NB
Bungalow on opposite side of road has indented edge to allow for passing/manoeuvres.
Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed
(mitigation) to make it a suitable site:
 Main vehicle access point would require Highways checks for display and for traffic coming from
Photos
Milkwall to be able to avoid any cross movements from the estate entrance.
 Footpath to Station Rd put in place on west perimeter.
 Any alteration to existing access would need to talk with Forestry Commission re rights of way/
improvement in an area of their management.

ER15 Plaque at Ellwood Rd/ Station Rd
junction showing road built at Crown
expense

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Ellwood Rd; Surveyors(s):MS & SC Cox; Date: Jan 31

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Floor

Gently Undulating
Strongly Undulating
Steep Valley
Plateau Significant, graded slope west to east. Side of shallow valley.

Valley

Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Currently in use as horse paddock ie agricultural grassland ER4. Has temporary horse shelter, and more
permanent shelter, mainly to east. Also fencing round perimeter, and some parts with wooden railings .

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

G limpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos

Can see location of site from Gorsty Knoll ER1,
ER2, and ER 16 left and any buildings would be
seen from there. From south, along track
pedestrian exit onto tram rd/track is currently
toned in with surroundings.
ER16 with site marked. Station
Rd on right

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
From top of site (west, and outside perimeter) can see top of Gorsty Knoll; from east, view is of edge of
settlement and meend, Colour Works (below). Variation and green is key to views.
Bungalows seen to east corner, set back off Station Rd, by Hall.

ER17 from Station Rd over waste to pedestrian
access

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees
Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Old building wall on boundary
Numbers, Quality and Value
Old perimeter hedges ER7 , varied, including hawthorn/blackthorn with one key oak tree on southern
boundary (see ER 19 below)

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds
Signs of Mammals
Wildlife
Water Habitat
Corridor to rear BATS fly by
Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Horses in paddock site.
Woodland birds, evidence of sheep, generally likely to be varied wildlife including deer at
times on the meend/in the Forest next door. Bats likely. High level habitat and heritage,

ER19 Mature, deciduous and varied trees in
Statutory Forest, undergrowth of ivy, bracken,
brambles, grass and wildflowers

ER20 mainly wooden stables, mature
trees and wall of old stone building

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls & on-site freestanding buildings/structures –

Neighbouring use residential to north

Neighbouring buildings/structures in
view
Potential Conflicts , some assart type
meadows with houses to south east,

Observation: On site horse-stabling in two areas – one temporary mid-site and one more permanent to
the east of the site ER20. Around the site, one bungalow on the opposite side of Ellwood Road
surrounded by woodland. Commercial garage on east side of road adjoining site, with parking area and
footpath which progresses down the northern side of the site ER3. At eastern end are several bungalows
and Milkwall Hall. Station Road residential area is a variety of age and style two-storey buildings and the
chimneys are evident. A distinctive feature, The Hall is a World War 1 wooden hut which serves as a
community space but needs refurbishment.ER13 The old Colour Works industrial site adjacent now has a
variety of different industries with different style industrial buildings and parking/entranceways. The
building in ER5 with the well-preserved and notable slate roof is known by local people as part of the19th
century colour works and is an important part of the undesignated local heritage. IVY!
Using FODDC sites assessment template
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
The location of the site is part of the heritage and green space area which completes the circuit of green
around Coleford (see Character Assessment and Green Ring). The Meend, Forest and heritage rail tracks to
the south are contiguous with this site. Gorsty Knoll is adjacent, and has ecological and archaeological
status, with SSSI’s and SAM of Dark Hill.

The site consists of grassland with old hedges on a graded
slope.
ER21 The mature oak tree inside the
southern hedge should be retained

.

Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.

The design would need to be varied, with a mix of housing, sensitive to local architecture and wildlife
corridors, mature trees.
Gardens, and trees, would need to be an important part of the development in order to maintain the green
appearance, especially on the view in from Gorsty Knoll, and to harmonise with the valued green area of
which it is a part (Green Ring 3 South). Check bat routes and water extraction monitoring from aquifer.
Entrances, particularly pedestrian to the south, would need to maintain the native green, and be bordered to
fit habitat.ER14

Using FODDC sites assessment template
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: Ellwood Road, Milkwall, Coleford
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
This is in an important ecological and heritage part of the surrounding landscape of Coleford.
The importance of the Forest, and especially the eastern access would need to be discussed with the Forestry
Commission before any final plans.
Essentially this field is on the edge of the envelope of settlement, although not in the defined settlement
boundary, and has features similar to other properties in the vicinity.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
Coleford has a need for affordable housing. So any housing should be mixed development and include a small
play area. This could be achieved either by working with Milkwall Hall and the Forestry Commission or in
discussion with Coleford Town Council any further extension of the play area in the Primrose Drive
development. Community consultation would be required.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
The varied design needs to take into consideration the heritage and distinctive green space of this area. Be
aware of the properties in the immediate area 19th century or early 20th century, including the Colour Works

Vehicular access point would need to be discussed with Highways to achieve the visibility splay, and ensure
safe access given the bend, pinch point and the somewhat narrow existing road.
The pedestrian entrance to the east needs to merge with the green area, both visually and in practical design.
Access to the cycle track (current or potentially extended) would need to be carefully designed in.
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
 Pavement necessary on the northern perimeter to where the existing pavement finishes close to
Station Road, and footway toward Ellwood considered.
 Mature trees/hedges need to be retained and additional (suitable) trees planted as part of the design,
incorporating curved estate roads.
 Bat movements need to be noted and worked round.
 Buildings should be a maximum of two-storeys. SUDS required.
 Forest stone, brick with render and both tile and slate roofs to be used in building materials.
Chimneys?

Signed M Cox date 31st January 2017

Using FODDC sites assessment template

9. LOWER LANE SITE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford
(with adjacent boundary of
West Dean (Berry Hill)

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Strategic Open Space
Locally Valued Landscape as per
Policy AP.63

Site Name /
Address

Land to N of Lower Lane
Coleford GL168QN

Parish Name

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)

10.88Ha

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses

Agricultural land grade 2

Availability

Planning application appeal 2015 DCLG S of S dismissal
2016; Challenge 2017

Site Planning History
No previous planning history until
Planning application P1482/14/OUT by Gladman was REFUSED 11/12/2014.
Appeal given by Inspector 2015
Sec of State dismissal of Appeal notice 21.12.16. See separately.
 conflict with policies (R) F.Coleford 11, CSP.1 and CSP.4 thus not accord with the development plan
taken as a whole



landscape impact carries moderate weight against the proposal



adverse impact in terms of visual effect carries significant weight,



use of best and most versatile agricultural land carries moderate weight against the proposal.



Conflict with emerging plan policy AP64 carries limited weight



emerging Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Development Plan carries
limited weight, and he attributes limited weight against the proposal to the conflict with
the aim of that Plan to retain the site at Lower Lane as an essential boundary between
settlement at Berry Hill and the town of Coleford

“Having carefully considered all the material considerations in this case, the Secretary of State considers
that the adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the Framework policies as a whole. There are no material considerations
that indicate that the appeal proposals should be determined other than in accordance with the
development plan. …..Hereby dismisses your client’s appeal for residential development in accordance with
application reference P1482/14/OUT, dated 9 September 2014”
Challenge lodged.
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments

Forest of
Dean
Comment
s:
SSSI / SNCI
Comments
Conservation Area
Comments
Listed Buildings
Comments

YES
see Core Strategy, Local
Plan Review and
Allocations
Locally Valued Landscape
YES

YES
YES

YES
Recorded Archaeology
Comments see planning documents, ploughing affected
Public Rights of Way
Comments

NO
Wye Valley and Forest of Dean AONB
eastern boundary is 15m from western
boundary of site

YES

YES
Flood Risk
Comments: surface water flooding at eastern edge next to
Gamekeepers
YES
Services
Comments
Overhead electricity and telephone lines crisscross site. Much
wirescape including transformers, often along existing
hedgerows but also crossing these and site, and then A4136
toward Coleford including at Berry Hill Pike, and also Grove
Road (Photo 1)
NB Lower Lane filling station with petrol storage adjacent
YES
Mining / Contamination – Map
Comments
Likely vents for previous mining

NO

NO
Nearby see AONB. Bats locally: see planning
application documents
NO
NO
NO
NO
Path at eastern edge next to site; paths in
AONB to east
NO

ZONE

NO
No sewer provision on site
Sewage network, infrastructure through
Coleford reported as inadequate capacity.
Newland works has capacity
Drains for surface water not present. Issues
of flooding in intense rainfall at Hillcrest Rd
junction with A4136 (Photo8)
NO

1. Berry Hill Pike: traffic
approaching from Monmouth
on A4136 uphill round bend
suddenly come upon Grove Rd
(to right, signed to campsite)
where one access proposed. To
left is Sunnybank route to
Coleford town centre. All roads
are bus routes. Note wirescape
across junction. Site is behind
photo on right.
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Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Within the area of the Green Ring defined by Coleford NDP character assessment, separating
Coleford town from Berry Hill (Photos 2 and 3).



Important green skyline above golf course and bowl within which Coleford town is centred



Based on existing allocations document and agreed permissions, 200 houses well exceeds the
projected need for housing in Coleford parish (currently estimated at 58)



Traffic issues especially at school times at Five Acres junction (eastern end). Four-way lights at
junction and 30mph near the possible new access road instituted because of past accidents.
Lakers school is on junction with Gloscol Forest Campus next door and children walk this route, NB
no pavement on north of A4136 here (Photo 4)
Increased traffic pressure at both junctions, & turning movements along the main A4136
Monmouth-Gloucester, bus routes 30,31,35. See also sections 2 and 3 following
Grove Rd is signposted route to Christchurch Camp/caravan site and holiday chalets, and route to
Symonds Yat, including Iron Age Fort and Viewpoint over incised meander (tourist hotspot) from
Berry Hill Pike. From this exit, where new traffic would be waiting at junction, traffic from
Monmouth approaches uphill, on a bend and the housing line obscures this spot until the very last
minute, so increased risk. (30mph on Grove Rd, 40mph on Lower Lane at this point)
Increased traffic at bottom of Sunnybank and at Boxbush Rd/St John St/Bank St junction already
due for increased traffic from Thurstan’s Rise development in construction (156). Affected by tail
backs from police station traffic lights with Market Place near extra care housing residences.







2. View into Green Ring, over golf course with
Coleford town centre at base of bowl

3. SE view from Lower Lane. To golf
course and Eastern Arc
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site:LowerLane Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 27.9.15






Look through all the questions before starting.
Leave any questions that do not seem to apply.
Take a form, clipboard, map, camera and a pen or two with you when you go out.
Take any photos you think are useful (often more useful than some words) and add
any photo names/numbers in the right hand boxes once you get back to ‘base’.

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility

Distance
(metres)
Shop/filli Adjacent
garage
ng
station
¼ mile at
Berry Hill;
1 mile
Coleford
town
School 100-200m

Route
Quality
Good
Fair
Poor
Good

½ mile

Fair
Poor

Open
Space

Adjacent to Good
site at north
and east

Fair

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
Through the site and along A4136 with no tarmac pavement on that
side of road and poor streetlighting. Convenience goods, petrol and van
hire at filling station.
Path and estate roads indirect route to Berry Hill cross.

Very steep hill back up from town, especially carrying shopping. Bus
route. Difficult junction at Pike.
Level route to secondary school, Lakers and College. No pavement on
north side, tarmac on south side, with better street lighting.
Complex walk to primary school at Berry Hill including crossing at Globe
junction;
Car/bus journey to Coleford St John’s
Small playground with equipment mainly for younger age group and a
small pitch for football
Small tump of green area, and grass patch by housing off Hillcrest Rd.

Poor
Bus Stop 100-200m
Good
Fair
Poor
Any
other
facility

Within 100500m
Good
Fair
Poor

GPs

1mile

Fair

From east, nearest is Five Acres cross roads for choice of routes to
Gloucester (30,31) Lydbrook/Ross (35).
Grove Rd and Pike junction to west have services to (30, 31)
Christchurch, Gloucester, Lydbrook/Ross (35).
People with mobility difficulties would find this difficult.
Dial-a-ride works in the area.
Lower Lane Filling Station has shop, petrol, car wash and air, hire of
vans
Opposite central site on A4136 Apex outdoor pursuits; car/caravan
sales outlet
Gamekeepers pub on Hillcrest Rd
Garage on Five Acres cross roads with repairs and sales, post box
Community Hall on Park Rd about 8 mins away
Layby on A4136 near Pikehouse, used as lorry stopover
Coleford GPs recently closed their books to new patients.
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4. A4136 with 30 mph and proposed
access just round bend

5. Wide green verge on north side of
A4136 looking toward filling station

6. Pedestrian way proposed at green
tump with trees at east of site

2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good: Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair: Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into
the site and good approach roads.
Poor: Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.

Tick one

√
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Vehicular accesses
Access a) off A4136 at point of existing field access. At this point grass verge is wide, and access is
through established hedgerow. This is between the access opposite into retail units and the
garage/Hillcrest Rd junction. Visibility is good, but a new access would need to be constructed to cope
with the vehicle movements, and this is just to the east of the change of speed limit from 40 to 30 mph
approaching Five Acres. Regular bus routes. Main lorry route, including for quarry lorries from Robin Hood
corner to Gloucester. (Photo 5)
Access b) off Grove Road at narrower point near bend by Pikehouse access and junction. This is
main approach to Symonds Yat tourist hotspot and to camping/caravan/chalets at Christchurch. .
There is pavement on side of the site, but not opposite it. Nature of junction , especially approach
from Monmouth, (Photo 1) means increase of traffic and use by larger vehicles/trailers would be
affected. Regular bus routes and local stops. Access route to proposed community park off estate
road means children will be playing/ walking to play along way.

Pedestrian accesses
Apart from above, there are three proposed pedestrian accesses. To the rear this would allow access
to the existing play area, to the east to the tump open space, and both could be used to get to Berry
Hill cross and primary school via estate roads. There may be a need for complex access gate/ system
to allow for those with disabilities and prevent sheep/boar entry. To the west some people may use
this to walk to the park, and some may connect to AONB walking via footpaths along Grove Rd
(Photo 6). Probably more pedestrians will use the vehicular entry south of this.

3 CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?

Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
 Main A4136 access, usually kept open in snow as part of regular bus route.
 Within 10 minutes walk are small convenience goods and more services, but 15 minutes
down to Town Centre, with very steep walk uphill home .
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Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed
(mitigation) to make it a suitable site:


















Traffic and pedestrian alterations to A4136 to allow for increased vehicle movements at Five
Acres junction, Pikehouse junction, and along main road for safe walking NB nearby
school/college. Pavement implied, but this would take out more green in terms of
hedge/verge.
The two paths into Grove Rd cross to a non-existent pavement which will increase
risks. Given the increase in number of young people, especially with 40% affordable
housing, connections need to be safe.
As indicated on suggested application, the estate road between Grove Rd and A4136
could become a through route, which would significantly increase risk and potential
nuisance. Suggest revise road layout.
Also Bank St/St John St/Tram Rd/Staunton Rd junction in Coleford, where Thurstane’s Rise
(156 part complete/under construction) will also increase traffic at a difficult congestion
point in the Conservation Area.
Sewage pipe capacity to Newland through Coleford is not sufficient. Welsh Water is aware of
the flooding problems which have occurred further on and which affects a combined
sewer/surface water drain. Reorganising sewer at site will not redirect sewage from main
route through town centre.
The one route for sewer through golf course may also affect the allocated site at Poolway
Farm
Given the position it will be difficult to contain surface water on site, and ponds could
overflow with intense rain/ snow melt and affect properties/ main road which is below it.
Existing electricity lines, transformers will need to be connected into new network and
possibly all put underground with new cabling. This includes over Pikehouse junction and
across A4136
Existing telephone lines will need to be rerouted and new ones connected. This might mean
putting all underground as above.
All connections should be made in a manner to enhance and not adversely affect green
space and ecology
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Surveyors(s): S C and M Cox; C Elsmore Date: 27.09.15

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Floor

Plateau

Gently Undulating
Top of escarpment

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley

Valley

Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
Site holds skyline position across A4136 at top of escarpment/bowl in which Coleford Town lies. It consists
of grade 2 agricultural land, mainly used as grassland and hedges, which forms part of the Green Ring
around Coleford. At this point the site separates the settlements of Berry Hill and Coleford .

Views In: Wide
from south

Channelled
Long
Short
Glimpsed
From east
Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT : GREEN RING also photos
Site is on skyline as viewed from Bakers Hill and Poolway, Broadwell and Mile End across Forest Hills golf
course, Coombs Park, Sunny Bank/Lark Rise and High Nash/ parts of the Town Centre, The nature of the
green ring and its position means that this is an important feature with its green environment prominent
over the whole basin and town. (Photos 2,3)

Views of green field important from east in Hillcrest Road

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
See CHARACTER ASSESSMENT also see photos
 Noted view over Coleford: Clock Tower, Town in basin
 Over Golf Course and Coombs Park, and Broadwell – Mile End (Eastern Arc)
 Housing to north and east channelled views
 Long-established hedging restricts views in some areas, eg Grove Rd.

7. Agricultural land with internal and
bordering established hedges
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Hedgerows of smaller fields within site
Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
See also CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Agricultural use is shown by existing and established tall hedgerows which cross the site and border.
Species are varied, and some hedges are intermittent with highest sections internally to site. Trees and
hedges from some neighbouring gardens are evident to the north in particular. The tump bordering to the
east has tall trees of note(Photo 7)

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridors

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos

Mainly grass landscape with interspersed hedges which would provide habitat for woodland and garden
birds. Reporting of birds of prey, bats. To east the fenced boundary by tump shows signs of mammals .

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls – rear. On-site freestanding stone shed- for sheep
husbandry?
Neighbouring buildings/structures in view – mostly houses on north
Potential Conflicts –
boundary. Interrupted housing on east boundary; flats and one house fronting Garage on A4136 and use
A4136
for van hire/ gas
Neighbouring use – Lower Lane Filling Station adjacent; Gamekeepers Pub School/College, retail
units opposite & Pub re
very near east boundary;
access
Lakers School and College, and another garage at Five Acres cross
Observation: see Photos

Elevated position on the northern boundary of the parish, and overlapping into West Dean shows up the
southern boundary of site especially. Green verge, hedges and fields are locally valued, and important to
keep Berry Hill and Coleford separate. In consultation 1 “surroundings/close to countryside/forest”
featured in the top 10 likes of local people and visitors; in consultation 2 people specifically thought it
“important to retain the green area separating the Town Centre from neighbouring settlements”.
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.






Position on skyline and within the Locally Valued Landscape
Part of the Green Ring separating the settlements of Berry Hill and Coleford
Established, varied, hedgerows providing wildlife corridors and habitat
Adjacent to AONB
Green verges along main road on south boundary

Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.












Loss of green environment would be substantial and on skyline.
Restrict to two storey maximum, possibly with some single storey to south.
Noted on allocation development plan the retention of most hedges (all preferred).
Provision of ponds depends upon their purpose and how they will integrate with SUDS and flood
resilience whether they will be of value for water habitat. (There is none currently on site, so it is not
substitution.) Maintenance of said ponds would need to be arranged and costed in, and the pond
near to the Gamekeeper will need to be checked out: it might increase risk of flooding there.(photo
8)
Green southern edge MAY blur effect on skyline but not mask entirely.
The community park and green area to the west is not sufficiently described to see if it is sustainable,
with natural materials/ adventure style etc. Details and maintenance would need to be agreed,
The field is only a few metres from the edge of the AONB and down the road from the major
camping/ caravan/chalet site which brings in so many visitors to the area, so can the vehicular
entrance off Grove Rd be omitted?
Include an agreed planting scheme for gardens to maintain green and habitat.

8. View into site from Hillcrest Rd, lower
area of site to the east, near to the
Gamekeeper Inn
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: 9 Lower Lane
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
√
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is NO T poorly connected but has very high environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?

This is a prominent site in a designated area of Locally Valued Landscape. The local people in both West Dean
and Coleford appreciate the importance of the site as part of the Green Ring separating Berry Hill and
Coleford. This is recognised by FODDC in their Allocations document and is evident from consultation within
the NDP.
It is adjacent to the eastern edge of the AONB and on the route to the nearby centre for tourist
accommodation at Christchurch, as well as near to Coleford. In the ongoing NDP, tourism is noted as a
significant key to progress, and a way to regenerate the town.

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?

Use as part of Golf course, or similar use as appropriate to Green Belt.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
The loss of this green space is irreplaceable.




Retain all green hedges, boundaries, add more and varied green on southern boundary.
Access off A4136 only and constructed to give a natural look to the entrance and appropriate to busy
lorry/holiday route.
 No through estate road.
 Address improvements to junctions at Five Acres, Berry Hill Pike, Bank St
 Sewage infrastructure improved through Coleford to Newland works
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
Max 2 storey dwellings.
Agreements in place re section 106 for play and/or community park.
Sewage and surface water issues addressed.
Planting scheme agreed
Signed Marilyn Cox

3 1 J an 2017
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Gladman Developments Ltd
Gladman House
Alexandria Way
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1LB

Our Ref: APP/P1615/W/15/3005408

21 December 2016

Dear Sir/Madam
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 – SECTION 78
APPEAL BY GLADMAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LAND NORTH OF LOWER LANE, BERRY HILL, COLEFORD, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
APPLICATION REF: P1482/14/OUT
1. I am directed by the Secretary of State to say that consideration has been given to the
report of the Inspector, Mrs KA Ellison BA, MPhil, MRTPI, who held an inquiry from 17
November 2015 – 4 December 2015 into your client’s appeal against the refusal by
Forest of Dean District Council (‘the Council’) to grant outline planning permission for:
residential development (up to 200 dwellings), open space, with associated
infrastructure and details of highway access, in accordance with application reference
P1482/14/OUT, dated 9 September 2014.
2. On 22 January 2016 the appeal was recovered for the Secretary of State's
determination, in pursuance of section 79 of, and paragraph 3 of Schedule 6 to, the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990, because the appeal involves proposals for
residential development of over 150 units or on sites of over 5 hectares, which would
significantly impact on the Government’s objective to secure a better balance between
housing demand and supply and create high quality, sustainable, mixed and inclusive
communities.
Inspector’s recommendation and summary of the decision
3. The Inspector recommended that the appeal be allowed. For the reasons given below,
the Secretary of State disagrees with the Inspector’s recommendation, dismisses the
appeal and refuses planning permission. A copy of the Inspector’s report (IR) is
enclosed. All references to paragraph numbers, unless otherwise stated, are to that
report.

Maria Stasiak, Decision Officer
Planning Casework
3rd Floor Fry Building
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 4DF

Tel 0303 444 1624
pcc@communities.gsi.gov.uk

Procedural matters
4. At the inquiry, the Appellant proposed that the appeal should be determined on the
basis of a 180 dwelling scheme, with some adjustment made to the areas proposed
for residential development, access and green infrastructure (IR1.4) For the reasons
given at IR1.5, the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that there is no reason
to expect any prejudice would be caused to others with an interest in the appeal. The
Secretary of State has therefore proceeded to determine the case on that basis.
5. At the inquiry, an application for a partial award of costs was made by Gladman
Development Limited, against Forest of Dean District Council. That application is the
subject of a separate decision letter.
Matters arising since the close of the Inquiry
6. Representations received following the close of the inquiry are listed at Annex A. The
Secretary of State has carefully considered these representations but, as they do not
raise new matters that would affect his decision, he has not considered it necessary
to circulate them to all parties.
7. On 20 April 2016 the Secretary of State wrote to the main appeal parties to afford
them an opportunity to comment on the implications for the appeal, if any, of the
Court of Appeal judgment in the cases of Suffolk District Council v Hopkins Homes
Ltd & Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and Richborough
Estates Partnership LLP v Cheshire East Borough Council & Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government [2016] EWCA Civ 168.
8. A list of representations received in response to this letter is also at Annex A. Your
letter of 4 May stated that it is unlikely that the definition of policies for the supply of
housing would be now narrowly defined to just the settlement boundary of Coleford
and Berry Hill (Policy CSP4) or distribution (CSP5), but would also now undoubtedly
extend to (R) F.Coleford 11 and emerging policy AP64. You stated that whilst these
policies are not set aside, the weight attributed to them must be considerably
reduced. The Council stated on 20 May that weight is a matter for the decision maker
and though policies CSP4, CSP5, (R) F.Coleford 11 and emerging AP64 may be
relevant to housing supply, it does not necessarily follow that the weight they are
given should be ‘considerably reduced’. The Berry Hill Action Group stated on 5 May
that the Forest of Dean Allocations Plan and the Berry Hill, Christ Church and Edge
End still include policies stating support for the protected status for the Lower Lane
site, and should be given increased weight reflecting their progress since the appeal
last November.
9. These representations were circulated to the main parties on 16 May 2016 and 14
June 2016. The Secretary of State has given careful consideration to these
representations in determining the appeal.
10. Copies of the correspondence may be obtained on written request from the address
at the bottom of the first page of this letter.
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Policy considerations
The development plan
11. In deciding this appeal, the Secretary of State has had regard to section 38(6) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 which requires that proposals be
determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations
indicate otherwise. In this case the development plan consists of the Forest of Dean
Core Strategy (adopted 2012), and the saved policies of the Forest of Dean Local
Plan 2005 (the LP). The Secretary of State considers that relevant development plan
policies include those set out in IR 3.1-3.2.
Emerging policy
12. The Secretary of State notes that the Council is currently preparing a new Allocations
Plan to show how the proposals in the Core Strategy will be implemented. The Plan
was examined in January 2016 and the Inspector’s Interim Findings were issued in
June 2016. Further work is currently being undertaken before consultation on Focused
Changes. The Secretary of State considers that the relevant emerging policies include
draft policy AP64 (which protects an area around Coleford from development).
13. There are also two emerging Neighbourhood Plans – the Berry Hill, Christchurch and
Edge End Neighbourhood Development Plan, and the Coleford Neighbourhood
Development Plan. The Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood
Development Plan has been published for consultation. While the Plan area only
covers a small section of the appeal site, the Plan describes the site at Lower Lane as
an essential boundary between settlement at Berry Hill and the town of Coleford (page
25 of the NP), and states that developments on the ‘buffer area’ must not detract from
the open environment. The Coleford Neighbourhood Development Plan has not yet
been published for consultation.
14. Paragraph 216 of the Framework states that decision makers may give weight to
relevant policies in emerging plans according to: (1) the stage of preparation of the
emerging plan; (2) the extent to which there are unresolved objections to relevant
policies in the emerging plan; and (3) the degree of consistency of relevant policies to
the policies in the Framework.
15. With regard to the first limb, the Secretary of State has taken into account that the
Inspector’s Interim Findings on the Allocations Plan were published on 24 June 2016.
The Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Development Plan is at an
early stage and has not yet been subject to an independent Examination. The
Coleford Neighbourhood Development Plan is at an early stage and has not yet been
published. With regard to the second limb, he has taken into account evidence from
the Allocations Plan Summary of Responses of unresolved objections relating to
settlement boundaries. This is relevant to the Allocations Plan and the Berry Hill,
Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Development Plan. With regard to the
third limb, the Secretary of State has taken into account the Inspector’s Interim
Findings which set out areas where he has concerns about the soundness of the
Allocations Plan. These include housing need and supply. On this basis the Secretary
of State considers that whilst the overarching aim of the emerging policies is
consistent with the Framework’s aim of conserving and enhancing the natural
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environment (paragraph 17), at this stage it has not been demonstrated that policy
AP64 in the emerging Allocations Plan, and the settlement boundary in the emerging
Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Development Plan are
consistent with the objectives of the Framework. Overall, the Secretary of State takes
the view that the relevant policies in the emerging Allocations Plan and the emerging
Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Development Plan carry limited
weight. No policies have yet been published in connection with the emerging Coleford
Neighbourhood Development Plan.
Other material considerations
16. Other material considerations which the Secretary of State has taken into account
include the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework), the associated
planning practice guidance (the Guidance) and the Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) Regulations 2010 as amended.
Main considerations
Location of development
17. Policy CSP.4 indicates that most changes in towns and villages will be expected to
take place within the existing settlement boundaries. Exceptions to this may include
affordable housing for local persons and building conversions and (rarely) new
buildings for employment uses on the edge of settlements. The Secretary of State has
taken into account that the proposal does provide some affordable housing, and that
some of this may be allocated, through the Council’s normal processes, to local
people. However, this is not the sole or main purpose of the development, and he
considers that the proposal conflicts with policy CSP.4.
Landscape and visual impact
18. For the reasons at IR14.3-14.4 the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that
although not all the site would contain built development as a result of this proposal,
the mix of housing, recreational open space and infrastructure means that it would
change from open countryside to urban edge and that this would diminish the
openness and rural character of the countryside between Berry Hill and Coleford,
putting the proposal in direct conflict with policy (R) F. Coleford 11.
Landscape character
19. The Secretary of State has given careful consideration to the Inspector’s assessment
at IR14.5-14.10. He agrees with the Inspector that the intrinsic character of the site
does not warrant classification as ‘valued landscape’ in its own right, according to
NPPF paragraph 109 (IR14.9). He also agrees that the site makes a positive
contribution to local character in its current, undeveloped condition, and helps counter
the urbanising influence of the development around it (IR14.8).
20. He has considered the Appellant’s view, as set out in IR14.7, that the appeal site in its
existing state does not make a significant contribution to the aims of either policy (R)
F.Coleford 11 or AP64, so that the effect of the appeal proposal on those aims would
not be unduly harmful. However, the Secretary of State disagrees with this
assessment. He agrees with the Inspector that for the reasons given at IR14.9 there is
a valid and valuable interrelationship between the site and the land south of Lower
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Lane, and that the site is on the ‘lip’ or ‘rim’ of the Coleford bowl rather than entirely
outside it. He considers that the adverse landscape impacts of the proposal are
magnified as a result of its position on the horizon, notwithstanding the limited
intervisibility between the site and the public footpaths within the bowl. For the reasons
given above, he considers that the appeal site does make a significant contribution to
the aims of policies F.Coleford 11 and AP64, and that the effect of the appeal proposal
on those aims would be harmful.
21. He further agrees with the Inspector at IR14.10 that there would be a noticeable effect
in relation to the character of the area identified under policy (R) F.Coleford 11, due to
its effect of consolidating and extending the built edge of Berry Hill further towards
Coleford. Overall he concludes that there is a moderate adverse impact on landscape
character, and considers that this carries moderate weight against the proposal.
Visual effect
22. The Secretary of State has taken into account the appellant’s assessment of visual
effects, which show that there are few clear views into the site, other than from
immediately adjoining vantage points such as Lower Lane, and that factors such as
the presence of existing development, the screening afforded by the current
hedgerows and the further screening from the proposed wooded greenway along the
southern edge of the development would all mitigate the extent of the impact
(IR14.11-14.12). However, for the reasons given at IR14.12 the Secretary of State
agrees with the Inspector that the adverse visual effect along the main route between
Berry Hill and Coleford would be considerable, that there would be considerable harm
to views from locations close to the site along Grove Road, Lower Lane and Hillcrest,
and that the harm would be of increasing severity the further west the development
was taken. He considers that this adverse impact in terms of visual effect carries
significant weight.
23. For the reasons given, the Secretary of State shares the Inspector’s conclusion at
IR14.13 that the proposal would be harmful both as to its effect on the character of
the land which forms the setting to Coleford, and as to its visual impact, and that
whilst these effects would in the main be confined to the immediately surrounding
area, the proposal would still be contrary to policy (R) F.Coleford 11 and draft policy
AP64. By virtue of its impact on the landscape, it would also conflict with Core
Strategy policy CSP.1 (IR14.52). He also considers that the proposal would run
counter to the aim of the draft Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood
Plan, to retain this part of the settlement boundary to Berry Hill at its current extent, as
set out in Figure 5a of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Best and most versatile agricultural land
24. Paragraph 112 of the Framework requires that local planning authorities should take
into account the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile
agricultural land and that where significant development of agricultural land is
demonstrated to be necessary, local planning authorities should seek to use areas of
poorer quality land in preference to that of a higher quality. In this case the Council
acknowledges that the use of such land has proved necessary elsewhere in the
district in order to provide land for housing. The Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector’s conclusion at IR14.15 that the extent to which use of best and most
versatile land should count against the proposal is dependent on the level of need for
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the site which can be demonstrated, and has taken into account the Inspector’s
conclusions at IR14.56.
25. The Secretary of State’s conclusions on housing need and supply are set out below
at paragraphs 29-30. He considers that taking these conclusions into account, and
also taking into account the aims of paragraph 47 of the Framework, a need for
housing has been demonstrated. However, he does not consider that this translates
directly into a need for housing on this specific site. In view of the adverse impacts on
landscape and visual effect which weigh against the use of this particular site for
housing, he considers that the use of best and most versatile agricultural land carries
moderate weight against the proposal.
Other matters
Site remediation works
26. For the reasons given at IR14.16-14.17 the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector’s conclusion that on the information provided, there can be reasonable
certainty that the effects of past mining could be addressed by way of a condition
which required that all necessary remediation works were carried out. In agreement
with the Inspector he considers that, on this basis, it would be reasonable to conclude
that the level of remediation work is not a consideration which should weigh against
the proposal in the planning balance.
Flood risk
27. The Secretary of State has carefully considered residents’ concerns relating to surface
water flooding. He shares the Inspector’s view at IR14.19 that the evidence provided
does not demonstrate that the site should be treated as anything other than Flood
Zone 1. He also agrees with the Inspector that there is sufficient information in the
Flood Risk Assessment to show that flood risk could be managed within the site and
that this could be achieved by a suitably worded condition. Like the Inspector, the
Secretary of State considers that, on this basis, the development would not give rise to
harm in relation to flood risk.
28. The Secretary of State also agrees with the Inspector at IR14.20 that although other
issues were raised, including the possible effects on tourism and the availability of
alternative transport choices, none are of sufficient substance as to weigh in the
balance against the proposal.
Housing need and supply
29. The Secretary of State has carefully considered the Inspector’s analysis of housing
need and supply at IR14.21-14.45. However, as set out on the Council’s website,
matters have moved on since then, with further progress being made on determining
the housing requirement and supply. The Council’s Draft Housing Supply Note of 25
November 2016 states that with the backlog being addressed over 10 years, there is a
5.4 years supply, while addressing the backlog over 5 years gives a 5.16 years
supply. Once the Inspector and the Council have agreed the revised housing
requirement and consultation material, these Focused Changes will be subject to
public consultation. The Inspector will then decide if further hearings are required
before Main Modifications to the emerging Allocations Plan can be finalised.
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30. While the Council currently claim a more than 5-year supply, consultation on their
analysis has not yet been undertaken. The Secretary of State considers that on the
basis of the material before him, he cannot yet conclude that the Council’s analysis is
robust or that a 5-year supply of housing land has been adequately demonstrated. He
considers that the shortfall has improved since the inquiry, and that there is currently
likely to be a housing land supply in the range between 3.7 years1 and 5 years. He
therefore considers that paragraph 14 of the Framework is engaged.
Whether the proposal is in accordance with local and national policy for the provision of
housing
31. Having taken account of paragraph 49 of the Framework, your representation of 4
May, and the circumstances of this case, the Secretary of State considers that Policy
(R) F.Coleford 11, which serves to protect the open countryside from development;
Policy CSP.4, which indicates that most changes in town and villages will be expected
to take place within the existing settlement boundaries; and Policy CSP.5, which deals
with housing, should not be considered as up-to-date for the purposes of paragraph
49 of the Framework. He also considers that emerging policy AP64 and the settlement
boundary set out in the emerging Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End
Neighbourhood Development Plan are not up-to-date for the purposes of paragraph
49 of the Framework. He has gone on to consider the weight which should apply to
these policies in the light of paragraph 215 of the Framework.
32. The Secretary of State has carefully considered the Inspector’s analysis at IR14.5214.55. He has taken into account that the coverage of policy (R) F.Coleford 11 was
defined on the basis of settlement boundaries which have not been reviewed for some
time, and that those boundaries were defined in the context of long outdated
assesments of population and housing levels (IR14.53). He considers that this
reduces the weight which attaches to that policy. However, as the Inspector also
states at IR14.53, this policy is primarily one for the protection of the countryside, and
the Secretary of State considers that its overarching aim is consistent with the
Framework’s aim of conserving and enhancing the natural environment, for example
at paragraph 17. He agrees with the Inspector at IR14.53 that policy (R) F.Coleford 11
is not inconsistent with national policy simply because it seeks to protect a landscape
which is below the level of national designations. He considers that this policy carries
moderate weight.
33. The Secretary of State notes that the strategic objective of policy CSP.4 is to promote
thriving sustainable communities and facilitate regeneration, and that the strategic
objective of CSP.5 is to promote thriving sustainable communities and provide
affordable housing. He considers that these aims are consistent with the Framework’s
focus on sustainable development, and carry moderate weight.
Conditions
34. The Secretary of State has considered the Inspector’s comments at IR13.1-13.7 on
planning conditions and the schedule of conditions she recommends at Appendix A of
her report. The Secretary of State is satisfied that the proposed conditions are
reasonable and necessary and would meet the tests of paragraph 206 of the
Framework. However, the Secretary of State does not consider that the conditions
would overcome his reasons for dismissing the appeal.
1

Based on the figures set out in IR14.47-14.51.
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Obligations
35. The Secretary of State has carefully considered the s.106 agreement, the Inspector’s
analysis at IR13.8-13.15, national policy set out at paragraphs 203-205 of the
Framework, the relevant PPG, and the CIL Regulations 2010 as amended. The
Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector for the reasons given that the covenants
and obligations within the s.106 agreement comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL
Regulations and the tests at paragraph 204 of the Framework.
36. On 14 June 2016, the Secretary of State wrote to the Council to clarify the number of
planning obligations which have been entered into on or after 6 April 2010 which
provide for the funding or provision of a project or type of infrastructure for which an
obligation has been proposed in relation to the appeal. The Council responded on 16
June, confirming that any s.106 contribution would be within the pooled contributions
threshold. Therefore the Secretary of State concludes that the agreement is compliant
with Regulation 123(3), as amended. However, the Secretary of State does not
consider that the s.106 agreement overcomes his reasons for deciding that the
appeal should be dismissed for reasons which are unrelated to the adequacy of the
agreement, as set out in this letter.
Overall planning balance and conclusion
37. The Secretary of State has had regard to s.38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004. He has found conflict with policies (R) F.Coleford 11, CSP.1 and
CSP.4. Because of the fundamental nature of the conflict with policies (R) F.Coleford
11 and CSP.4, he considers that the appeal proposal does not accord with the
development plan taken as a whole. He has taken into account that policies (R)
F.Coleford 11, CSP.4 and CSP.5 are out of date by virtue of the lack of a 5-year
housing land supply and paragraph 49 of the Framework.
38. Given that these policies are out of date, the Secretary of State considers that
paragraph 14 of the Framework is engaged. He has therefore considered whether the
adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits, when assessed against the Framework policies as a whole.
39. The Secretary of State has concluded overall that the landscape impact carries
moderate weight against the proposal. He further considers that the adverse impact in
terms of visual effect carries significant weight, and the use of best and most versatile
agricultural land carries moderate weight against the proposal.
40. He has concluded that emerging plan policy AP64 carries limited weight, and he
attributes limited weight against the proposal to the conflict with that policy. He has
further concluded that the emerging Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End
Neighbourhood Development Plan carries limited weight, and he attributes limited
weight against the proposal to the conflict with the aim of that Plan to retain the site at
Lower Lane as an essential boundary between settlement at Berry Hill and the town of
Coleford.
41. The Secretary of State considers that the contribution to housing, including 40%
affordable housing, is a substantial benefit which carries substantial weight in favour of
the proposal, and that there would be a small net benefit from the open space,
community park and woodland parking, to which he attributes limited weight. He
agrees with the Inspector’s assessment at IR14.59 that the proposal would also bring
8

economic benefits, particularly in relation to investment and employment in
construction. He attributes moderate weight to the economic benefits.
42. Having carefully considered all the material considerations in this case, the Secretary
of State considers that the adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the Framework
policies as a whole. There are no material considerations that indicate that the appeal
proposals should be determined other than in accordance with the development plan.
Formal decision
43. Accordingly, for the reasons given above, the Secretary of State disagrees with the
Inspector’s recommendation, and hereby dismisses your client’s appeal for residential
development (up to 200 dwellings), open space, with associated infrastructure and
details of highway access, in accordance with application reference P1482/14/OUT,
dated 9 September 2014.
Right to challenge the decision
44. A separate note is attached setting out the circumstances in which the validity of the
Secretary of State’s decision may be challenged. This must be done by making an
application to the High Court within six weeks from the day after the date of this letter
for leave to bring a statutory review under section 288 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
45. A copy of this letter has been sent to Forest of Dean District Council and Berry Hill
Action Group. Notification has been sent to all other parties who asked to be informed
of the appeal decision.
Yours faithfully

Maria Stasiak
Maria Stasiak
Authorised by Secretary of State to sign in that behalf
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Martin Hillier
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File Ref: APP/P1615/W/15/3005408
Land north of Lower Lane, Berry Hill, Coleford, Gloucestershire
•
•
•
•

The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 against
a refusal to grant outline planning permission.
The appeal is made by Gladman Developments Limited against the decision of Forest of
Dean District Council.
The application Ref P1482/14/OUT dated 9 September 2014 was refused by notice dated
10 December 2014.
The proposal was described as: residential development (up to 200 dwellings), open
space, with associated infrastructure and details of highway access.

Summary of Recommendation: The appeal be allowed.
1. Procedural Matters
1.1. The appeal was recovered by direction dated 22 January 2016. The reason
given was that the appeal involves proposals for residential development of
over 150 units or on sites of over 5 hectares, which would significantly
impact on the Government’s objective to secure a better balance between
housing demand and supply and create high quality, sustainable, mixed and
inclusive communities.
1.2. Prior to the opening of the inquiry, two notes were issued. The first, dated 5
November 2015, concerned programming matters, including the possibility
of considering housing land supply issues by way of a ‘round table’ session.
The second, dated 12 November 2015, gave a preliminary view of the main
issues among other things.
1.3. The inquiry opened on 17 November and sat for 7 days. It was adjourned
on 26 November to allow for the submission of further information in
support of contributions to be dealt with through the Unilateral Undertaking.
Information on this subject was provided by the Council on 2 December.
The Appellant responded on 3 December. The inquiry was then closed in
writing on 4 December 2015.
Proposed amendment to appeal scheme
1.4. The scheme considered by the Council was for up to 200 dwellings. Early in
2015 the Appellant made a planning application for up to 180 dwellings on
the site, which the Council declined to determine on the basis that it was
substantially the same as the appeal scheme. At the inquiry, the Appellant
proposed that the appeal should be determined on the basis of the 180
dwelling scheme. Under that scheme, some 5.57ha is proposed for
residential development compared with 6.17ha under the original scheme.
There would be a corresponding increase in the area given over to access
and green infrastructure, from 4.71ha to 5.31ha. The proposal remains the
same in all other key respects.
1.5. The Council advised it had no objection to consideration of the 180 dwelling
scheme at the inquiry. The letter of notification had made reference to the
proposal for 180 dwellings. No other objections were made at the inquiry to
the proposed amendment. In addition, the Appellant had undertaken a
consultation exercise on the 180 dwelling scheme comparable to that on the
original proposal. That did not reveal any novel form of objection or any
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greater level of opposition. In view of the modest nature of the amendment
and the outcome of the consultation exercise, there is no reason to expect
any prejudice would be caused to others with an interest in the appeal. My
report, therefore, is made on the basis of the amended proposal.
Planning obligation
1.6. The proposal is accompanied by a completed planning obligation which deals
with open space and provides for contributions towards recreational,
educational and library facilities.
Application for costs
1.7. At the Inquiry, an application for a partial award of costs was made by
Gladman Developments Limited against the Forest of Dean District Council.
That application is the subject of a separate Report.
Statements of Common Ground
1.8. Three Statements of Common Ground were submitted. That between the
Appellant and Gloucestershire County Council related to highways and
transport matters. The others were between the Appellant and Forest of
Dean District Council, one dealing with general planning matters, the other
with ground conditions. During the course of the inquiry, two further agreed
statements between the Appellant and Forest of Dean were submitted which
dealt with, respectively, the Statutory Forest boundary stones within the site
and Objectively Assessed Need.
The Berry Hill Action Group
1.9. Prior to the inquiry, the Berry Hill Action Group (BHAG) advised it wished to
present evidence on a range of topics. An initial set of statements and
supporting evidence was submitted, which was supplemented at various
points as the inquiry progressed. In recognition of the level of interest from
local residents I also agreed that BHAG, in combination with any other
interested parties, should be permitted to provide a closing statement.
2. The Site and Surroundings
2.1. The appeal site is a gently undulating, broadly rectangular-shaped piece of
land lying between the built up area of Berry Hill and the A4136 Lower Lane.
It is some 10.88ha in size and comprises five fields in agricultural use 1.
Along the northern boundary sit properties within Berry Hill, mainly those
which face on to Crow Ash Road. To the west is Grove Road which connects
Berry Hill with Coleford and which also forms the easternmost boundary of
the Wye Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). To the east is
the Gamekeepers Inn public house as well as the built up area of Berry Hill.
There is a commercial garage mid-way along the site’s southern boundary
and a residential development at its south-west corner. There is also
sporadic development along the opposite side of Lower Lane. Boundaries
are in the form of mature hedgerows which reinforce stock-proof fencing.
1

To aid understanding at the inquiry, the fields were given numbers, with the northern field on the
western part of the appeal site being field 1, the southern one being field 2 and the remainder
numbered 3-5 from west to east. I have followed the same numbering system in this report.
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3. Planning Policy
3.1. The Forest of Dean Core Strategy was adopted in February 2012, shortly
before publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). It
plans for the delivery of 6200 houses over the period to 2026, the
equivalent of 310 dwellings per annum. Policy CSP.1 sets out a wide range
of matters to be considered, including the effect of the proposal on the
landscape. It also states that development which is not able to be
satisfactorily accommodated in respect of the various considerations will not
be permitted. Under policy CSP.4, development is required to be located in
accordance with the existing settlement pattern and hierarchy. Locations
for new housing are identified through policy CSP.5, of which about 650
should be located in Coleford. For the purposes of this policy, Berry Hill is
regarded as forming part of Coleford.
3.2. Saved policy (R) F.Coleford 11 of the Forest of Dean Local Plan 2005 states
that an area of land between Berry Hill and Milkwall will be retained
primarily as open countryside. Development with an essential need to
locate within this area should not detract from its open character.
3.3. The Forest of Dean Allocations Plan was published in March 2015 and
submitted for formal examination in August. At paragraph 1.2, it notes that
the evidence base for the Allocations Plan is an extended and updated base
of that for the Core Strategy. With regard to housing it concludes, at
paragraph 2.10, that following a full review of Objectively Assessed Need it
is appropriate to plan on the basis of a basic demographic requirement very
close to that of the Core Strategy. The Allocations Plan is intended to
deliver 320 dwellings a year or 4,800 over the period to 2026. Policy AP64
identifies an area of largely undeveloped land to be protected from
development that would detract from the open setting of Coleford.
3.4. The greater part of the appeal site lies within the Coleford Town Council
area. Although work on a Neighbourhood Plan for that area is underway, no
draft plan had been published at the time of the inquiry. However, two
narrow slivers of land along the northern edge of the site lie within the area
of West Dean Parish Council. The Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End
Neighbourhood Plan has now been published for consultation. At the time of
the inquiry, it was expected that the plan would be submitted for
examination early in 2016. Based on development plan policy
(R) F.Coleford 11 and policy AP64 of the emerging Allocations Plan, the
Neighbourhood Plan refers to the importance of the buffer zone at Lower
Lane (p25). Although not directly identified as proposed Local Green Space
under policy CE.2.1, the Neighbourhood Plan notes the importance of land
at Lower Lane as representing the boundary between Berry Hill and
Coleford.
4. Planning History
4.1. There is no relevant planning history for this site.
5. The Proposals
5.1. The proposal is for up to 180 dwellings and is made in outline with all
matters reserved, save for access into the site. It makes provision for 40%
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Affordable Homes. The associated infrastructure would include pedestrian
links; a large area of informal public open space, wildlife corridors, retained
hedgerows and landscaping.
5.2. The residential element of the proposal would occupy the eastern half of
field 1 and the greater part of fields 3, 4 and 5. The remainder of field 1
and the whole of field 2 would be given over to a Community Park, an
attenuation area and other infrastructure. Other attenuation areas would be
provided on the southern parts of fields 3 and 4 and at the south eastern
corner of field 5, near the Gamekeepers Inn. There would be two points for
vehicular access: one at the western end, from Grove Road into field 2; the
other at the eastern end, from Lower Lane into field 5.
5.3. The appeal plans consist of the Site Location Plan (6108-L-06), the
Development Framework plan (6108-L-100, January 2015) and the
Proposed Access Arrangement plan (C14453 001).
6. Other Agreed Facts
6.1. Matters agreed between the Council and Appellant in the Statement of
Common Ground (Planning) include:
-

that the appeal site is within a generally sustainable location;

-

that the provision of 40% affordable housing would accord with Core
Strategy policy CSP.5;

-

that there are no objections regarding flood risk, archaeology, air quality or
noise, subject to conditions;

-

that the proposal would provide safe and suitable access, opportunities for
sustainable modes of transport and that the development would not have a
detrimental impact upon the highway network.

6.2. In the Statement of Common Ground (Highways and Transport), the
Appellant and County Council agree:
– that there would be no greater impact or material difference in highways
and traffic terms as a result of the revised proposals for the 180 dwelling
scheme;
– that the residual impact of the proposed development on the highway
network would not be severe and no highway improvements are required;
– that the agreed Travel Plan should be dealt with by a planning condition.
6.3. The Statement of Common Ground (Objectively Assessed Need) between
the Council and Appellant agrees that the parties have followed broadly
similar steps and identifies four significant points of difference, which are
dealt with in greater detail at part 14 of this report.
6.4. The Statement for inclusion in the Statement of Common Ground relating to
boundary stones agrees the Statutory Forest boundary stones should be
considered to be non-designated heritage assets of local significance. Their
heritage interest and enhancement could be secured by a suitably worded
planning condition.
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7. The Case for Forest of Dean District Council
This summary is based on the closing submissions from the Council. The material
points are:
7.1. The landscape characteristics of the appeal site have formed a large part of
the evidence before the Inquiry. The site sits at the lip of the Coleford
“bowl”, as clearly seen in the photo-montages produced by the Council 2. To
the south, between the site and the bowl, runs the A4136. Mr Rech's view
appears to be that the road may divide the site from the bowl in landscape
character terms 3. It is not, of course, correct. The relevant LCA (Coleford &
Christchurch Hills 2c) includes the appeal site. Furthermore, it is not the
settlement boundary of Berry Hill in planning policy terms 4. The site sits
outside the settlement boundary of Berry Hill and is also part of the
Landscape Protection Area (below).
7.2. In landscape character terms the site is in LCT2 Limestone Hills and LCA2c
Coleford and Christchurch. The site benefits from many of the
characteristics of these landscape designations, including:
(a)
Rolling landscape of interlocking convex hills and dry valleys
formed with carboniferous Limestone and Coal Measures;
(b)
Generally poor soils and Hilly landform well suited to pasture;
(c)
Fields defined by well maintained hedgerows;
(d)
Hedgerow trees, copses on steeper slopes and large areas of mixed
and coniferous woodland;
(e)
Small villages are well integrated with their surroundings;
(f)
Scowles and other remnants of mining activity;
7.3. The site contains some hedgerows, although not all are complete. The site
is very much part of the countryside, and therefore has the characteristics
representative of the intrinsic character and beauty of that type of
landscape. It sits at a relatively high elevation and provides the open rural
setting of Berry Hill. The elevation means that the site looks out across the
bowl. It also means that, when viewed from within the bowl, the site sits on
the skyline, although it does not always form it. The existing edge of the
settlement emphasises the characteristics of the bowl. The statutory Forest
is to the west of the site, as is the AONB.
7.4. The appeal site and the surrounding area is a “valued landscape” in planning
policy terms and therefore benefits from the protection of NPPF paragraph
109, which requires that development protects and enhances the valued
landscape. Although the term is undefined in NPPF, Ouseley J has provided
guidance in his judgment in Stroud DC v. SSCLG [2015] EWHC 488. The
judicial guidance put forward requires that the landscape has characteristics
that elevate it above the ordinary.
7.5. The site does show clear signs of value, with the primary source being its
countryside setting. Mr Radmall made it clear that:

2
3
4

VP 5-8
Mr Rech XX. For the relevant plan and boundaries, see, e.g., Rech Fig. 9.
Mr Hillier XC.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

in assessing value, existing landscape designations are important
(see GLVIA 5.20, 3rd b/p, and 5.25).
The reasoned justification for policy (R) F.Coleford 11 at 3.45
refers to the landscape's "high quality setting" to the built up
areas and that it complements the statutory Forest setting 5.
Emerging policy AP64 regards it as a locally valued landscape.
From the appeal site, the Wye Valley AONB can be seen as a
wooded skyline that complements the statutory Forest to the
east. It is a subtle relationship 6 which links with the way that the
area, including the appeal site, was seen when designated in the
past as a Special Landscape Area. 7
Mr Radmall deals with both the characteristics of the appeal site
and the wider area at paras. 5.16-5.18 and concludes that the
local landscape, including the site, continues to be "highly valued
at a district-wide level" (para. 5.21).
The impact of the development is therefore one which impairs the
open landscape character of the area and adversely affects the
setting of Coleford 8, reduces the separation between Coleford and
Berry Hill and urbanises a landscape whose chief feature is its
open character (see (R) F.Coleford 11 reasoned justification,
3.44-3.46).

7.6. The importance of the impact on the setting of Coleford is because of the
attempts by the Appellant to show that there is a break in the landscape
character between Berry Hill and Coleford at Lower Lane. LCA2c has no
such boundary. Put simply, the character area includes the appeal site as
well as the bowl. Even if that were not so, the fact that the appeal site
forms part of the setting of Coleford means inevitably that it is important to
that setting and to the important landscape feature of the bowl.
7.7. Bearing in mind what is said about the setting, it is also important to note
what the Inspector said about this area at the time of the Local Plan inquiry
in 2005. He said that he was “satisfied that the protection of the open
countryside between [Coleford and Berry Hill] as designated by the plan is
important to the particular character of the settlement”. For that reason he
thought the special protection in policy (R) F.Coleford 11 was justified (see
Hillier Appendix 7 at 7.93.).
7.8. The Inspector dealt with the detail of the appeal site when he considered the
omission site at Crowash Farm, Berry Hill (Hillier, Appendix 7 at 7.95). His
general judgment about the site is important: “the site is undoubtedly
prominent as it lies at the lip of the slope north of the main settlement of
Coleford. It contributes to the protected rural gap protecting the satellite
communities within the Coleford defined settlement boundary” (13.131).
That judgment, the Council says, supports the judgment both of Mr Radmall
in relation to the landscape and Mr Hillier and Mr Gibbons in relation to the
appropriateness of the policy in present conditions.

5
6
7
8

The statutory Forest boundary is at the northern edge of the appeal site.
Radmall para. 5.13.
Hillier App. 7, p. 7.86(i)(Landscape Character Assessment for Undulating Plateau LCA).
Mr Rech accepted, xx, that the appeal site is part of Coleford's landscape setting.
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7.9. It is correct that the Inspector went on to say that housing at the eastern
end of the site would be comparatively unobtrusive between Berry Hill and
Lower Lane and could be seen as a logical consolidation of Berry Hill without
detracting to any major extent from the rest of the LPA. Notwithstanding
that judgment he rejected any part of the omission site for inclusion in the
Local Plan.
7.10. There was considerable discussion at the Inquiry as to what the Inspector
was considering when he made his judgments about the easternmost part of
the appeal site. The Inspector was working from the plan at CPA/4 because
that is where, ultimately, the development was to go. His starting point
may have been the 10.7ha in para 13.129 of his report but the objector,
having in effect ruled out fields 1, 2 and 3, 9 he went on to consider
development in fields 4 and 5.
7.11. When the Inspector refers to the “western half of the omission site” he can
only mean the westernmost part of fields 4 and 5. The easternmost field
was the one that the Inspector considered might constitute a “logical
consolidation of Berry Hill and Five Acres to the south west, without
detracting to any major extent from the rest of the Landscape Protection
Area to the west and south”.
7.12. Furthermore, the Inspector refers to the built development and it is clear
from CPA/4 that the only area of built development is the red-hatched area
in fields 4 and 5. The rest of the site is proposed to remain as countryside,
both in plans CPA/4 and 5. The central field number 4 still has, in the
Inspector’s mind, a visual link across Lower Lane and towards Coleford, as
can be seen in the gap in plan CPA/4 immediately in front of that field
overlooking the bowl.
7.13. This interpretation of the plan and the decision shows why the Inspector,
despite what he said about the eastern half of the site, rejected the
omission site. If he had really thought that the two easternmost fields (4
and 5) were acceptable there would have been no reason why he should not
have recommended their allocation. As a footnote, it can be seen by
walking on the site that the easternmost part of the appeal site is lower than
the rest of the land which slopes up to the west, making any development
there more prominent. Even if the Inspector was talking about the western
half of the omission site, i.e. fields 1, 2 and 3, it is still a judgment that built
development in this area will be unacceptable. The indicative framework
plan before the Inquiry includes some built development on these fields
which, in the terms of the Local Plan Inspector, would be unacceptable.
7.14. The site is accessible and can be seen from footpaths and the golf course to
the south of the site within the bowl. It has been suggested that these
views will be diminished if the allocated site at Poolway Farm 10 were to be
developed. However, although this site has been allocated in the emerging
plan, no planning application has been made. Therefore any potential
impact on the view of the appeal site from within the bowl is entirely
hypothetical. It should not form a consideration in deciding this appeal.

9

By proposing it as part of the countryside and not for development.
Mr Rech XX.

10
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7.15. The site is also in a strategic position with regard to the AONB and the
statutory Forest. The Council is not arguing that the appeal site is within
the setting of the AONB, but the views from the bowl up to the site and
beyond to the AONB and forest do elevate this site above the ordinary.
These views of the AONB and the forest from within the bowl are not
available save for over the site.
7.16. As well as the protection from NPPF, this site has a long history of protection
in local planning policy through saved policy R(F) Coleford 11. This policy
locates the site within an area of Strategic Open Space that is safeguarded
from development. As the text observes this is a 'high quality landscape
setting' [3.45]. The terms of the policy are consistent with the principles of
the NPPF so it should be afforded full weight in the final planning balance.
The policy is not drafted in the same terms as NPPF but it requires an
assessment to be made as to the need for development to locate in the
protected area (which in itself may involve issues of balance and judgment).
If the need is established, a judgment must then be made on whether the
development is “designed and located so as not to detract from the open
landscape character of the area”. Therefore development one might expect
in the countryside – farm buildings, tourism buildings etc. – can still take
place within the protected area, provided it meets the test in the policy.
7.17. The appellant claims that R(F) Coleford 11 is a blanket ban and therefore is
not consistent with NPPF 11. As the preceding analysis demonstrates, it is
not. If the position of the Appellant on this issue is preferred, the Council
draws attention to the long history of the protection for the site, which has
been in place since the 1996 District Local Plan, based on a district-wide
landscape character assessment carried out in 1991. The policy protection
has survived since then, including through the 2004 Local Plan. That the
policy is so long standing and has been subject to detailed scrutiny on at
least two occasions further emphasises the importance and weight that
should be attached to adherence to its terms. The history also means that
the policy should be given significant weight in the final planning balance.
7.18. That is emphasised by NPPF paragraph 113, which says that LPAs should set
‘criteria based policies’ against which proposals relating to, inter alia,
landscape areas should be judged. 12 The reference is to ‘criteria based’
policies. (R) F.Coleford 11 has criteria. Thereafter, protection must be
commensurate with the landscape’s status and importance. In this instance
the long-standing importance of the area as recognised in the 1996 and
2005 Local Plans and the supporting landscape assessments show that the
protection it provides is justified 13.
7.19. Policy AP64 of the Allocations Plan states that the site is a “locally valued
landscape”. The proposal would detract from the open setting of Coleford,

11

Mr Hillier XX.
This follows similar provisions (as was accepted by Mr. Tait xx.), in PPG7, 1997, and PPS7, 2004.
13
For the landscape assessments in the 1996 Local Plan see Hillier at 7.83-7.86. The landscape is
compared favourably with the AONB to the west. Reference can also be made to the reasoned
justification in both the 1996 and 2005 Local Plans which refer to the high quality of the area and the
need for sensitive consideration where development, particularly visually prominent development, is to
take place, see Hillier at 7.60 and 7.18 and at 7.22 – 7.23
12
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as has been demonstrated through the Council’s photo-montages. In
particular, the proposal would form the skyline (VP1); the settlement edge
would move forward 14 (VP2); and the scale and density of the development
would be discernible (VP3 and 4).
7.20. Moving further into the bowl, the photo montages (VPs 5–8) show that the
site would break the skyline. They also show the scale of the development.
It is evident that the development would move the settlement edge
southward and, as a simple matter of fact, would reduce the gap between
the edges of Berry Hill and Coleford 15. The existing development on Lower
Lane, including the Pike House, self-evidently does impact upon the
intervisibility between the bowl and the appeal site 16. However there are
gaps between the existing development on Lower Lane which mean that the
appeal site will be visible from in or close to the bowl 17. That development
is not a visual barrier.
7.21. It is apparent from the montages that the Appellant’s LVIA, although
technically sound, has underestimated the scale and extent of the visual and
landscape harm the development will cause. Mr Radmall was clear in his
evidence that the correct assessment of harm is that the landscape effects
will be Major Adverse on the site and Moderate Adverse on the immediate
context. The visual impact ranges from Major Adverse in the closer range
views to Minor Adverse at longer range.
7.22. Although the Appellant maintains that the visual impact would be lessened
through the screening on and off site, this would take time to develop.
Additionally, any screening provided by existing vegetation off site would
not be within the control of the developer and therefore little weight should
be given to any potential screening from off site vegetation. It may be the
case that owners would not immediately cut down trees or remove hedges
but the point is a simple one: the appellants or their successors have no
control over what may happen. Nor has the LPA. Very great caution should
be exercised in assuming that the screening will continue for the foreseeable
future.
7.23. There is an unacceptable adverse impact in both character and visual terms
which, particularly given the policy protection for this area, counts heavily
against the proposed development.
Housing Land Supply
7.24. There is no doubt from the St. Albans and Solihull cases 18 that there should
be an objective assessment of full housing needs and then a distinct
assessment as to whether other policies may justify constraint. It is plain
that the latter assessment (in effect, a 'policy on' assessment) cannot be
carried out in a s.78 appeal. An assessment of objectively assessed need is

14

Accepted by Mr Rech in XX.
Curiously, Mr Rech would not accept this in XX.
16
As accepted by Mr Radmall in XX.
17
See, e.g., v/p 5 (Radmall).
18
Solihull MBC v. Gallagher Estates Ltd. [2014] EWCA Civ 1610 and St. Albans DC v. Hunston Properties
Ltd. [2013] EWCA Civ 1610.
15
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necessarily imperfect in those circumstances. Furthermore, any evidence to
be called should be 'proportionate' 19 to what can be decided.
7.25. In addition, the calculation of the 5 year housing land supply, still less
objectively assessed need, is not an exact science and requires the exercise
of judgment. The housing land supply can only be a snapshot at any given
moment. There will not necessarily be a single right answer to the
question. 20
7.26. The essential differences between on the issue of objectively assessed need
are summed up in the Statement of Common Ground. Thus:
(a)
an adjustment needs to be made to reflect the 10-year average
flow rates for flow to and from the rest of the UK. The issue is
the extent of that adjustment. For the Appellant, Barton
Willmore's adjustment is 190 or 60% while, for the Council, the
NMSS adjustment is 110 or 35% (see Row B in table 1).
(b)
The formation rates of those aged 25-44; Barton Willmore believe
that the LPA should plan for a return to the rates in the DCLG
2008 household projections by 2031; NMSS that the DCLG 2012
household formation rates should be used, and no such
adjustment is appropriate.
(c)
Assumptions about job increases in the district and the housing
implications of this are a major difference. 21 NMSS have made
adjustments to Experian, OE and CE jobs growth projections
based on the advice received from Nupremis. 22
(d)
NMSS does not believe that there should be any adjustment to
reflect market signals. BW say an adjustment should be made
although in fact no specific figure is put forward. 23
7.27. At this point, it is important to note that this is not a Local Plan examination.
The disadvantage of carrying out this assessment in a s.78 appeal are
obvious and have been referred to in appeal decisions and in judicial
decisions. That apart, there are a number of policy approaches that should
be borne in mind according to the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG):
(a)
The assessment of need should be 'proportionate' and should
consider scenarios which are reasonably expected to occur [003].
(b)
There is no one methodological approach [005].
(c)
The usefulness of each source of information should be
considered [009].
(d)
Following on from (b), establishing future need is not an exact
science and no single approach will provide a definitive answer
[014].
(e)
Household projections are the starting point but 'may require'
adjustment and hence LPAs should take 'a view based on
available evidence' of the extent to which they have been
constrained by supply [015].

19
20
21
22
23

As the PPG at 003 recognises.
See Bloor Homes v. SSCLG [2014] EWHC 754 Admin at [104]-[105].
Rows F, G and H in Table 1.
Row H in Table 1.
See Donagh, proof, p. 40 and Table 2.2. No figure appears under 'Market signals assessment'.
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(f)

When dealing with market signals (e.g., affordability 24) because
these are affected by a number of economic factors plan makers
should not attempt to estimate the precise impact of an increase
in housing supply. Plan makers should increase planned supply
by an amount that, 'on reasonable assumptions and consistent
with principles of sustainable development' could be expected to
improve affordability.

7.28. The importance of these principles is that they emphasise the need for
judgment as to the topic of objectively assessed need. That experts will
differ is obvious. That neither (or both) may be 'right' is also obvious. A
great deal of caution is needed in dealing with OAN in a s.78 appeal. The
sensible approach is to see what the 'best fit' is after all the evidence has
been considered.
7.29. Dealing with flow rates, the experts agree on the need to adjust the
projected flows to and from the rest of the UK to reflect the 10-year average
rate of flow rather than the 5-year average rates used by the ONS. The
differences relate to the method used. Thereafter:
(a)
It seems to be agreed that it is impossible to replicate the ONS
projections for the inflow to individual authorities without
immense labour. The position is helpfully explained in Mr
McDonald's Supplementary Proof where he deals with this highly
technical matter.
(b)
The ONS projections use average outflow rates for each authority
on an age and gender basis and the flow rates are then multiplied
by the projected population in each year to estimate the annual
outflows for each authority. They are then allocated to recipient
authorities according to the historical pattern of the destinations
of out-migrants.
(c)
Thus the inflow to any given authority is the sum of the outflows
from the other authorities that are projected to have that
authority as their destination.
(d)
It is the inflow where the chief difference lies. BW use the
Popgroup program. In paragraph 6 of Mr McDonald's
Supplementary Proof, he explains that the programme estimates
historic flow rates for the flows into the Forest of Dean by dividing
the historic inflow for a given single year of age and gender by
the population in the rest if the UK of that age and gender. It
then averages those rates over the ten year period 2002-12. The
projected inflow into the Forest of Dean in any given year in a
given age and gender group is simply the projected population of
the rest of the UK in that group multiplied by the average flow
rate for that group.
(e)
The NMSS approach compares the average annual flow rate into
the Forest of Dean for the ten year period 2002-12 with that for
the period 2007-12.25 The 10-year flow rate is 5.8% 26 larger
than the 5-year rate. The 2012 ONS projections for inflows to the

24
25
26

Different from the problems relating to affordable housing; see 029.
See SPE para. 8 and main PoE paras. 10-11.
See NMSS Report Oct. 2014 para. 25.
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(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

27
28
29
30

district are therefore uplifted by 5.8% to correct for the use of the
5-year period instead of the more typical 10-year period.
Both methods are approximations which seek to replicate the
very much more complex methodology used by the ONS. The
Popgroup method depends on averaging the flow rates calculated
by dividing actual inflows by the rest of the UK population
because it is not practicable to identify the originating authorities
and then to calculate a suitably weighted set of flow rates. Thus,
the method depends crucially on the ‘rest of the UK’ being a
reasonable proxy for the authorities from which people migrate to
the Forest of Dean.
However, as Mr McDonald explained, 27 the Forest of Dean is in
many respects not a typical authority and the ‘rest of the UK’ may
not be a good proxy for the originating authorities in this case. It
is physically separated from the rest of the county by two major
rivers; and has a substantially older age profile with a smaller
proportion of its population in the younger age groups, from
which most people who move from one authority to another tend
to come.
Furthermore, and perhaps importantly, between 2001-2011 the
Forest of Dean's population grew by 2.7% when England's
population grew by 7.4%. If the rest of the UK's population grew
so much faster in the relevant period than the population of the
authorities from which most of those who moved to the Forest of
Dean came, then using the rest of the UK as a proxy for the
originating authorities has the danger of over-estimating the
inflow rates. 28 This may well be what has happened here.
Mr McDonald points out 29 that if the previous Popgroup method
had been used, very much lower results would have been
obtained. That divided past inflows by the population of the
authority itself rather than of the rest of the UK. For the reasons
given by Mr McDonald, that would have been a more suitable
proxy and perhaps makes the point that the method now used by
Popgroup exaggerates the results. 30
That said the NMSS method avoids the difficulty of not being able
to identify a suitably weighted group of originating authorities by
"scaling up" the flows calculated by the ONS. In doing so it
builds on the ONS method which reflects the historical pattern of
flows rather than replacing it with an uncertain proxy population
(the rest of the UK) which is unlikely to be a good fit for an
atypical authority such as the Forest of Dean.
In the end, the issue is which method is likely to be a 'better fit'
for the Forest of Dean. Mr McDonald's method seeks to replicate
the actual position as closely as is reasonably possible and is to
be preferred.

See main PoE para. 14.
Main POE para. 14.
Paras. 11-13 and App. A.
SPE para. 11.
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7.30. As to formation rates, the issue here is whether an adjustment should be
made to the DCLG 2012 household formation rate projections. BW believe
that the rates are suppressed and that it is important to return to the 2008
based formation rates by 2031. In summary:
(a)
the background is that Mr McDonald considered 31 that a partial
'return to trend' for 25-34s from the 2011-based projections was
appropriate. However, this only applied to 25-34s and was only a
move to the mid-point between the 2008 and 2011 projections
for this age group, not a full return. The approach is set out in
his October 2014 report, referenced above.
(b)
The 2012-based projections are very different from the interim
2011-based projection for the 25-34 age group. As was
explained at the inquiry, this is brought out very clearly by the
chart produced by Mr Donagh at Figure 1, page 45.
(c)
The difference between the 2012-based projection and the 2011based projection, as Mr McDonald explained, is dramatic. The
2012-based projection starts a relatively small distance below the
2008-based projection in 2012 and then broadly follows the same
trajectory whereas the 2011-based projection starts significantly
lower and then heads downwards very fast.
(d)
In those circumstances, the conclusion in the October 2014 report
was, unsurprisingly, that something had happened to affect the
2011-based projection for this age group and that that was
unlikely to provide a reliable indication of what was likely to
happen in the future.
(e)
By contrast, the 2012-based projections make, as is accepted,
fuller use of the 2011 census results and come up with a very
different trajectory. This can be seen clearly from the green line
on the chart which follows closely the 2008 line. There has been
a huge change when the 2012 results are applied.
(f)
Mr Donagh considers that the 2012-based household formation
rate is suppressed across the 25-44 age range. However, those
reasons are based heavily on the premise that the 2008-based
projections represent the “norm”. 32
(g)
It is difficult to see how that can be justified. Professor Simpson 33
shows that the 2008-based projections should not be thought of
as the norm and concludes that they are “neither a substitute [for
the latest projections – then the 2011-based set] nor a
benchmark”. 34
(h)
While it may be right that there are circumstances when
increasing house prices and the deteriorating affordability of
housing relative to earnings will have affected the projections, the
actual trajectories of household formation rates suggested by the
2012 based projections for Forest of Dean imply that any such
effects in this case are small.
(i)
The key issue is whether this is a case of suppression which will
return to a 'norm' (above) or a fixed or permanent change in the
31
32
33
34

NMSS Oct. 2014, para. 29ff.
That term is used four times in paragraphs 7.11, 7.12, 7.14 and 7.15, pp. 42-43 of his proof.
The acknowledged expert in this area.
See McDonald main POE pp. 8-10.
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social and economic environment. As Mr McDonald pointed out,
Professor Simpson gives a number of reasons for believing that
the factors that previously drove increasing household formation
rates amongst the young are unlikely to apply in the future.
(paras. 23-24 of Mr McDonald's main POE.)
7.31. In particular, increasing student debt and welfare reform; a sustained
increase in young persons not leaving home which began at the turn of the
century (i.e. well before the recession); and the increase in precarious
employment, including rapid growth in part-time work, can all be seen,
however regrettably, as fixed circumstances of the policy and economic
environment.
7.32. These therefore should be treated as permanent changes and not matters of
suppression which require further adjustments (see, e.g., PPG 015).
7.33. The debate about adjustments for job forecasts involved Ms. Blaken for
the Council and Mr Lucas for Gladman. As with other suggested
adjustments, the need for caution is obvious. There may be conflicting
signals. While the suggestion is that under-supply of housing is to be
avoided, the same is true of over-supply in reliance on surveys or estimates
that may be faulty and are certainly subject to large error margins. Oversupply results in too many houses on precious land and, in extreme cases, a
demand for the housing to be turned to other purposes.
7.34. Mr McDonald dealt with the topic (main POE paras. 34-42) but it was dealt
with in considerable detail by Ms. Blaken who explained why the forecasts
were unreliable and why they should be reviewed and, where appropriate,
adjusted. 35 There is no doubt that the job forecasts, whether taken from
OE, CE or Experian, are highly volatile and uncertain. That is seen most
dramatically in Ms. Blaken's main POE at paras. 9-10. Thus:
(a)
The Experian forecasts (2014-2031) increased 85% between the
2014 and 2015 forecasts.
(b)
The most recent CE forecast (July 2015) has fallen by 29% (from
April 2015).
(c)
The 2015 forecasts show that there was a decline of 800 jobs
between 2011-2014 (CE); or an increase of 1,300 jobs over the
same period (Experian); or an increase of 1,900 jobs over the
same period (OE). The difference between the highest and the
lowest amounts to 2,700 employment jobs. 36 The BRES data
does not assist or show any additional consistency. 37
(d)
Further examples of the position can be found in paragraph 85 of
Ms Blaken’s rebuttal proof where she deals with the unadjusted
BRES data of 2014. She shows that the level of economic growth
in relation to employment and employees between 2011 and
2014 should be 500 and 900 respectively.
(e)
Nobody suggests that the forecasters are not reputable or that
one forecast is better than the other or there is any way to
suggest one or a combination provide a definitive answer.
35
36
37

See the sensitivity testing carried out by Ms Blaken.
See Ms. Blaken rebuttal proof paras. 26-27 and 29-33.
Ms. Blaken rebuttal proof para. 28.
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7.35. In relation to market signals, Mr Donagh identified four areas in which he
felt there were grounds for making an adjustment. These were the rate of
development, house prices, affordability and concealed households (the
latter only in the under 25 age group). In relation to these:
(a)
On the rate of development he overlooked the fact that the data
presented is for 2006/07 to 2013/14 which, of course, included
the economic downturn and recession during which housebuilding fell across the country.
(b)
Median house prices in the Forest of Dean are below the HMA and
national average and have risen less quickly than either so there
is no reason to suspect that they indicate a housing market under
greater stress than any others.
(c)
On the issue of affordability and concealed households under 25,
Mr McDonald’s evidence shows that any difference was small and
probably not statistically significant 38.
7.36. Returning to job forecasts and employment growth (or fall), Ms. Blaken
refers to the unadjusted BRES data. It is important to note that employee
and employment growth in the Forest of Dean is still significantly below the
rates of growth in the county and the region for 2009–2014 and 2011–
2014. Thus for the former period employment in Forest of Dean declined by
5.4% compared to a growth in Gloucestershire of 3.2%. For the latter
period, employment change in the Forest of Dean was 2.1% compared to a
growth of 3.5% for Gloucestershire. It is clear that the numbers for actual
jobs or employment in 2014 are still below those for 2009 (see tables 1 and
2 on page 3 of Ms Blaken’s rebuttal). Forest of Dean is still in negative
territory compared to the positive figures for Gloucestershire and the
southwest region.
7.37. Ms. Blaken demonstrated that there was a data anomaly in the Temporary
Employment Agency Services which shows that the actual growth in the
District should be considerably reduced and there is no room for optimism in
assuming economic growth (see rebuttal proof paragraph 77 and
paragraphs 12 to 15 on page 4).
7.38. Finally on this issue it is clear that the Strategic Economic Plan produced by
GFirst shows that Cheltenham, Gloucester and Tewkesbury are the key
growth locations, unlike the Forest of Dean, which suggests a measure of
out-commuting.
7.39. In dealing with the forecasts, the best that has been suggested by Mr. Lucas
is that an arithmetic average of the three forecasts should be taken. This is
the so-called triangulation. The difficulty with that is illustrated by the
volatility of all the forecasts that have been referred to above. In those
circumstances there must be serious doubts of the ability of an average
figure to provide a robust representation of the job growth figures.

38 See para. 020 PPG dealing with Market Signals. The important point to note is that comparisons of
indicators should be made; this means comparisons in the HMA, similar demographic and economic
areas, and nationally. If, as pointed out by Mr McDonald in the roundtable, the comparative trends are
broadly the same, then there is no need to make any adjustment. That is the position here as looking
at Mr Donagh’s tables will show.
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7.40. In dealing with the sensitivity tests Ms Blaken has identified one sector in
each forecast where there are, in her view, strong and convincing reasons to
adjust the forecasts to reflect quantitative evidence and analysis. This is
because they represent an adjustment to the forecast that shows more
plausible future scenarios which reflect local data, analysis of performance
of the sectors within the District and have regard to the national economic
climate (paragraphs 51 to 74 of her rebuttal proof).
7.41. Ms Blaken has dealt with the sensitivity tests in relation to the two areas
where there appears to be convincing reasons to adjust the forecasts to
reflect other analysis (paragraphs 57 to 67 in the rebuttal proof). Mr Lucas
suggests that the sensitivity tests ought to include an upside risk which, in
this instance, relates to manufacturing because between 2009 and 2014 the
sectors with positive employment performance are manufacturing and
agriculture (see table 6 page 22). However, while there was an increase in
manufacturing up to 2013, a steady decline is projected to 2031. All three
economic forecasts agree on this (see rebuttal, paragraph 70). This is
supported by the GVA Grimley data of October 2015 and the EEF, which is
the industry body for engineering and manufacturing employers (see
rebuttal paras. 71-72). In those circumstances, as Ms Blaken says, the
manufacturing sector can be considered to be in recession.
7.42. Mr Lucas has carried out no investigation of the sectoral levels of growth in
the forecasts, unlike Ms Blaken and suggests that a potential source of
alternative assumptions is positive growth in the Cinderford Northern
Quarter (CNQ). There is no doubt that the CNQ has the potential to provide
serviced employment land of a quality that is limited at the moment in the
Forest of Dean. However, allocating the land and seeking to bring it forward
(which of course the Council is doing) simply creates an opportunity for
existing businesses in the District to have modern and high quality
accommodation, consolidating the existing enterprises. Without such
consolidation, businesses may be less productive or seek alternative sites
and premises outside the District (Ms Blaken paras 40–47 of her rebuttal).
Again, Mr Lucas has not provided any investigation of the sectoral levels of
growth and has not included any assessment of CNQ as a tertiary business
location. This is not to diminish the importance of the CNQ regeneration; it
simply seeks to put a reasonable forecast on likely levels of actual growth.
7.43. The two industrial sectors that stand out are government services (for which
the CE projection is very high) and finance and business services (for which
the OE job-growth forecast is over twice CE’s). 39 Nupremis have applied
an adjustment and sensitivity analysis similar to that which has been
accepted by the Inspector examining the Stroud LP. There is no reason
why it should not be accepted here 40.
7.44. One criticism by Mr Donagh was that the analyses were not carried out
(save for that in October 2014) by reference to the HMA. The July 2015
update referred, of course, to the Forest of Dean area. It is correct that Mr
McDonald has departed from the PPG on this point. That advises that the

39 See the chart on p. 109 of the October 2014 NMSS Report.
40 Nupremis have applied an adjustment and sensitivity analysis similar to that accepted by the
Inspector inspecting the Stroud LP.
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HMA should be the normal reference area. However, it is well settled as a
matter of legal authority, that Guidance is no more than that. It is not
direction and certainly not rules. It must be taken into account but can be
departed from if there is proper reason to do so. There are sensible
reasons, as Mr McDonald (supported by Mr Gibbons) made clear, for
departing from the guidance in this instance:
(a)
To carry out such an exercise would have required up date core
strategies from Stroud, Cotswold and the Forest of Dean. They
would have required review to adjust any implausible sector
projections and a further analysis of the housing implications of
each. It is doubtful whether such an updated forecast would have
been 'proportionate' [003].
(b)
Moreover, the case for a full update of the HMA-wide analysis
presented in the October 2014 NMSS report is very much less
strong when, as Mr Gibbons explained, the Gloucestershire
authorities are proposing to meet their own housing needs within
their boundaries and none has asked Forest of Dean to provide
overflow capacity (EiC).
7.45. On the supply side, a helpful schedule has been provided, large parts of
which are agreed, showing the sites available and likely to come forward in
the next 5 years. Remembering the policy test in NPPF paragraph 47
footnote 11, the Council submits that the position is:
(a)
a deliverable site (without planning permission) is one that is
'available now, offers a suitable location for development
now, and [is] achievable with a realistic prospect that housing
will be delivered on the site within 5 years and in particular
that development of the site is viable.'
(b)
The chief area of difference is over those sites that have been
allocated in the emerging Allocations Plan but have not yet
received planning permission and which the Council says will
contribute to the five year supply.
(c)
Where previous Inspectors may have gone wrong is in treating
these sites en bloc rather than individually. What is needed is an
individual assessment bearing in mind the material put before the
inquiry.
(d)
In that respect the Council makes two points. The first is that
sites have been through a sieving process already in the sense
that they have been subjected to assessment and/or challenge
during the consultation process of the emerging Allocations Plan.
(e)
The second point is that all sites have evidence from owners/
developers that they will be brought forward. There is no dispute
that conditions for housing development in the Forest of Dean can
be challenging but the Council seeks to bring forward those sites
which can be and will be developed in the 5 years to 2020 and
are sustainable.
The Position since the issue of the Ross Road, Newent appeal decision
7.46. The Inspector asked for an indication of the Council’s position in relation to
housing land supply since this decision was issued. That Inquiry took place
on 23 June–1 July and the evidence base was to a large extent based on a
date four weeks before the 23rd June. What the Council says is:
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

The Allocations Plan was published following the Council meeting
on 26th February 2015 and was open to comment until 20th May.
At the time of the Ross Road appeal the Council was considering
and responding to the representations.
The publication version of the plan was supported by an OAN
paper (NMSS, October 2014) which used ONS 2011 figures as its
base and recommended 365dpa. Further work was commissioned
in the light of rather different CE and OE employment forecasts.
An interim OAN figure of 320dpa was proposed by the Council and
was the figure used for the Ross Road appeal.
The Council received further research from NMSS and Nupremis
in July 2015 and this was published as the July 2015 OAN papers.
These took a recommended OAN of 310dpa and the Council
adopted 320dpa.
As a result, the 365dpa figure is now history and has no
supporting evidence as it is based on out of date OAN material
and economic forecasts.
In fact the July paper shows that the Allocations Plan is capable of
supporting a figure of 340dpa but that is not the recommended
one, simply the possible upper end of a range.
The Allocations Plan was submitted for examination on 28th
August. As it has reached a further stage, as set out in NPPF
paragraph 216, it can receive additional weight 41.
Bearing in mind the application of NPPF footnote 11, the Council
draws attention to the following changes:
(i) CNQ, site 3: site activity progressing (clearance of route for
approved spine road); ministerial approval for land transfer of
development plots to Forest of Dean DC; discharge of further
conditions.
(ii) Lydney, site 17: resolution to permit fresh outline permission
for developers of Lydney B (conclusion of s.106 from County
Council awaited).
(iii) Lydney, Highfield Hill, site 41: agreed amendment to s.106 to
allow 25% delivery of affordable housing.
(iv) Mitcheldean, site 59: planning permission for 31 dwellings.
(v) Principality House, site 43: new permission granted.
(vi) There are other sites that are the subject of pre-application or
application discussions, e.g. site 51 at Beachley Road; site 42
at Foley Road Newent.
(vii) Neither Mr McDonald nor Ms Blaken gave evidence at the
Newent Inquiry and the OAN evidence used in support at that
time was only partially complete. The full updated evidence of
both has only been available for this Inquiry.

Planning Policy and Balance
7.47. The starting point is the Development Plan, which in this instance means a
careful consideration of policies CSP.1 and (R) F.Coleford 11. In the case of

41

The Council argues that, despite Mr Tait’s evidence in RX, NPPF 216 is perfectly clear that the
emerging plan receives greater weight “the more advanced the preparation, the greater the weight that
may be given”.
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CSP.1, Mr Radmall is clear that there is a breach of this policy. The
development does not take into account important characteristics of the
environment, nor does it conserve, preserve or otherwise respect them so
that they maintain their contribution to the environment. The effect of the
proposal on the landscape is adverse for the reasons explained by Mr
Radmall and one of the important characteristics of the environment is the
“bowl” and the landscape setting of Coleford, of which this site, it is agreed,
is a part.
7.48. CSP.1 has been found to be consistent with the framework: see the
decisions referred to by Mr Hillier in paras.7.35-7.36. Consistency in
decision making indicates that those decisions of those Inspectors ought to
be followed, particularly bearing in mind that the whole thrust of the Core
Strategy is one of sustainability 42 – the golden thread running through the
NPPF.
7.49. The importance of this part of the landscape derives not just from its
character and visual impact, as explained by Mr Radmall, but also from its
history and importance as part of the landscape setting of Coleford,
emphasised and protected by the policies in two local plans – and of course
the reasoned justifications that supported them. Policy (R) F.Coleford 11
applies to the site for the reasons set out above.
7.50. The emerging policy AP64 is important for a number of reasons. First, it
seeks to continue the landscape protection of RF11 (and the earlier policy
FCL3) but translated, as it should be, into modern national policy terms.
7.51. Secondly, while it is an emerging policy, it is one that is coming closer to
adoption and should be given significant weight (Hillier POE 6.17). NPPF
paragraph 216 shows that weight increases the nearer one gets to adoption
and also increases in the light of the number of and nature of the
objections. The objection from Gladman is not an objection in principle to
the policy 43. It is a limited objection which amounts to, understandably, a
wish to have the site removed from AP64 and a criticism of the evidence
base which supports it. There is a huge amount of support for the retention
of this policy (see Hillier Appendix 8) and the only other objection relates to
a desire to strengthen the policy in relation to tourism 44. Consequently, it
can be given substantial weight not only as a matter of principle but also in
its drafting and justification, since the substance of the objection relates to
the appeal site and the nature of the evidence base for the policy. If the
Local Plan Inspector regards the evidence base as unsatisfactory, then
further justification can be requested. However, the justification for the
landscape protection policies in the two previous local plans is, on its own
and as a matter of common sense, a powerful justification for the continued
protection of this landscape.
7.52. Thirdly the policy is consistent with the NPPF particularly taking into account
paragraph 17 bullet points 5, 7 and 11 and paragraph 157. As a result, the

42
43
44

See Mr Tait xx.
Tait XX.
see Mr Williams objection reference APPV307
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contravention of policies AP64 and RF11 carries significant weight in the
planning balance and counts heavily against this proposal.
7.53. Whilst the Council, unlike the third party objectors, is not advancing a
positive case on mining, evidence has been put before the Inquiry. The
potential house builders have not been made aware of the mining surveys
that have been carried out 45 and any expressions of interest which are relied
on to suggest that the site is readily developable should be treated with
caution. It is accepted that there is a risk of further mine shafts being
discovered. The appellant says the risk is low and the action group’s expert
rates it as medium to high. The cost of remediation is agreed at £795,000.
However if this rises upon discovery of additional mine shafts, the Council
has a concern that, and it is put no higher, the marketability of the site and
therefore the benefits advanced by the appellant may be put at risk.
7.54. The Council accepts that the provision of market and affordable housing is a
highly material benefit. It is by no means clear that other aspects of the
development can also be properly classed as benefits. The landscaping, site
layout and the provision of an ecological corridor or buffer zone are aspects
of mitigation. They would not be needed if 180 houses were not proposed
on this site. Even assuming that the provision of such a buffer and new tree
and hedge planting are properly regarded as benefits they still must be seen
in the light of the very real impacts of 180 houses, the people and pets that
will be living there and the new public open space and play space and car
parking connecting with them.
7.55. When the landscape and visual harm of this development is weighed against
its true benefits, the harm plainly outweighs the benefits and the appeal
should be dismissed.
7.56. Even if one assumes the lack of a 5-year housing land supply, that does not
mean that policies other than CSP1 lose their development plan status.
They may attract less or restricted weight, but that will depend on, for
example, “the extent to which the policies actually fall short of providing for
the required five-year supply, and the prospect of development soon coming
forward to make up the shortfall 46”. In this case the Council, if it falls short
of a 5-year housing land supply does not do so to any major extent and in
any event is seeking to deal with the position in the Allocations Plan, which
is currently being examined.
7.57. In those circumstances the development plan policy CSP1 and saved policy
RF11 should be given full effect. CSP1 is not a relevant policy for the supply
of housing 47 and section 38(6) should be applied. The development fails to
comply with the development plan and the appeal should fail. If that is
wrong, and NPPF paragraph 14 is fully applied, then the Council says that
the harm significantly and demonstrably outweighs the benefits and the
appeal should fail in any event.

45
46
47

Mr Tait XX.
Crane v SOSCLG [2015] EWHC 425 (Admin), per Lindblom J at para. 71.
See Mr Tait XX and Council’s Opening Submission para. 20.
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8. The Case for Berry Hill Action Group (BHAG) and Mr Walt Williams
BHAG made statements on the topics of mining, transport, housing, employment,
tourism, flood risk, planning policy and sustainability (Doc 13). Mr Williams’
statement covered visual impact, sustainability and drainage (Doc 16). Although the
statements from BHAG and Mr Williams were presented separately, Mr Williams
joined with the Group to present a combined closing statement. These are the
material points of the combined case, as summarised:
8.1. The Berry Hill Action Group and Mr. Williams do not consider the Lower Lane
development to be either sustainable or appropriate.
Mining remediation costs
8.2. There is good reason to be concerned over the ability of the Appellant to
deliver affordable housing due to the largely unknown costs for remediation
of the historic, widespread shallow mine workings on the site. The
conditions below ground are variable and complex and insufficient data has
been collected from the limited number of boreholes for a site of this size to
properly evaluate the situation. The whole of the eastern area (field 5) has
been shown to be substantially undermined and yet only one bore hole has
been used to assess the situation. This is a clear indication of the under
assessment which is common across the site.
8.3. It has been stated that even full site remediation would not come close to
the Council's assessment of the point at which site costs might affect
viability (£14,000 per plot). Residents assess the potential costs as being in
the region of £15,000-£18,000, raising serious questions as to the
deliverability of affordable housing on this site. 48 There is a distinct
possibility that when a fuller investigation discovers the true extent of
remediation the site will become unattractive and remain undeveloped, so
that the site would not make any contribution to housing land supply. Thus
confidence in remediation and viability is essential and fuller investigation
and assessment should be compulsory before this site can be accepted for
any extra housing.
Coal Authority Requirements
8.4. It has been incorrectly stated that the consulting engineers can reduce the
zone of influence for avoiding building near mineshafts. It is possible that
the Coal Authority’s requirement for a 20 metre Zone of Influence (ZOI) will
restrict the amount of housing which can be delivered, even taking into
account that the proposal is made in outline. This raises further questions
as to viability.
Travel plan
8.5. There has been substantial evidence provided which indicates that the
Appellant's traffic plan is not compliant with the minimum standards set by
Central Government. The bus service is not as stated and is limited in
48

(mine shafts £66,000 + drill and grout plots £1,800,00 + drill and grout total road £224,000 +
supervision, etc. £25,000 = costs of £11,750 per plot. To this should be added the s106 costs of
£3,975 = £15,725. If the cost for garage remediation was also included (£3,000 per plot), the overall
cost could be as high as £18,725 per plot.
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frequency. Furthermore, the route to Coleford has a gradient in excess of
the maximum permitted for pedestrian and cycle access. This travel plan
does not meet the sustainability criteria. The development is therefore not
sustainable.
Employment
8.6. Much has been said about Coleford being a top tier town for development
and employment purposes but that does not mean that it has jobs available
or that it should be abused with over-development. No evidence to support
development distribution on a sustainable basis has been provided beyond
generalizations which are logically unacceptable. Although designated as a
sustainable town within the Forest of Dean, Coleford has not shown the
growth in employment seen in other parts of Gloucestershire. Any increase
in population has to be measured against the local employment trend;
otherwise the out commuting situation (14,000 daily) will only get worse.
This will increase pollution and congestion at the Forest of Dean bottlenecks
of Gloucester, Chepstow and Monmouth. There is a core strategy policy to
limit or reduce outward commuting with a view to reducing congestion and
pollution in the Forest and its boundaries. The failure of the appellant to
demonstrate that local employment is available should indicate that this
development is not sustainable.
Sewage
8.7. There is an ongoing problem with the management of sewage flows to the
Newland works. All sewage has to go via Coleford and if permission was
granted for this site then other sites in the area may not be able to go
forward.
No adverse housing supply indicators
8.8. There are no adverse signals such as house price rises, house rental rises or
declining affordability in the Forest of Dean area. The present house market
is fragile with some sectors still not recovered from the 2008 housing slump.
Uncontrolled development could destabilise this situation.
Planning policy
8.9. The Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Plan and the
Forest of Dean Allocations Plan are in the final stages of their development
and should be ready for inspection in 2016. The Coleford Neighbourhood
Plan should follow some 9 to 10 months later. The Local Authority and the
local communities are all acting responsibly and with good intent to manage
their area in a sustainable way and fulfilling the NPPF aims (para 58) by
'establishing a strong sense of place'. Sufficient evidence has not been
provided to justify overturning local aspirations and policies for the
protection of the countryside and this valued landscape, which represents
the outcome of the democratic process.
Housing Provision
8.10. Residents supported the Council's case as to the existence of a five year
housing land supply. If that is not accepted, it should be noted that the
logical distribution for housing in the District for sustainability should still be
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as per the Local Plan. While housing numbers and policy may be silent
through NPPF para 49, any new housing should still be distributed as per the
evidence and methodology used to form the plan — which is sustainable and
is not silent. Thus, either: a) extra housing such as this should be in an area
of the District where the housing allocation is not coming forward fast
enough, or, b) this 'extra' housing should be distributed in a similar
sustainable ratio to the Plan. Single sites such as this, overloading any one
area, especially one compliant on adequate housing provision, flies against
common sense for sustainable location and distribution. The Appellant
confirmed that other sites were not considered. The case on housing land
supply is District wide, not locally specific.
Surface water management
8.11. The Environment Agency data used in their flood risk document ref CD1.18
map1 indicates high risk areas of flooding on at least two areas of the site
as well as adjacent to the site and downstream. The most onerous is at the
eastern end, adjacent to the Gamekeepers Inn site at the top of the
Thurstan's Brook water course leading to Coleford, where there is an
established flood mitigation scheme of soakaways. (NPPF para 14,
footnote 9).
8.12. The NPPF states the need to gain advice from the Lead Local Flood Authority
and the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. This has not been done. In order
to direct development away from areas of flooding to more sustainable
locations, a Sequential Test should have been undertaken as the high risk of
flooding promotes this site from Flood Zone 1 to Flood Zone 3a as per the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment strategy. The evidence does not satisfy the
advice in the PPG so this Application fails the Sequential and Exception
Tests. The Appellants have confirmed that no other sites have been
considered which might be more sustainable. As the area including Coleford
town centre and beyond has serious flooding issues a precautionary
approach should always be adopted. The proposal is incomplete in this
regard.
Economic benefits
8.13. The arguments for economic benefits from this site are flawed. It is claimed
that benefits would arise from the proposal in terms of construction jobs and
growth in the economically active population through increased household
expenditure, some of, which would be spent on local services. This is
contrary to common sense. If it is accepted that there are benefits from
180 dwellings built on rural land (415 population increase), it follows that
building 1800 dwellings will have a proportionate 10 times better benefit,
18,000 more homes will give the local economy 100 times more benefit - ad
infinitum until the economic benefit has been maximised by building
everywhere and there is no more rural land left. In engineering terms it is a
way of testing an equation by applying the extremes. A rural area with its
rural economy must survive and thrive in spite of increased population, not
because of it and any harm to this most important area of the Forest for
Tourism should be avoided wherever possible.
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Conclusions
8.14. Residents trust, taking into account the above and other issues, that it will
be accepted that this proposal is obviously misplaced and unsustainable.
9. Representations from interested parties who spoke at the inquiry
The material points of the cases made by those who appeared at the Inquiry and who
are opposed to the development are:
Cllr Clive Elsmore, Coleford Central ward, Forest of Dean District Council
9.1. Many constituents have approached Cllr Elsmore in relation to this proposal.
The site is outside the settlement and in an area of valued landscape where
development has been resisted going back to 1989. The open area
enhances the identity of both Coleford and Berry Hill. It is protected in the
existing development plan and is identified in the emerging Berry Hill,
Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Plan. An evaluation has also
been carried out as part of the preparations for the Coleford Neighbourhood
Plan. All reinforce the view that this is not the right place for housing
9.2. Past mining was often not recorded so that further shafts and air vents
might be discovered. There have been problems with flooding, especially
near the Gamekeepers Inn. Works to stabilise the site might lead to
drainage problems which would affect Coleford. Sewage would have to
travel via Coleford, where the pipes are old and inadequate, which would
put an intolerable strain on the system.
9.3. The information on traffic impact cannot be relied upon as it is based on a
survey which was carried out while Grove Road was closed. There are also
many other inaccuracies in the analysis of bus services in the Transport
Assessment. People will need to commute for work and local bus routes are
inadequate. Traffic will add to existing delays at bottlenecks such as the
A4136 at Monmouth or the A40/A48 at Gloucester. It will also add to the
delays at local road junctions, which are particularly severe in the summer,
when the caravan sites are in use.
9.4. The development will put added pressure on local health services. There is
no need for additional housing in this area.
Eileen Dyer, West Dean Parish Council
9.5. The Parish Council has published a pre-consultation draft of the Berry Hill,
Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Plan. Housing policy 1 supports
small scale housing development up to 35 dwellings. Although the appeal
site is outside the village boundary, the Plan recognises there is an influence
over this land and strongly supports the policy to safeguard the space
between Coleford and the surrounding villages.
9.6. Berry Hill and Coleford town each value their own identities and clearly
defined areas. The proposed development would not be a natural extension
to Berry Hill. It would be unwanted urbanisation within the Coleford area.
The Parish Council and the Neighbourhood Plan committee both support the
protection of this area which is to be proposed through the Coleford
Neighbourhood Plan. Both Neighbourhood Plans will make appropriate
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provision for housing as required by the LPA. Indeed, they have offered
extra sites for development.
9.7. The site is a green landmark within a valued landscape. It is outside the
settlement of Berry Hill, on a hillside on the edge of the Wye Valley AONB.
The village boundary is not the A4136. It is the hedgerow at the northern
edge of the site, which is the statutory forest boundary. This development
would be visually harmful and would destroy the village feel of Berry Hill.
There is extensive public feeling against the development. Any further
burden on the drainage system would be disastrous.
10.

The Case for Gladman Developments Ltd

This summary is based on the closing submissions from the Appellant. The material
points are:
Introduction
10.1. At the start of the inquiry, the Inspector identified the main issues as
follows:
(i)
Visual impact of the proposal and its effect on landscape matters.
(ii)
The effect of the proposal on the supply of best and most versatile
agricultural land.
(iii)
Whether the proposal makes appropriate provision in respect of
affordable housing, libraries, youth and adult recreation.
(iv) Any other matters that might weigh against the proposal, especially
in relation to land remediation, transport, tourism and flood risk.
(v)
Whether the Council can demonstrate a five year supply of
deliverable housing sites.
(vi) Whether the proposal accords with the development plan as a whole,
and the presumption in favour of sustainable development.
10.2. This scheme will deliver substantial benefits including in respect of
sustainability, and so is a scheme for sustainable development.
Issue 1: Visual impact of the proposal and its landscape effects
10.3. The Council’s case overstates the landscape value of the site, which is not
designated in national terms. There is no allegation of harm to the AONB or
its setting 49.
10.4. The Council alleges that the landscape is locally valued. As Mr Tait
indicated 50, the fact that the landscape has a degree of popularity or value
to residents does not make it a “valued” landscape within the meaning of
the NPPF. Mr Radmall accepted 51 that the Stroud case 52 indicates that in
order to be a “valued landscape” within the meaning of paragraph 109 of
the NPPF, “some sort of demonstrable physical attributes which would take
this site beyond mere countryside…but below that which was designated”

49
50
51
52

Accepted MH and PR xx
RX
xx
Stroud DC v SSCLG [2015] EWHC 488 (Admin) (CD 17.5)
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was required 53. The Secretary of State has come to similar conclusions in
the Orby Village case 54, endorsing the Inspector’s conclusion that:
“…as all landscapes are valued by someone at some time, the words
“valued landscape” must mean something more than just the
countryside in general”. 55
10.5. The evidence before the inquiry does not support a conclusion that the site
has any demonstrable attribute taking it beyond mere countryside. To the
contrary, this is fairly commonplace landscape located on and influenced by
the settlement of Berry Hill.
10.6. In substantive terms, both expert landscape witnesses accepted that GLVIA
box 5.1 56 was relevant to the assessment as to the factors that identify
whether a site is a part of a valued landscape. However, it is manifestly
clear that, having regard to those factors, the appeal site is not of high
value (or a valued landscape). In particular:
a) Mr Radmall expressly agreed that the condition of the site is not
something that supports a finding that the site is high value. The site is
influenced by development at each of its edges and a raw settlement
edge to its rear. It has previously been disturbed by mining. In terms of
landscape features within the site, the hedgerows are “gappy and poorly
maintained”. He also agreed that in terms of scenic value, the site was
“unremarkable”. 57
b) He accepted that there were no features of rarity, conservation interest,
associations and no recreation value to the site itself (xx).
c) He accepted that the site was not wild or tranquil, or therefore valued for
its perceptual aspects (xx).
d) He accepted that the site did not contain any features or elements that
were considered particularly important examples within the landscape
character area, and the site is not therefore representative. 58
10.7. This final point is important. In his evidence, Mr Radmall assessed the
qualities of the appeal site against the landscape characteristics discussed in
the relevant Landscape Character Assessment. The site only scores a “high”
where it is influenced by development, and two of the “medium – highs”
also fall into this category on the same basis. Other characteristics that lead
to a score of “medium – high” and “medium” relate to the fact that the site
is under pasture, is defined by hedgerows, and is part of the rolling
countryside (in that it occupies a hill top location). 59 Mr Radmall accepted
that none of these were “particularly important examples” or could therefore
lead to a conclusion that the site was particularly representative in
landscape terms.

53

6 para 16 of Stroud (above)
CD 7.12
55
Paragraph 12.6 Inspector’s Report page 124, endorsed by Secretary of State at paragraph 11
56
Page 84, CD14.4
57
All accepted by Mr Radmall, and see PoE paras 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 5.17
58
See Box 5.1 GLVIA: Representativeness is defined as “whether the landscape contains particular
character and/or features or elements which are considered particularly important examples”
59
PoE p6 and xx on Mr Radmall’s table
54
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10.8. Further, Mr Radmall also expressly accepted that none of the characteristics
that the appeal site shared with the landscape character area (as identified
by the LCA) took the site “beyond mere countryside”. This was an
important concession. This is because the Council’s case is that its relevant
landscape policy is based on the LCA. However, if the characteristics that
the appeal site shares with the landscape character area do not take it
“beyond mere countryside”, then that document does not support a
conclusion that the appeal site is valued landscape within the meaning of
paragraph 109 of the NPPF.
10.9. In the end, Mr Radmall accepted that an assessment against the industry
standard (GLVIA) did not support a conclusion that the site was a valued
landscape. To the contrary, he expressly accepted that when assessed
against these factors, the value of the appeal site itself was “low”. He then
had to fall back on the fact that the site was designated in policy (R)
F.Coleford 11 to substantiate a case that the site formed part of a valued
landscape. However, as he fairly accepted, 60 designation and value are not
necessarily the same thing. Caution needs to be exercised before local
designations are accepted at face value. In particular, the GLVIA advises
that it is necessary to understand the reasons for designation, and to
understand how the criteria relate to the particular area in question. 61
10.10.
The fact of designation within policy (R) F.Coleford 11 cannot, of itself,
support a case that the land is “valued landscape” within the meaning of the
NPPF, since that concept was introduced after the adoption of the Local Plan.
If the reasoned justification accompanying the policy is properly scrutinized,
it is clear that in landscape terms the reasons for designation do not support
a conclusion that the site is “locally valued” landscape within the meaning of
the NPPF. The policy was promulgated in order to protect the area of open
landscape “between Coleford and its adjoining arc of settlements”. It is the
land between Coleford and its adjoining arc of settlements that is said to
provide “a high quality setting to the existing built up areas…”. 62 It is clear
that the appeal site does not, in landscape and visual terms, form part of
the open landscape that the policy is seeking to protect.
10.11.
Firstly, the Local Plan itself notes that Coleford sits in a bowl. In
contrast, the surrounding “arc of settlements” “generally lie on higher
ground above the town”. 63 The appeal site, together with the remainder of
the Berry Hill settlement, sits on a plateau above both the bowl and
Coleford. As such, the appeal site, together with the existing settlement at
Berry Hill, is distinguished from the bowl and from Coleford by the terms of
the Local Plan itself.
10.12.
Further, Mr Radmall expressly accepted that the appeal site occupies a
settlement fringe location. It is influenced to its north and north eastern
boundaries by the edges of Berry Hill and Four Acres. Its southern
boundary is formed by Lower Lane and the development along it. This
development includes the substantial and “prominent” 2.5 – 3 storey

60
61
62
63

PoE p15 para 5.22
GLVIA p83 para 5.25
CD10.5, esp para 3.44
CD10.5 para 3.3
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development at Pike House, a petrol station and garage with illuminated
signage and substantial parking areas for commercial vehicles, a
telecommunications mast, a large outdoor centre, further residential
properties, the game keeper’s public house, and street lighting to both sides
of the road. All of these development influences sit on the plateau together
with the appeal site and the remainder of the Berry Hill settlement. All of
them lie between the appeal site and the bowl of open countryside that falls
away to the south of Lower Lane.
10.13.
In short, there is a very distinct change in character between Lower
Lane and the open land that falls away to the South. Mr. Radmall expressly
accepted this in xx and the same will have been evident on the site visit.
The appeal site is influenced by, and sits together with, the existing
settlement of Berry Hill. The open land that policy (R) F.Coleford 11 was
concerned to protect is, quite clearly, the land that falls away below Lower
Lane, and which is of a different character to the land north of Lower Lane.
Indeed, even residents seem to accept that this is the case. In their
opening submissions to the inquiry, residents agreed with the Appellant
that, in character terms, “Berry Hill ends at Lower Lane”, and that this was
“because of the hill”.
10.14.
The Appellant’s case in respect of this change in character, or distinction
between the open landscape of the hill and the land to the north of Lower
Lane, has been expressly endorsed by an Inspector in a recent appeal at
Poolway farm. 64 In that case, the Inspector expressly noted that Lower
Lane provided a “strong boundary” to the landscape bowl, and contained the
landscape area comprised of the bowl. It is of note that in coming to this
conclusion, the Inspector was accepting the Council’s case as it was then
put by Mr. Radmall. 65
10.15.
In substantive terms, therefore, the reasons for designation do not
support a conclusion that this landscape is “locally valued” within the
meaning of the NPPF. The fact of designation can have limited weight in
landscape terms and visual terms.
10.16.
The Council’s case has sought to emphasise that the appeal site has
formed part of a “designated area” for some time, firstly as part of the now
defunct Special Landscape Area, then through policy (R) F.Coleford 11 and
now through policy AP64 of the emerging Allocations Plan. However, this
does not in truth assist the Council’s case in circumstances where the
reasons for designation set out within the relevant policies do not support
the case that the site is “locally valued” within the meaning of the NPPF.
10.17.
In any event, as Mr Tait and Mr Gibbons set out 66, the boundaries of (R)
F.Coleford 11 (and indeed the former SLA) were not drawn exclusively by
reference to landscape considerations. Their geographical extent reflected
the old settlement boundaries, which are being reconsidered as part of the

64

Mr. Hillier appendix 14, para 20-21: “These roads, along with the development along them, mainly
houses, provide strong boundaries, and as a result, contain the landscape area the appeal site lies
within.”
65
CD17.4 paras 2.6, 2.8 and 2.9
66
Re – x JT, and xx NG
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Council’s emerging Allocations Plan. Mr Gibbons accepted (xx) that the old
settlement boundaries are out of date in that they do not reflect, on any
analysis, the current development needs of the District. It follows that very
limited weight can be accorded to the geographical extent of policy (R)
F.Coleford 11.
10.18.
With regard to landscape matters, the evidence base supporting that
policy does not support the Council’s case that the appeal site is valued
landscape. The LCA was the primary landscape evidence when the Local
Plan was adopted but it does not reflect the reasons for designation. In
particular, it does not assess the value of the open landscape (however
defined) between Coleford and its arc of settlements, or the geographical
extent of the boundaries of the policy. 67
10.19.
Paragraph 165 of the NPPF is clear. Planning policies should be based
on up to date information about the natural environment and other
characteristics of the area. The reasons for designation in policy (R)
F.Coleford 11 are not justified by an up to date evidence base or any
assessment that could justify a finding that the site is part of a “valued
landscape”. It follows that the policy cannot be considered up to date.
10.20.
Emerging policy AP64 does not assist the Council in “plugging the gap”
in respect of the evidence base. In Mr Radmall’s own words, the landscape
study that is supposed to be the evidence base for the emerging policy is “a
strange piece of work”. 68 This was because, as he accepted, it does not
consider the landscape value of the Coleford bowl (there is not one mention
of “value” within it). Nor does it consider the proper boundaries of the
existing landscape area, even though these are the very issues that the
emerging policy is concerned with. The visual assessment within it is also
accepted to be “poor quality”. 69 The evidence base, quite simply, does not
support the case that the site falls within a valued landscape.
10.21.
The Appellant has objected to policy AP64 on the basis that its evidence
base is inadequate and on the basis that the appeal site should be excluded
from the designation. The plan has not yet been examined and those
objections have not yet been tested. This was sufficient to convince the
Inspector at Staunton70 that AP64 should be accorded limited weight. On
the basis of the considerations set out above, policy AP64, and the evidence
base underpinning it, can be afforded limited weight at present.
10.22.
Whether by assessment against the industry standard (GLVIA), the
reasons for designation under policy (R) F.Coleford 11, or the relevant
evidence base, none of these support the Council’s case that the site is part
of a “locally valued landscape” within the meaning of paragraph 109 of the
NPPF.
10.23.
In any event, even if the site is part of a “valued landscape”, there is no
embargo or restriction on development in such areas. The landscape and

67
68
69
70

And neither did the evidence base in respect of the former SLA – see MH appendix 7
Mr Radmall xx
Mr Radmall xx; see VP2 within it compared to Mr Rech’s appendix 2 figure 11
CD 7.11
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visual impacts fall to be assessed on their own merits, and in context of the
presumption in favour that applies in this case.
10.24.
The GLVIA is clear. Value is one component of sensitivity. The
sensitivity of the landscape should be assessed by combining judgments
about the value of the landscape, and susceptibility to change. The
judgment should be recorded on the verbal scale and the basis of it made
clear. Mr Radmall’s evidence fails to carry out such an assessment. It falls
back on general assertions made within the LCA that the landscape area as
a whole is “sensitive”. However, as he accepted (xx), the GLVIA is clear that
although landscape studies can provide useful background information, they
cannot provide a substitute for an individual assessment of the particular
receptor to the particular proposal. 71 Mr Radmall’s assessment of sensitivity
fails to grapple with the development influences noted above that, in reality,
make this site able to accommodate change and reduce its sensitivity.
10.25.
The landscape impacts would not be significant in this case, having
regard to the proper analysis of sensitivity and magnitude of impact carried
out by Mr. Rech. Indeed, notwithstanding the comments in his Proof, Mr
Radmall accepted in xx that:
(i) There would be a “very limited” loss of landscape fabric, and the
arboricultural report indicates that net gains are in fact likely.
(ii) The design of the proposed green space will be secured at reserved
matters stage and there is no reason to suppose that it could not
function as an integral part of the development.
(iii) Whilst there would inevitably be a loss of a green field site as a result
of the development proposals, that harm would apply to any green
field development within the District, including on sites that the
Council promoted for development as part of its emerging Allocations
Plan.
10.26.
The appeal proposal would not harm the open setting of Coleford or lead
to coalescence. There is a distinct change in character between Lower Lane
and the open land to the south. The development would sit behind the
“strong boundary” of Lower Lane and would not have an impact on the open
land that provides the positive contribution to the setting of Coleford.
10.27.
That the appeal site can be developed without significant harm to the
aims and objectives of policy (R) F.Coleford 11 is supported by the
comments of the Local Plan Inspector. It is clear from the wording (which
expressly refers to the entire omission site of 10.7ha) that he was
considering the entirety of the appeal site. 72
10.28.
The Inspector concluded that the eastern part of the appeal site could
be developed for housing, since such housing would “lie comparatively
unobtrusively between the dwellings fronting Hillcrest Road to the North and
Lower Road to the south, at a point where it is lined with frontage
development along its southern side. In my opinion such development could
be seen as a logical consolidation of Berry Hill and five Acres to the south
west, without detracting to any major extent from the rest of the Landscape

71
72

CD14.4 GLVIA p89 paras 5.43 & 5.41
MH appendix 7, para 13.129
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Protection Area to the west and south. Undue encroachment into the rural
landscape and significant coalescence of Berry Hill and Coleford could thus
be avoided”.
10.29.
Irrespective of the technical argument as to which fields were being
considered, it is clear that the Inspector was recognizing that parts of the
site had the capacity to be developed without harming the remainder of the
Landscape Protection Area or rural landscape, and without leading to
coalescence. His justification for this was that parts of the appeal site lie
between the dwellings fronting Hillcrest Road and the development
influences along Lower Lane. As a minimum, the substance of the
Inspector’s reasoning must apply to fields 4 and 5, since both are influenced
by the housing to the rear of the appeal site and the development along
Lower Lane.
10.30.
Further, it is clear from the evidence supporting the objection that the
“eastern part” of the appeal site is comprised of fields 4 and 5. The
“eastern” part of the appeal site was proposed for 90–120 units at a density
of 30dph. These units could not fit on to field 5 alone at 30dph. In
addition, the eastern part of the appeal site is said to comprise 4.4 ha,
which is consistent with the fact that both fields were being considered.
Further, the description of the eastern fields includes proposed open space,
which was proposed in field 4. Mr. Radmall expressly accepted (xx) that, on
this basis, when the Inspector was discussing the eastern fields, he was
referring to both fields 4 and 5.
10.31.
Mr Radmall expressly accepted that the Inspector’s conclusions could be
given weight in determining what parts of the appeal site could be
developed without undue harm to the aims and objectives of policy (R)
F.Coleford 11. The appeal proposal is of a similar density and the
development of fields 4 and 5 would be acceptable for the reasons set out
by the Local Plan Inspector.
10.32.
Mr Radmall’s view points 2, 3 and 4 should be considered in this
context. It is true that development will be visible, although of course
landscaping and detailed design will mitigate the impact. As Mr Rech
explained, any development is likely to be visible at short range. In
addition, as Mr Radmall accepted, VP 3 and 4 show the impact of developing
field 5, which the Local Inspector considered to be acceptable on any
basis.73 VP2 also shows, at least in part, the impact of developing the
fields that the Local Plan Inspector considered to be acceptable. As would
be seen on site, and as accepted by Mr Radmall in xx, these fields are
already influenced by the extensive development along Lower Lane and
Hillcrest Road. He was undoubtedly correct that they could be developed
without undue harm to the rural context and without leading to coalescence.
10.33.
The Local Plan Inspector went on to consider the impact of developing
the western part of the “omission site”. 74 He had previously described this
as constituting 10.7ha of land, so it is clear that he is dealing with fields 1-3
here (JT xx and re – x). In any event, it is the substance of the Inspector’s
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conclusions that are relevant. He concluded that built development would
harm the western part of the site because that part of the site provided a
“visual link” across the main road to Coleford beyond, which could be
impacted by the proposals before him.
10.34.
As Mr Rech explained, the appeal proposals have been designed to
respond to that visual link and to retain it. Mr Radmall’s VP 5 illustrates the
point. As accepted by Mr. Radmall (xx), only field 2 has a visual link across
the main road to Coleford beyond. No housing is proposed on this field.
10.35.
The topography of the site “flattens out” across field 1, so that there is a
foreshortening of the view and the housing on Crow Ash Road is brought
forward in the view. As Mr Radmall accepted, even though it is currently
free from development, field 1 is not seen or perceived as an open field.
Nor is field 3. As he also accepted, they are influenced by the prominent
Pike House and other development on Lower Lane. These fields do not
contribute in any meaningful way to the “open setting of Coleford”. Nor is
there a visual link with the open landscape to the south of Lower Lane.
10.36.
It is also clear from Mr Radmall’s longer distance viewpoints that there
will not be significant harm in landscape and visual terms. Indeed, he
clearly accepts as much, since his view is that the impact on VPs 6 – 8
would, at worst, be “minor adverse”. He further accepted that this impact
would reduce to “negligible” for VP 6 and 7 as the landscaping associated
with the scheme matured and that it had the potential to reduce to
negligible in respect of VP 8 (although he couldn’t be sure in respect of this
VP). On any scenario, and on the Council’s own case, it is therefore clear
that there will be no significant harm to longer distance views as a result of
the appeal proposals.
10.37.
There can be no serious argument that the aims and objectives of policy
(R) F.Coleford 11 are significantly prejudiced in these circumstances. That
point is underscored when the following points are further considered (in
relation to VPs 6 – 8):
(i) Whilst it is right that the appeal site is currently undeveloped, its
character is not “open” in these longer distance views because of the
existing vegetation and development along Lower Lane.
(ii) Where there is a glimpse of an open field, this will be retained, since
no development is proposed in these fields (accepted Mr Radmall xx).
(iii) Existing development along Lower Lane is visible in all of the views.
The appeal proposals will be set behind Lower Lane, and development
will not be moved forward in the view (accepted Mr Radmall xx). As
explained by Mr Rech, there can be no question of visual coalescence
with Coleford in these circumstances.
10.38.
Based on the above, Mr Radmall accepted that there would be no
significant impact on openness from any of these viewpoints.
10.39.
For all of the reasons set out above, the Council’s landscape case is
unsupported and unsupportable. These proposals would not cause
unacceptable harm to the character and appearance of the landscape or the
objectives of policy (R) F.Coleford 11, let alone significant and demonstrable
harm. There are no good reasons for refusing consent on the basis of
landscape and visual harm.
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Policy implications
10.40.
The reason for refusal alleges conflict with policy (R) F.Coleford 11
which, it is accepted, is not a policy for the supply of housing. However, as
Mr Gibbons accepted (xx), policies can still be out of date if they are
inconsistent with the NPPF. This policy is out of date having regard to the
provisions of the NPPF. In particular:
(i) Its aims and objectives are not supported by an up to date evidence
base, contrary to paragraph 165 NPPF, either in general terms or in
respect of the appeal site specifically.
(ii) Its geographical extent is informed by out of date settlement
boundaries.
(iii) Even if the site is “valued landscape”, the NPPF requires that a
“criteria based approach” is taken to the assessment of landscape
effects (paragraph 113 NPPF). The policy requires an Applicant to
demonstrate that there is an “essential need” for the development in
all cases and before a judgment is called for. That is, on the strict
terms of the policy, a proposal could have no negative impact on the
landscape aims and objectives of the policy, but it would still be
contrary to the policy because no essential need for the development
has been demonstrated. As noted by JT (re – x), that restrictive
approach is manifestly at odds with the NPPF, its positive approach to
development, and paragraph 113, which calls for a criteria based
approach to the assessment and acceptability of landscape effects.
The point is underscored by virtue of the fact that the Council’s
emerging policy AP64 contains no such in principle restriction
(accepted PR xx), but judges the acceptability of the proposal against
the rationale behind the policy (whether there would be harm to the
open setting of Coleford).
10.41.
For all of those reasons, whilst policy (R) F.Coleford 11 forms part of the
development plan and is the statutory starting point, it is out of date. In
any event, the appeal proposal would not conflict with the aims and
objectives of that policy. Any conflict is therefore a technical one and can
be accorded limited weight in the planning balance (JT re x).
10.42.
The Council also relies on emerging policy AP64. That policy can be
given limited weight at the present time, having regard in particular to
paragraph 216 of the NPPF 75. In particular:
(i) There is a significant outstanding objection to the inclusion of the
appeal site in that policy.
(ii) There is a significant outstanding objection to the evidence base that
the Council relies upon to support the policy and the Council’s own
expert landscape witness had concerns about its robustness. The
policy is not therefore in accordance with NPPF paragraph 165.
(iii) These matters can only be resolved through the Local Plan
examination. Until they are, the emerging policy can be accorded
limited weight.
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10.43.
In any event, the Appellant’s case is that there is no conflict with
emerging policy AP64.
10.44.
The Council’s reason for refusal alleges conflict with policy CSP.1 of the
Core Strategy. 76 There is no such conflict.
10.45.
Firstly, CSP.1 does not act as an embargo to the development of green
field sites on the edge of a settlement. Indeed, the reasoned justification
expressly recognises that change is inevitable and that the strategy in the
policy is to seek to ensure that new development makes a positive
contribution, which may include environmental improvements, in this
context. The appeal proposals will secure such environmental
improvements, including to the landscape fabric of the appeal site and its
green infrastructure.
10.46.
Secondly, the policy requires that new development takes into account
the “important characteristics” of the environment. The Council has failed
to identify any specific “important” landscape characteristics that would be
significantly harmed as a result of the appeal proposal. In the language of
CSP.1, the appeal proposal therefore “respects” the landscape character and
visual amenity of the local area and there is no significant harm identified by
the Council.
10.47.
Finally, in so far as policy CSP.1 requires that all of its criteria are met
before development can proceed, it is not fully consistent with the NPPF (JT
re – x). As recognised by the Inspector at Newent77, policy CSP.1 needs to
be read in conjunction with the more recent guidance in the NPPF, including
the presumption in favour of sustainable development and the need to apply
an overall balancing exercise. When that exercise is undertaken, it is clear
that planning permission should be granted.
Issue 2: Best and Most Versatile Agricultural land
10.48.
It is accepted that the appeal site is comprised of best and most
versatile land. However, it is disputed that the loss of such land is, of itself,
sufficient to justify a refusal of consent in this case.
10.49.
Firstly, as accepted by Mr Hillier (xx), the use of such land for
development is not the subject of any embargo by the NPPF and there is no
policy of restriction. 78 The Inspector at Newent 79 accepted that the NPPF
does not rule out the development of best and most versatile land as a
matter of principle.
10.50.
Secondly, the Council’s emerging allocations plan recognises that it will
be necessary to release best and most versatile land, including higher grade
land than is found at the appeal site 80, in order to meet the housing needs
of the District. This includes the release of such land in Coleford. The
Council is also reliant on its emerging allocations without planning
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permission (including the release of best and most versatile land) to meet
its five - year supply. On any basis, it is clear that this land is “necessary”
(within the meaning of paragraph 112 NPPF), because best and most
versatile land will have to be released to meet development needs.
10.51.
Thirdly, as accepted by Mr Hillier (xx), there is a significant amount of
best and most versatile land around Coleford and across the District more
generally. The release of the appeal site will not be significant, having
regard to these wider areas. Nor is there any evidence that the loss of
these fields will prejudice the continued operation of any farming business.
The Inspector at Newent referred to both of these factors when assessing
the weight that should be attributed to the loss of best and most versatile
land. The same conclusions apply in the present case.
10.52.

There is no justifiable reason for withholding consent on this basis.

Issue 3: Infrastructure and contributions
10.53.
Whilst this was identified as a key issue at the outset of the inquiry, Mr
Hillier accepted (xx) that there is no outstanding reason for refusal on this
basis. The Council has confirmed that the s106 obligations and conditions
adequately deal with infrastructure needs and contributions. Where there is
a dispute between the parties in respect of the s106 obligations, the
obligation deals with the dispute by ensuring that its provisions bite in the
event that the Inspector finds that the relevant tests under the CIL
Regulations are met. There is no extant reason for refusal in respect of the
adequacy of the s106 obligation or conditions and no reason to refuse
consent on this basis.
Issue 4: Other development impacts and issues raised by residents
10.54.
There is no reason for refusal in respect of tourism and no objection
from the Officer at the Council that deals with such matters. As noted by Mr
Tait, it is difficult to see how there could be a material impact in terms of
tourism or visitor spend simply by virtue of the fact that housing is proposed
for this site.
10.55.
In respect of highways, a statement of common ground has been signed
by the LPA confirming that they have no objection to the proposed
development on the basis of highway safety, accessibility or locational
sustainability. There was no objection from the Highways Authority and an
email from the relevant officer demonstrates that due regard was had to
residents’ concerns. The Authority is satisfied in respect of capacity (taking
into account the representativeness of the relevant capacity assessments),
accessibility (taking into account gradients) and highway safety.
10.56.
Berry Hill is classed together with Coleford for the purposes of the
Council’s Core Strategy. As accepted by Mr Gibbons (xx), it is a “top tier
settlement” in which growth, including housing development, is promoted
and encouraged as a matter of principle. There are facilities available to
residents in Berry Hill itself and reasonable alternatives to the private car
are available for services in Coleford and beyond. The reality is that this is a
sustainable location for development.
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10.57.
Ecology and flood risk were dealt with in the technical reports produced
in support of the application. The relevant statutory consultees do not
object to this proposal, subject to conditions. All of the expert evidence
indicates that these matters can be dealt with appropriately. They are not
development impacts that weigh against the proposal.
10.58.
In so far as mining is concerned, the impact on viability is dealt with
below. However, in respect of development impacts and safety, there is no
objection from the LPA, who took advice from the Coal Authority. The Coal
Authority did not object to the scheme. The Coal Authority were further
consulted in respect of the amended proposal, had access to the revised
framework plan, and made no objection. The LPA has the opportunity to
take further advice in respect of detailed layout at the reserved matters
stage. The Appellant’s submission is based on expert evidence. There is no
substantive reason to think that the land cannot be adequately remediated
or that consent should be refused on the basis of any of the queries raised
by residents.
10.59.
The issue of statutory boundary stones has been dealt with in the SCG,
which agrees that, subject to conditions, there will be no unacceptable harm
on the significance of these undesignated assets. To the contrary, the SCG
recognises the opportunity for enhancement.
10.60.
At the time of the inquiry, the Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End
Neighbourhood Plan was still out for consultation. Only two “slivers” of the
appeal site are included within the Neighbourhood Plan area so that Plan will
not have any substantive authority over the appeal site. The Coleford
Neighbourhood Plan was at an even earlier stage, with no draft or
consultation available to the inquiry. As explained by Mr Tait, very limited
weight can be given to the Neighbourhood Plans in this case, having regard
to NPPF paragraph 216.
10.61.
In short, there are no other development impacts or policy
considerations that weigh against the proposal. The Appellant’s submission
is fully supported by expert reports which have been accepted by the LPA.
There are no outstanding objections from statutory consultees. There are
no sound reasons for refusing to grant planning permission on the basis of
the additional impacts identified by residents.
Issue 5: Five year supply
10.62.
It is manifestly apparent that the Council cannot demonstrate a five
year supply of deliverable housing sites:
(i) Even if the Council’s figure for OAN is accepted, it does not have
sufficient supply (3.67 years on the basis of the Council’s OAN but the
Appellant’s supply 81); and
(ii) Even if the Council’s supply is accepted, its OAN is not robust. A
proper OAN would demonstrate that there is not a five year supply of
housing (3.91 years on the basis of the Appellant’s OAN but the
Appellant’s supply).
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10.63.
The Appellant’s case is that the Council’s assessment of its OAN, and of
its five year supply are not robust. On this basis, the Council only has a
2.56 year supply of land.
10.64.
On any scenario, the Council falls significantly short of being able to
demonstrate that it has a five year supply. The reality is that this is an
authority where it is accepted that there has been persistent under delivery
of housing. Those problems are only likely to be perpetuated unless supply
is increased now. The lack of a five year supply weighs heavily in favour of
the appeal proposals.
Supply
10.65.
The issues of supply were dealt with in the round table discussion.
There are several broad points to note.
10.66.
Firstly, the Council’s figure for the five year supply is wholly dependent
on sites contained in the emerging Allocations Plan, which remain the
subject of significant and substantial objection. The Inspector at Newent
has recently confirmed the earlier decision at Staunton 82 to the effect that
the inclusion of such sites is “over optimistic” and cannot be relied upon
until the after the Local Plan has been examined. Continued reliance on
these sites is not in accordance with the Wainhomes case 83 and is directly
contrary to the appeal decisions at Newent and Staunton. Nothing material
has changed since those decisions. As accepted by Mr. Gibbons (xx), there
remain significant and unresolved objections to the emerging allocations 84
and the Plan has still not reached the stage where these matters can be
considered and determined by an Inspector. Indeed, the Council itself has
not given any further consideration to these objections since the Newent
appeal, as it has not considered the objections since the Plan’s publication.
10.67.
Further, Mr Tait confirmed that there have been no material changes in
the supply of sites (and the assessment against the criteria at NPPF footnote
11) since the Newent inquiry. He indicated that at Newent, the Council
were arguing a total supply of 2219 compared to 2227 at this appeal (a
difference of 8, which cannot be considered material). He was not
challenged on this point.
10.68.
Mr Hillier expressly accepted in xx that in the absence of a material
change in circumstances since Newent, the Council could not reasonably
hang onto its assertion that the emerging allocations without planning
permission should be counted in the five year supply 85. That was a very
significant concession since, without these sites, the Council does not have a
five year supply. The only reasonable conclusion, on the basis of the
evidence given to the inquiry, is that there is no five year supply.
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10.69.
In addition, a number of the sites relied upon are ancient, have been
the subject of repeated renewals of permission. They have no realistic
prospect of coming forward within the next five years. Again, the Inspector
at Newent agreed that the Council’s housing land supply was “overly
optimistic” on the basis that these sites had been included. This further
supports the Appellant’s analysis of supply, as set out in the round table
discussion, which was fair, thorough, based upon wholly reasonable
assumptions, and undertaken with full and proper regard to the tests in the
NPPF. Therefore, even if the Council is right that its OAN is 320, there is no
five year supply in this District.
10.70.
However, for the reasons set out below, the Council’s assessment of
OAN is not robust, is not in accordance with the PPG, and is a serious
underestimate of the needs of this District.
Objectively Assessed Need
10.71.
The “tipping point” in respect of five year supply is an OAN of 343dpa.
That is, if the OAN for the District is above 343, the Council will not be in a
position to demonstrate that it has a five year supply of land even if its case
on the supply side is accepted in its entirety.
10.72.
The Council’s assessment is that the OAN for the District is 320pa. This
is not robust, nor is it accordance with the guidance set out in the PPG. The
absence of a PPG compliant objective assessment of needs means that the
Council cannot demonstrate that it has a five year supply of housing. 86 The
evidence from the Appellant indicates that a PPG compliant assessment
would give a minimum OAN of 406dpa. The evidence previously provided
by the Council’s own consultant, and which took into account the needs of
the wider HMA, indicates a minimum OAN of 365dpa. On either basis, the
Council would not have a five year supply.
The Council’s approach
10.73.
There are some general points in respect of the Council’s approach.
Firstly, the Core Strategy sets an annual figure of 310dpa. It was accepted
by Mr Gibbons (xx) that the assessment of needs that fed into the Core
Strategy was based upon out dated demographic projections. It also
coincided with an RSS target that was not an NPPF compliant assessment of
need carried out in accordance with the PPG. As set out in the Appellant’s
evidence 87 that figure also took into account environmental constraints and
land availability constraints and so was not a “policy off” or unconstrained
assessment of need. Mr Gibbons accepted that the Core Strategy figure
coincided with this constrained figure. The parties agree that the Core
Strategy figure of 310dpa does not represent the OAN for the District.
10.74.
Rather surprisingly, in that context, the Council has decided to press
ahead with its emerging Allocations Plan. This is surprising because, as
accepted by Mr. Gibbons (xx), the purpose of the Allocations Plan is to make
provision for the District’s housing and employment needs in accordance
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with the level of need implied by the Core Strategy. As Mr Gibbons
confirmed, and as is confirmed in the Allocations Plan itself 88, the Council is
“required to show” that the Core Strategy figure remains up to date in the
sense that an objective assessment of need will come out with a figure that
is broadly the same. This is because, as accepted by Mr Gibbons, if the new
objective assessment of need had implied a figure that was materially
greater than the Core Strategy figure, a review of the Core Strategy would
have been necessary.
10.75.
As a result, the tail has been wagging the dog. That is, the Council’s
“pragmatic” imperative to press on with its Allocations Plan has influenced
its assessment of OAN and has led it to adopt a constrained figure in an
attempt to demonstrate consistency with its out of date Core Strategy
figure. This is supported by the evidence and the history of the Council’s
approach to this matter.
10.76.
The Council commissioned jointly a report to assess the OAN for the
Forest of Dean, Cotswold and Stroud, which took into account the needs of
the wider HMA. In that report, Mr McDonald recommended a figure of
365dpa as representing the OAN for this District. The matter was taken
back to Committee, which resolved not to follow that recommendation but
to rely on a lower figure. That figure represented no additional homes for
jobs, and was based upon the demographic projection produced by Mr
McDonald at that time. 89
10.77.
There is no credible explanation as to why the Council departed from the
clear advice given by Mr McDonald that “it would not be prudent, however,
to ignore the indication from the CE projections that Stroud, Cotswolds and
Forest of Dean may need some additional housing to support economic
growth by 2031”. 90 What is clear is that, on the basis of the 365 figure, the
Council would not have had a five year supply. Further, the 365 figure was
significantly higher than the figure in the adopted Core Strategy.
10.78.
What is also clear is that in determining not to follow the advice of its
consultant, the Council took into account policy considerations. The last
time Members considered the question of the Council’s OAN, they were
advised that out commuting from the Forest of Dean was one of the issues
that the Core Strategy and Allocations Plan are attempting to address. 91
The advice was that the impact of planning policy, if successful, would be to
reduce out commuting by providing jobs of the right type within the District,
thereby reducing the need for further housing to meet the needs imposed
by some of the additional jobs. In short, one of the reasons that the Council
decided not to provide for the additional homes implied by the objective
assessment of needs was because it hoped that policy interventions
promoting a certain type of job would see those jobs being taken by the
existing population. Mr Gibbons accepted in xx that these issues were taken
into account in determining the Council’s OAN and were “policy on” issues.
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10.79.
In the Gallagher case 92 the Court was absolutely clear that a decision
taken, as a matter of policy, to encourage or discourage particular migration
patterns reflected in demographic trends is a “policy on” approach, and
should not be relevant to the assessment of OAN. Quite clearly, in settling
on an OAN of 320, the Council has taken into account policy considerations.
This matter has not been taken back to Committee since that date and this
approach therefore continues to vitiate the figure promoted by the Council.
10.80.
The Council then commissioned subsequent work from Nupremis to look
further at the economic justification for its OAN. Again, it appears that the
tail was wagging the dog. Not only was the Nupremis Report commissioned
after the Council had already decided to constrain its figure to a level below
that advocated by Mr McDonald, but Mr Gibbons accepted in cross
examination that the Council had drawn Nupremis’ attention to two specific
employment sectors where the Council had concerns that the forecasts were
too high. Whilst the Nupremis report looks at other sectors, there is no
sensitivity analysis within it as to what would happen if other sectors
performed better than expected (for example, manufacturing) or exceeded
the expectations implied by the forecasts on the basis of committed
employment development at Cinderford. This is perhaps unsurprising. Mr
Gibbons expressly accepted that Nupremis were asked to look at the two
sectors which appeared to be overly optimistic “in more detail”. It was
somewhat inevitable on this basis that the sensitivity tests would imply a
more pessimistic outlook than that initially advocated by the Council’s own
consultant.
10.81.
Having considered the Nupremis work, Mr McDonald produced a second
report 93. There are significant issues with the approach that he has
adopted. However, in respect of the Council’s response, Mr Gibbons
expressly accepted in xx that he understood that Mr McDonald was
advocating an OAN of up to 340dpa to reflect the fact that up to 600
additional jobs might need to be accommodated across the Forest of Dean 94
and that the demographic projection of 310dpa may not be sufficient to
accommodate jobs growth across the District.
10.82.
Having taken Mr McDonald’s advice, the Council’s position remains that
its OAN is 320dpa. Therefore, whatever Mr McDonald’s position may now
be, this Authority accepts that it should not be planning on the basis of no
additional homes to meet jobs growth or on the basis of the demographic
projection he put forward (310dpa).
10.83.
What is wholly unclear, on the Council’s case, is why, having accepted
that additional housing should be provided to meet jobs growth, there is any
justifiable reason to constrain OAN to 320dpa. Again, at best, the decision
to do so appears to be based on “policy on” considerations. In particular,
the Council’s Report 95 sets out that one reason it is not promoting an OAN of
340dpa is because the Allocations Plan contains “sufficient flexibility” to
meet the requirement of providing dwellings at a rate of 340dpa. In short,
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the Council is saying that it does not matter whether the figure is 320 or
340, because it has sufficient land available on any basis. That is not an
acceptable approach and the Council’s figure is not an objective assessment
of needs in these circumstances. Land availability is constraining or
influencing the figure that the Council is promoting as its objective
assessment of need. Mr Gibbons accepted in xx that the supply of housing
influenced the Council’s determination of the appropriate figure.
10.84.
It is of note that if the Council had adopted the figure of 340dpa, its 5
year supply would have been at the tipping point.
10.85.
It is clear that a further review of the Council’s figure will be necessary
to provide a more robust OAN, because the approach now promoted by this
authority could have wider implications across the HMA. The PPG and NPPF
require that housing needs are assessed across the HMA. 96 Functional
housing needs are not constrained by local authority boundaries.
10.86.
However, the Nupremis Report and Mr McDonald’s second report only
consider the position at the Forest of Dean level. The only report that
considers housing needs at a wider level is the first NMSS Report 97, which
looks at needs across the HMA as a whole and then disaggregates this
between the various authorities. The HMA-wide assessment indicates that
there will be a need for 7,300 homes (or 365dpa). The OAN promoted by
the Council envisages 6,400 homes (or 320dpa), a reduction of some 900
dwellings as compared with the HMA wide assessment.
10.87.
In this respect, it is of note that the other authorities within the HMA are
not proposing a lower figure than that in the HMA-wide assessment and are
planning to meet, as a minimum, the needs implied by that assessment. In
promoting a lower figure, Forest of Dean could generate a need for 900
additional homes elsewhere in the HMA.
10.88.
Secondly, the Joint Core Strategy (JCS) Inspector has indicated that
there is a need for consistency as between the approach within the JCS98
and the wider HMA 99 to ensure that housing needs are adequately assessed.
The JCS Inspector has indicated to the JCS authorities that significant
additional work is necessary in respect of the assessment of the most up to
date economic forecasts, household formation rates and sensitivity testing.
It is clear that she has concerns in respect of the approach advocated by the
JCS authorities, which is replicated in the approach taken by the Forest of
Dean. Further review of the Council’s OAN will also be necessary if an HMA
approach is undertaken. In the absence of that review, this Authority’s OAN
cannot be considered to be robust. Mr McDonald’s most recent work is not a
robust assessment of housing need, even based on local authority
boundaries.
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The assessment of housing need
10.89.
The key issues between the parties in respect of the objective
assessment of housing needs can be summarised as follows:
(i) Homes needed for economic growth
(ii) Household formation rate adjustment
(iii) 10 year flow rates
(iv) Uplift to take into account market signals.
10.90.
The OAN Statement of Common Ground essentially demonstrates that if
the Council is wrong in respect of only one of these issues, it would bring
the OAN up to around 340dpa. On this basis, the Council would need to
show that each and every one of the sites in its five year supply can
properly be counted and that all of its assumptions about delivery are
correct. Even if the Council were right in respect of all of their supply
assumptions however, any uplift at all for market signals would then mean
that the Council did not have a five year supply. It is quite clear, on this
basis, that the Council’s claim that it has a five year supply is not robust.
Economic growth
10.91.
The starting point is the latest official household projections, which are
trend based. As accepted by Mr McDonald, 100 any set of trend based
projections can only tell you what is likely to happen if past trends continue.
The PPG sets out 101 that plan makers “should” make an assessment of likely
job numbers based on past trends or economic forecasts as appropriate,
also having regard to the growth of the working age population in the HMA.
This part of the assessment is mandatory because, if there is additional
employment growth over the relevant period, this could lead to additional
demand for housing (because of the increased number of workers in the
population) over and above that implied by the demographic projection.
The consequence of failing to adequately plan for employment growth could
be to reduce the resilience of local business, and increase unsustainable
commuting patterns.
10.92.
It is unsurprising in those circumstances that Mr McDonald’s first report
to the Council recognised that it “would not be prudent to ignore the
indication from the CE forecast that some additional housing will be
necessary to accommodate economic growth”. What is surprising is that Mr
McDonald now advocates an OAN that does precisely that, since the
consequence of the 310dpa figure is that there will be no additional homes
for economic growth at all provided over the plan period.
10.93.
The PPG is clear. The assessment of the number of homes needed to
support economic growth should be based on past trends or economic
forecasts. This authority has based its analysis upon economic forecasts,
which it has then reduced on the basis that it considers that some of the
assumptions within them may be over optimistic. The assertion within the
Council’s evidence that the economic forecasts are in some way volatile and
cannot be relied upon is completely at odds with the Council’s own
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approach, which is clearly based upon economic forecasts. The Nupremis
Report itself makes it clear that it is not seeking to provide new economic
forecasts, and nor does it seek to suggest that there are errors in the
forecasts themselves. 102
10.94.
As shown by Ms Blaken, the forecasts by OE and CE move closer
together in all of the neighbouring Authorities in the more recent
forecasts. 103 In the Forest of Dean, the more recent forecasts from 2015
converge at 115dpa. As explained by Mr Lucas, the forecasters are able to
reach a more settled view of the economy in 2015 because, as the economy
moves out of the recession, there is more certainty as to growth prospects.
It is significant that there is now broad consensus amongst OE and CE about
the prospects for growth. That consensus indicates that there is a degree of
robustness to the forecasts (since the forecasters have a similar view about
the growth prospects in the Forest of Dean). It also indicates that, in line
with the Appellant’s case and the JCS Inspector’s approach, a more robust
approach would take into account the more up to date forecasts. The
Council’s evidence fails to do this.
10.95.
Ms Blaken asserted that the Council takes a more “locally based
approach” in its assessment than is implied by a “simple” reliance on the
forecasts. However, the “sensitivity tests” actually “mix and match” the
forecasts. In respect of the OE forecast, the assumptions made in respect
of business and financial services are replaced by the equivalent from CE
(which were more pessimistic). In respect of the CE forecast, the
assumptions in respect of government services are replaced with the
national percentage increase for that sector (which is more pessimistic). 104
Those figures are no more “locally derived” than the overall forecasts
themselves (and the remainder of which is relied upon by the Council). All
they seek to do is to allow for a more pessimistic approach in respect of
those two sectors.
10.96.
Further, despite criticisms of an “averaging approach” in NB’s proof of
evidence, it is clear that the averaging approach is not seriously in dispute
between the parties. This is because what Mr McDonald then does is to take
an average of the two “adjusted” forecasts. That is, Mr McDonald and Ms
Blaken use an averaging approach across all sectors and across the
forecasts. The difference between the parties in truth is that before
applying that averaging approach, Ms Blaken and Mr McDonald adjust two of
the sectors downwards. That is, they take a mid point between the two
more pessimistic outcomes implied by the “adjusted forecasts” to derive a
figure of 0 additional homes for jobs growth.
10.97.
Taking a “mid point of pessimism” is not a robust approach, is
asymmetric, and is not consistent with the overarching objective of the NPPF
to provide a significant boost to the supply of housing. There has been no
proper consideration as to what might happen if more optimistic scenarios
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are achieved for the various sectors. It simply does not allow for the
possibility that a more optimistic scenario might occur.
10.98.
As Ms Blaken accepted, sensitivity tests are supposed to test “plausible”
outcomes. That a more optimistic outcome might be achieved than is
implied by either the adjusted (or even the unadjusted) forecasts is entirely
plausible on the basis of the evidence before the inquiry. For example, the
Nupremis report indicates that growth has been relatively strong in the
manufacturing sector compared to the long term national picture and BRES
data indicates higher levels of jobs growth within this sector than implied by
either the OE or CE forecasts (which both forecast decline in this sector).105
No sensitivity tests in this respect have been carried out. There is no
explanation as to why the “local approach” (which looks at BRES data and
local intelligence) has been set aside in respect of this sector.
10.99.
The need to provide a sensitivity test in this area has been raised. 106 Mr
Donagh’s assessment tests the implications of what would happen to the
forecasts if manufacturing was simply held steady (as oppose to
decreasing). 107 The JCS Inspector has specifically asked the JCS authorities
to consider this approach. A robust assessment for the Forest of Dean
would not simply concentrate on the most pessimistic outcomes but would
also consider this as an entirely plausible more optimistic outcome.
10.100. It is also unclear why the Council continues to allege that a downward
adjustment in the financial and business service sector is the only plausible
outcome. Nupremis’ argument that the OE jobs forecast for this sector was
based on 2 factors:
(i) The job losses in this sector since 2009
(ii) The District has a relatively low share of jobs in the sector compared
to other locations in the County108
10.101. In respect of job losses the BRES team at ONS has confirmed an
anomaly in the data for 2009 as it is likely to have over reported
employment. 109 The perceived “jobs losses” in this sector, which is relied
upon to support a downwards adjustment, was not in truth a reduction in
jobs, but represented an anomaly in the base data from 2009. The
reasoning behind the downwards adjustment in this sector is not supported
by the evidence.
10.102. As to the second reason, those points were dealt with comprehensively
in the round table discussion. It is unclear from Ms Blaken’s analysis why
she considers that the forecasts, which are produced at a national level and
then disaggregated at a regional and District level, would not have picked
up such differences in any event and reflected them in the forecast for the
District. Further, the Council is planning for significant employment growth
at Cinderford. On Ms Blaken’s own analysis, around 980 direct jobs will be
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created if the Cinderford proposal comes forward. 110 In reality, the 980
figure is likely to be an underestimate as it does not take into account
indirect jobs. Nor does it take into account the fact that “a job not lost is a
job gained” having regard to the overall figure in the forecast (since the
forecasts take into account both jobs lost and jobs gained when delivering
their forecast for growth). 111
10.103. Whatever the final figure for jobs growth at Cinderford, the Nupremis
report is clear. If Cinderford is delivered, jobs growth will align with or
exceed the unadjusted OE forecast (which is the higher forecast in this
sector).112 In this context, Ms Blaken accepted that the key issue was
whether Cinderford would be delivered. The problem for her analysis in
respect of delivery at Cinderford is that it is completely inconsistent with the
Council’s approach. Mr Gibbons was absolutely clear on this issue. In his
words (xx)
“The Council anticipates that Cinderford will occur, and is doing what it
can to promote it”.
10.104. The Council’s position in respect of Cinderford is reflected in the
documents and evidence before the inquiry. In particular:
(i) Core Strategy policy CS73 113 sets out that Cinderford is the major
new focus for development in the plan, including employment growth.
The scale of change is anticipated to be complementary to, and not in
competition with, growth elsewhere.
(ii) Ms Blaken accepts that the Cinderford proposal focuses growth on its
key employment sites where these are “still attractive to the market”,
and where there is an “identified need” for further development
opportunities. 114 As noted by Mr Lucas, there is nothing inconsistent
in the SEP with these proposals, which in fact considers and promotes
the development at Cinderford.
(iii) Outline planning permission is in place for the entirety of the
development, and full planning permission for the college and road.
(iv) An ES has adequately assessed the development impacts of the
scheme, including ecological impacts.
(v) Funding is and has been secured for delivery of much of the change
needed. 115 In this respect, Mr Gibbons confirmed that the funding
was in place to deliver the spine road to serve the site. The college,
which is to provide the “anchor” for the project, has funding. Further
funding will be required in respect of the remainder but the Council
has “positive indications” that this will be secured (xx).
(vi) Preliminary work has started on site and ecological mitigation has
begun. That is, there is clear commitment to development of the site
and Mr. Gibbons expressly accepted that the delivery of development
at Cinderford was not simply a “policy aspiration” (xx).
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(vii) Housing from phase 1, which will be brought forward with an element
of the employment allocation, is included in the Council’s 5 year
supply, demonstrating that the Council is satisfied that that
development will come forward in the short term.
(viii) Delivery is also supported by an AAP, which was examined and found
sound. The Council is also promoting the employment allocations as
part of its emerging Allocations Plan. Mr Gibbons accepted that, in
accordance with paragraph 182 of the NPPF, the Council is therefore
satisfied that the allocation is deliverable over the plan period.
10.105. It is clear from Mr. Gibbon’s evidence that the Council is confident that
the Cinderford employment development will come forward by 2026. The
failure of Nupremis to even consider this as a plausible outcome undermines
the whole approach to a downward adjustment to the forecasts in this
sector. Indeed, when one takes into account Cinderford, as the evidence
suggests one must, it is immediately apparent that the adjusted forecasts
are simply not plausible:
(i) In the financial and business sectors, the adjusted jobs growth is
between 287 (OE) and 303 (CE), as compared with planned growth of
at least 980 in this sector at Cinderford alone. 116
(ii) The mid point of the total of the two adjusted jobs figures, which the
Council uses as the basis of its OAN, is 889. 117 The total figure relied
upon by the Council for all jobs across the District is less than is
implied by the Cinderford development for a single sector.
(iii) In making no allowance for additional employment growth, the
Council’s OAN is therefore simply not plausible, and does not align
with what the Council is anticipating will happen in respect of jobs
growth in this District.
10.106. The Appellant’s approach is to look at the forecasts and make
assumptions based on an average of the three. As Mr Lucas explained, this
is standard economic practice because taking an average allows for any over
optimism or over pessimism or any concerns in respect of volatility to be
ironed out. Such an approach must be more robust. The JCS inspector has
welcomed the use of the Experian forecasts and has specifically asked the
JCS authorities to look at the more recent economic forecasts. As Mr. Lucas
explained, these take account of the most recent BRES data. Further, as
the economy emerges from the recession, and more is known about the
economic recovery, one would expect the forecasts to become more reliable
and to start to converge. Finally, the Experian forecasts provide an
additional reputable source or indication of economic growth prospects for
the Forest of Dean – since they are higher than the other two, they are a
further indication that a more optimistic approach than implied by the other
forecasts is plausible.
10.107. For all of those reasons, it is clear that the Council is seriously
underestimating the additional need for housing that is implied by the
anticipated employment growth in this District.
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10.108. It is unsurprising that the Inspector at Newent found that there were
grounds for considering that an increase to the 365dpa figure was necessary
on the basis of the likely level of employment growth in the District. 118 The
Appellant respectfully submits that its OAN of 406dpa is more realistic.
Flow Rates
10.109. If Mr McDonald is wrong in respect of this issue, the Council’s own OAN
will be at the tipping point in terms of 5 year supply.
10.110. Both parties agree that the UK migration flows used by ONS in their
2012 projections would have been affected by the economic downturn
because they are based upon a five year trend from 2007-12. Accordingly,
both parties agree that an adjustment should be made so that flow rates are
taken over a longer period (2002-12) so that they are not unduly affected
by those influences. The difference between the parties relates to how the
adjustment should be made.
10.111. The Council has not adopted a robust approach to their assessment of
flow rates. As explained in the round table discussion and in his report, Mr
McDonald looks at the total inflow into the Forest of Dean for the period
2002-12 and compares that absolute number with the inflow over 2007-12.
He notes that the figure for 2002-12 is higher than for 2007-12 (due to the
recessionary influences). He calculates the difference between the absolute
numbers and the % difference between the two. The % uplift is then
applied as an uplift to the 2012 ONS flows, which he says accounts for the
change between the two periods. A similar process is then carried out in
respect of outflows.
10.112. The fundamental difficulty with Mr McDonald’s approach is that it is
based on the absolute difference between flows, as opposed to the changes
in flow rates. Whilst both parties accept that it is impossible to replicate
ONS projections precisely, it is highly material that ONS uses flow rates in
its assessment (accepted by Mr McDonald). This is important is because the
inflow rate is, basically, the number of people coming into the area as a
proportion of the relevant population. A rate can therefore be affected by
either a change in the number coming in, or moving out of, the District, or
by a change in the population (or by both). In short, whether and to what
extent the inflow rate increases or decreases is affected by the size of the
population as well as by the absolute numbers of people moving in or out of
the area.
10.113. Mr McDonald’s approach does not deal with the population at all.
Because there is no assessment of the population, and because ONS deals
in flow rates as opposed to absolutes, his assessment is not comparable
with ONS methodology and underestimates the extent of the adjustment
required. His case is that the Forest of Dean is “atypical”, and that the
approach used by Mr Donagh may not be a reasonable proxy for the
approach used by ONS. Setting aside the fact that Mr Donagh has used a
reputable and widely used methodology (Popgroup) in his approach
(whereas Mr McDonald has used his own), such criticisms do not begin to
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grapple with the fundamental issue in respect of Mr McDonald’s assessment,
namely that he is dealing in absolute figures and failing to take into account
changes in the size of the population. If the Forest of Dean is atypical, and
if there is evidence that this makes a difference, then the appropriate
response would have been to examine how and why those differences affect
the flow rates implied in Mr Donagh’s analysis. There is no such analysis
within any of the evidence presented by Mr McDonald to this inquiry and no
analysis at all as to what an appropriate assumption would be in respect of
the population.
10.114. In the circumstances, it is clear that Mr McDonald’s approach to flow
rates is not robust. There is no cogent evidence before the inquiry to
demonstrate why, and if so to what extent, the assumptions used by Mr
Donagh are wrong. They are the only evidence in respect of flow rates
before the inquiry, and are the most robust assessment available for the
reasons set out by him in the round table session.
Household formation
10.115. The two issues here concern whether there should be any uplift to
household formation rates and, if so, what that uplift should be.
10.116. Mr McDonald has not allowed for any adjustment to the 2012 household
formation rates. That approach is completely inconsistent with the approach
that he took in his first report and in a paper that he produced to the
RTPI. 119
10.117. In his first report, Mr McDonald accepted that there should be an uplift
to the 2011 based projections to reflect a “partial return to trend” in
household formation in the 25-34 age bracket. The “trend” referred to was
that implied by the 2008 projections. 120 He thought that an uplift towards
the 2008 based projections was necessary because the 2008 projections
“predate the economic down turn and are often taken as broadly indicative
of the previous longer term trend”. 121 Mr McDonald considered that an uplift
was warranted in this category because, whilst household formation had
been affected by a number of factors (including international migration,
house prices exceeding earnings, and the impact of the economic
downturn), as the economy moves out of the recession there were “fairly
strong reasons” for believing that some of the effects would be reversed,
and that there would be a partial return to trend in this age group. 122
10.118. Equally, in the RTPI paper, Mr McDonald recognised that whilst
structural change was likely to have an impact upon the extent to which
household formation rates might be expected to return to trend, the other
“key factor” was likely to be the affordability of housing. He expressly
indicated that:
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“Without substantial improvements in the supply of housing, the prospects
for improved affordability or even the prevention of a further deterioration
are not good in the short term” 123
10.119. Mr McDonald goes on to recognise that whilst no one can say whether
household formation patterns will return to previous trend, or how quickly,
what is required is an “estimate of how much difference a plausible range of
assumptions might make should provide a useful indication of how much
flexibility should be planned for as well as helping to guide the choice of a
central planning assumption”. 124
10.120. The 2012 projections were then published. Mr McDonald now argues
that there should be no uplift to household formation rates. The 2012
projections include data from the 2011 census. They will therefore still
incorporate recessionary influences, poor economic performance and
affordability constraints. It is wholly unclear how, if Mr McDonald accepted
that an uplift was necessary to the 2011 household formation rates on the
basis that the recession and affordability had constrained household
formation, he comes to a different view now. Whilst some reliance has been
placed upon an article from Professor Simpson, there is nothing in Professor
Simpson’s work to indicate that there will be no improvement to household
formation as the economy emerges from the recession and some constraints
in respect of affordability are lifted.
10.121. Mr McDonald’s approach is contrary to the NPPF and the PPG. 125 The
PPG expressly notes that where formation rates have been suppressed
historically by undersupply and the worsening affordability of housing (which
Mr McDonald accepts is the case here), an adjustment should be made to
ensure that those influences are not projected forward. Providing for no
uplift whatsoever to household formation rates which are accepted to have
been constrained by worsening affordability and undersupply is contrary to
the clear guidance in the PPG.
10.122. The Appellant’s approach is to allow a full return to trend across the 2544 age groups. This is wholly in accordance with the guidance in the PPG.
10.123. Whatever the extent of the appropriate uplift, the Council’s approach is
not in accordance with the PPG, or even Mr McDonald’s own RTPI work,
which recommended that a plausible range of assumptions be tested. It is
wholly unsurprising in those circumstances that the JCS Inspector has
requested further sensitivity testing of Mr McDonald’s work to show the
impact of uplifting the 2012 projections to a full and part return to trend
across all age brackets.
10.124. In the circumstances, the Council’s approach to household formation is
not robust, and again indicates that this Authority is underplaying its
housing needs.
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Market signals
10.125. The PPG is clear. The housing need suggested by household projections
(the starting point) “should” be adjusted to reflect appropriate market
signals as well as other market indicators of the balance between the
demand for and supply of dwellings. A worsening trend in any of the
indicators set out in the PPG “will” require an upward adjustment to the
demographic OAN. 126 The PPG then goes on to give guidance as to the
extent of the uplift that should be required. However, it is absolutely clear
that an uplift will be required and is mandatory where there is a worsening
trend in any of the indicators set out in the PPG. The Council makes no
uplift to its figure.
10.126. On the basis of the evidence before the inquiry, an uplift should be
made. For example, as set out by Mr Donagh, 127 until 2001-2 affordability
ratios in this District were below all other Districts within the HMA (except
for the Cotswolds), and broadly comparable with England. However, from
then on the Forest of Dean overtook England and the other authorities in
the District, becoming more unaffordable at a faster rate. In absolute
terms, there was a significant deterioration in affordability over this period
(92%). Quite clearly, there has been a worsening trend in this market
signal in both absolute terms and in comparison with neighbouring Districts
and the national picture. An upward adjustment is required.
10.127. The evidence in respect of concealed families also indicates that Forest
of Dean is worse than all of the other Authorities except Gloucester, with
whom it is on a par, and that the proportion of concealed families has
worsened in the HMA since 2001. This reflects the difficulties faced by
young people in being able to afford their own homes, which is particularly
acute within the HMA. 128 This market signal indicates that an adjustment
should be made.
10.128. Thirdly, annual delivery in this authority has persistently fallen below
planned supply (such that the LPA accepts that a 20% buffer in respect of
its 5 year supply is required). 129 Since the Core Strategy figure was based
upon a constrained figure, which took into account environmental
constraints, past delivery not only fell below planned supply, but also below
the actual need or demand for housing within this District. Again, this
indicates that an adjustment should be made.
10.129. Finally, it is of note that the need for affordable housing in this District is
acute, with a net annual need of some 814dpa. That is the third highest
level of affordable need within the HMA. The PPG is clear. An increase in
the total housing figure in the plan should be considered where it could help
deliver the required number of affordable homes. 130
10.130. On this basis, there can be no serious dispute that some uplift to the
demographic projection advanced by the Council is required. The Inspector
126
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in the Newent decision 131 has accepted the same (on the basis of the same
evidence on market signals in Mr McDonald’s first report), which is wholly
unsurprising. This Authority’s failure to provide any uplift whatsoever is
contrary to the PPG, and is contrary to the Inspector’s decision at Newent.
Conclusion
10.131. For all of those reasons, the Council’s approach to objectively assessing
its housing needs is not robust and underplays true housing need within this
District. The Appellant’s approach is to be preferred. The Council has not
demonstrated that it has a five year supply.
Issue v: Planning balance
10.132. The reason for refusal only alleges conflict with Core Strategy policy
CSP.1 and Local Plan policy (R) F.Coleford 11. It is accepted that these are
not policies for the supply of housing. However, for the reasons set out
above, policy (R) F.Coleford 11 is inconsistent with the NPPF and is out of
date on that basis. Policy CSP.1 is out of date in so far as it operates as a
policy of restriction and falls to be considered in the wider context of the
presumption in favour of sustainable development. For the same reason,
policy (R) F.Coleford 11 cannot be accorded significant weight in the appeal
and cannot be accorded significant weigh in so far as it acts as a policy of
restriction.
10.133. In any event, for the reasons set out above, any conflict with policy (R)
F.Coleford 11 is technical in this case and should be accorded limited
weight. The proposals are generally consistent with policy CSP.1. Conflict
with that policy could only arise if it were interpreted as a policy of
restriction, contrary to the positive approach advocated with in the NPPF
and the comments of the Inspector at the Newent inquiry.
10.134. There is no allegation within the Council’s reasons for refusal, or indeed
within the Council’s closing submissions, to suggest that planning
permission should be refused on the basis that this development falls
outwith the adopted settlement policy boundaries. Of course, if the
Secretary of State agrees with the Appellant that there is no five year
supply, relevant policies for the supply of housing 132 are out of date in
accordance with paragraph 49 NPPF. However, even if there is a five year
supply, relevant policies for the supply of housing are out of date in this
case. This is because, in the Forest of Dean, the settlement plan policy
boundaries and relevant policies associated with this were based on a
housing figure that did not represent an objective assessment of needs for
the District and had been drawn up in a different context. Mr Gibbons
therefore expressly accepted that these policies were out of date,
irrespective of the position in respect of five year supply (xx). It is therefore
unsurprising that the Council does not pursue a reason for refusal on the
basis of conflict with its policies relating to settlement boundaries.
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10.135. The second consequence of an acceptance that relevant policies are out
of date is that the presumption in favour of sustainable development in
paragraph 14 of the NPPF applies. The same conclusion would flow from a
finding that policies (R) F.Coleford 11 and CSP.1 are out of date, since the
presumption bites where any relevant policies of the development plan are
out of date (and not simply policies for the supply of housing). Mr Gibbons
expressly accepted that the presumption in favour applies in this case.
Benefits of the scheme
10.136. There are a number of significant benefits that weigh in favour of the
grant of consent in this case.
10.137. Firstly, the provision of open market housing would be a very significant
benefit in view of the lack of a five year supply. Even if there is a five year
supply, on the Council’s own case the position is marginal (5.6 years).
There has been persistent underdelivery so that the provision of additional
housing is a very significant material consideration in any event, having
regard to the imperative in the NPPF to provide a “significant boost” to the
supply of housing.
10.138. Secondly, the provision of 40% on site affordable housing is, as Mr
Hillier ultimately accepted, a “significant benefit”. There is an acute need
for affordable housing in the District. This is the third worst District within
the HMA in terms of affordability. The appeal proposals would secure 72
affordable units on site, nearly 10% of the annual figure through one single
development.
10.139. The Council’s attempt to underplay the significance of the affordable
housing benefit is wholly misconceived. As Mr Hillier accepted (xx), the
starting point is the development plan. The development plan requires 40%
affordable housing and the Council is satisfied that it is up to date and
underpinned by appropriate and robust viability evidence (accepted in xx).
If a lesser contribution were going to be justified, the PPG and NPPF would
require the developer to submit a detailed viability appraisal justifying
departure from the Council’s adopted policy. In the absence of such
arguments being presented by the developer, Mr Hillier accepted that the
starting point was that the affordable housing contribution could be viably
secured at 40%. Indeed, if the position was genuinely otherwise, this
Authority should not be seeking a condition to secure 40% affordable on this
site.
10.140. Neither the Council nor third parties have produced any robust evidence
to demonstrate that the affordable housing cannot be secured. Mr Hillier
indicated that he agreed that £795,000 was the “best evidence available” as
to the costs of remediation. Those costs are appropriately based on expert
advice from Opus. The PPG is clear, and Mr Hillier accepted, that viability
assessments should be based upon what is known about current costs and
today’s circumstances. 133 The only substantiated figure before the inquiry in
respect of costs is £795,000. At that level, taking into account the full s106
costs and remediation costs, the cost per plot would be £8,391 per dwelling.
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The Council’s own viability evidence assumes that s106 costs of £14,000 per
plot would be viable.
10.141. Unsubstantiated assertions that costs “might go up” if more shafts are
discovered are plainly without merit, and should be accorded very limited
weight. Opus has carried out a phase II investigation and has dug trial pits
across the entirety of the site. Mr Hillier accepted that those investigations
were comprehensive. Opus did not recommend, in its phase II survey, that
further investigations in respect of mine shafts were necessary, or that the
discovery of further shafts was likely. Whilst there is no absolute guarantee
that further shafts will not be discovered, the prospect is, on the basis of the
evidence to the inquiry, purely hypothetical. The Council presents
absolutely no evidence to suggest that this is a realistic outcome, or that
even if it were, it would tip the scales to make the scheme unviable, having
regard to the significant headroom per plot that exists in respect of the
Council’s own assessment of viability. In these circumstances, the starting
point is that the scheme is viable.
10.142. In any event, all of this is somewhat of a red herring. The Appellant is
offering a 40% contribution, and this will be secured by way of condition. If
a variation of that requirement were ultimately sought, the Applicant would
have to make an application under S73 TCPA. The Council would then
assess the viability evidence produced, but would also be in a position to
reassess the merits of the scheme on the basis that the benefits had
changed. In short, if such an application were ever made, there can be no
assumption that the development could proceed without the affordable
housing contribution because that would fall to be assessed on the evidence
available at the time. Conditions attached to any planning permission for
this proposal would secure 40% affordable housing. The scheme should be
considered on that basis.
10.143. The scheme will also deliver net benefits in respect of ecology and
arboriculture, as detailed in the relevant reports. As explained by Mr Tait,
these are benefits that go beyond mitigation of the scheme’s impact and
would not be secured without this planning permission. The provision of a
community park will be a benefit to new and existing residents, and will
provide opportunities to access a high quality open space and opportunities
for recreation, which in turn will make an important contribution to the
health and well being of the community in accordance with paragraph 73
NPPF. As confirmed by the SCG, the proposals have the opportunity to
enhance the statutory boundary stones, which are non designated heritage
assets. There will be economic benefits in respect of investment in jobs,
construction and support to local services and the economy over the longer
term, together with the provision of a New Homes Bonus. In general terms,
Mr Hillier accepted that these were benefits that weighed in favour of the
proposals. Contributions towards new bus stops will be provided, which will
assist residents seeking to access sustainable modes of transport. Again,
this is a benefit of the scheme.
Overall balance
10.144. The appeal proposals represent sustainable development located in a
settlement at the top of the Council’s settlement hierarchy. The Council
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does not have a 5 year supply of housing, its need for both market and
affordable housing is acute, longstanding and continuing. There are clear
benefits of the scheme in respect of the economic, social and environmental
dimensions of sustainability set out in the NPPF.
10.145. The Appellant’s case is that the landscape and visual impacts of the
scheme are acceptable, but in any event, any harm occasioned by this
factor together with the loss of best and most versatile agricultural land
does not come close to significantly and demonstrably outweighing the very
significant benefits of this scheme when assessed against the provisions of
the NPPF as a whole.
10.146. This is a scheme that will deliver net benefits in terms of sustainability.
It is respectfully requested that planning permission is granted.
11.

Written Representations

The main points in written representations at appeal stage are summarised here.
There were also many objections to the original planning application, which are
summarised in the Committee Report [CD 5.1].
11.1. The Coleford Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering Group
provides comments in the light of its preparatory work on that Plan. The
Character Assessment for this part of Coleford parish refers to the
importance of the green ring around Coleford to local identity. The
countryside around Coleford is valued by local residents and visitors. Sites
for some 58 dwellings within Coleford would be required to satisfy the Core
Strategy and these are expected to be met through smaller allocations.
There would be adverse traffic impacts, particularly at school times or at
congested locations such as the junction with the A4136.
11.2. An objection from Alison Monk reiterates her earlier points and highlights
concerns as to road safety, the availability of other sites for housing and the
effect on the character of Berry Hill. Mr Winterbourne objects on the basis
of the impact on the landscape, the lack of need for such a large site, the
impact on local services and the need for extensive remediation work.
12.

Post inquiry comments 134

The Lydney decision
Comments from the Council 135 can be summarised as:
12.1. At the time of the Lydney appeal, the Council could not demonstrate a five
year housing land supply so the Appellant’s evidence on that matter went
uncontested. Things have moved on. The Council has now completed an up
to date OAN, as presented to this Inquiry through the evidence of Mr
McDonald and Miss Blaken.
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12.2. With regard to the emerging Allocations Plan, the Secretary of State affords
it moderate weight due to its stage in the examination process. That is
relevant when considering the weight to be applied to any potential conflict
with the Allocations Plan and the weight to be given to the sites in the Plan.
The site subject of this appeal is not included in the Allocations Plan.
Applying the Secretary of State’s decision, the conflict with the Plan should
be awarded moderate weight in the final planning balance.
12.3. The sites allocated in the Allocations Plan will contribute to the five year
supply. The Secretary of State’s decision strengthens this aspect of the
Council’s argument that the sites should be considered individually and an
assessment made as to the likelihood of their deliverability. On an
individual assessment, and on the evidence put before this Inquiry, the
Council is able to demonstrate a five year housing land supply. As a result,
the weighted balance in NPPF paragraph 14 does not apply. The harms
outweigh the benefits and the appeal should be dismissed.
12.4. Under NPPF paragraph 109, the development must “protect and enhance”
the landscape. Further, the proposal conflicts with specific and longstanding
saved policy ((R) F.Coleford 11) and policy AP64 of the emerging Allocations
Plan. Following the Lydney decision, policy AP64 should be given at least
moderate weight in the final planning balance. The weight afforded to that
policy should be significant for the reasons set out in paragraph 7.51. If the
Secretary of State does not agree that the landscape is valued in the terms
of NPPF paragraph 109, then in line with the Lydney decision, the harm to
the landscape should be given moderate weight in the planning balance.
12.5. It is also relevant that the Secretary of State reduced the weight to be
applied to the benefits of the Lydney proposal. He found that the
contributions to the supply of market and affordable housing weighed in
favour, as did the social, economic and environmental benefits. However,
weighing against the proposal were the conflict with the Allocations Plan and
Neighbourhood Plan (moderate weight), adverse landscape and character
impact (moderate weight), traffic impacts and adverse effect on the AQMA
(limited weight).
12.6. The consequences of the Lydney decision for this appeal are:
(a)
Moderate weight to be given to the emerging Allocations Plan and
therefore moderate weight to be given to the conflict between the
appeal site and that Plan;
(b)
Given the weight afforded to the emerging Allocations Plan, the
allocations should be included in the assessment of the five year
housing land supply. When this is done, the conclusion is that the
Council has a five year supply.
(c)
Consequently the weighted balance does not apply.
(d)
If it is found that the Council does not have a five year housing land
supply, then the weighted balance will be engaged.
(e)
The benefits of the proposal are comparable with those in the Lydney
decision (principally a contribution to market and affordable housing)
and so should be given the same weight as in that decision.
(f)
Against those benefits, and following the same reasoning, the conflict
with the emerging Allocations Plan and the adverse landscape and
character impacts (if it is found that the landscape does not fall within
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(g)

NPPF paragraph109, which is not the Council’s case) should be given
moderate weight.
Protection of the site should be afforded significant weight through
the terms of policy AP64.

12.7. On a straightforward balance, the benefits are outweighed and the appeal
should be dismissed. If the weighted balance is found to apply, then this
appeal includes some of the harms of moderate weight that led the
Secretary of State to conclude that the harms outweighed the benefits in
the Lydney decision. In addition, significant weight should be attached to
policies AP64 and (R) F.Coleford 11. Taken together, the harms significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.
Comments from the Appellant 136 can be summarised as:
12.8. Given the differing circumstances of the respective appeals and the up to
date information presented at the Berry Hill Inquiry, the Lydney decision
does not weigh against the appeal at Berry Hill.
12.9. The Secretary of State confirms that the Allocations Plan cannot be given
substantive weight. He gives any conflict with that Plan only moderate
weight. The Appellant does not agree that "moderate weight" should be
given to the emerging Allocations Plan for the Berry Hill appeal. At Lydney,
it was concluded that the Allocations Plan was supported by a revised OAN
(see paragraphs 10 and 14 of the decision). The Council had not contested
the appeal and, it appears, matters such as the evidence on OAN in the
emerging Allocations Plan and the objections to that Plan were not tested at
that inquiry. Such evidence was considered in detail at the Berry Hill
inquiry. At the very least, the Berry Hill inquiry heard, there remains
substantial doubt as to the correct OAN. This goes directly to the weight
that can be attributed to the emerging Allocations Plan.
12.10.
Further, since the appeal was not contested it is unclear what evidence
was tested in respect of specific policies within the Allocations Plan. The
evidence in the present case is substantially different. The weight to be
given to the emerging Allocations Plan and the relationship between its
policies and this appeal should be determined in accordance with this
evidence. For the reasons set out in the Appellant's evidence, the emerging
Allocations Plan should not be accorded anything more than limited weight.
The Lydney decision does not invite a different conclusion, in circumstances
where key evidential points were not explored.
12.11.
In addition, the matter of whether or not sites in the Allocations Plan
that do not have planning permission can be accorded weight simply
because they are included in the emerging Plan does not appear to have
been explored in the Lydney appeal. That "moderate" weight could be
accorded to the Plan has no bearing on this specific issue. The appeal
decisions referred to in evidence at the Berry Hill Inquiry expressly dealt
with this matter and should be preferred.
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12.12.
Although the Allocations Plan has been progressed since February 2015,
it is still at the same stage of preparation. At DL14, the Secretary of State
was unable to conclude that the Council had a robust five year housing land
supply and agreed that relevant policies for the supply of housing were out
of date, including those in the emerging Neighbourhood Plan. The
presumption at NPPF paragraph 14 applied and he gave limited weight to
the housing land supply figure in the Allocations Plan. He then gave any
conflict with relevant policies in the Core Strategy and Neighbourhood Plan
only limited weight. (DL15, 16 and 20), including the Core Strategy
settlement plan policies CSP4 and CSP5. With regard to the Berry Hill
appeal, the Council did not promote a reason for refusal on the basis that
the development is outside the settlement boundary. It is also noted that
Core Strategy Policy CSP12 relates specifically to Lydney and has no
relevance to this appeal.
12.13.
The Lydney Neighbourhood Development Plan had been recommended
to proceed to referendum, yet the Secretary of State gave it that only
moderate weight. With regard to Berry Hill, the Neighbourhood
Development Plans are at much earlier stages. They can be afforded very
limited weight as a result.
12.14.
The Lydney case turned on different issues to this appeal in respect of
the Neighbourhood Development Plan, housing land supply and the
emerging Allocations Plan. It should not have any impact on the decision
for this appeal.
The Tutshill decision
Comments from the Appellant 137 can be summarised as:
12.15.
This recent appeal decision serves to again confirm that the Council
cannot demonstrate a five year land supply. The Inspector also, again,
found the Council’s approach to OAN not robust and raised “significant and
fundamental” concerns with the assessment, noting that the OAN should not
be less than 365 dwellings per annum. Importantly, the Inspector also
confirmed that a five year supply cannot be demonstrated on either OAN
figure. Three Inspectors have now told the Council its approach to housing
supply (ie the inclusion of emerging sites) is not robust, yet the Council
continues to rely on such sites. The Council’s approach is manifestly at odds
with all these recent appeal decisions.
12.16.
The Inspector gave the emerging Allocations Plan only limited weight
and took into account the Secretary of State’s decision on the Lydney
appeal. In addition, the Inspector made comments on substantive points on
definition of locally valued landscape, best and most versatile agricultural
land and the acceptability of conditions suggested by the Council, which
were also suggested at the Berry Hill inquiry.
12.17.
In summary, the Inspector at Tutshill quite rightly reached the same
conclusion as his colleagues at Newent and Staunton in respect of housing
land supply and OAN.
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The response from the Council 138 can be summarised as:
12.18.
Each case needs to be considered on its merits in the light of the
evidence presented and the circumstances of the site. The evidence at the
Tutshill Inquiry was given in August 2015, before the Allocations Plan had
been submitted for examination. At the time of the Berry Hill Inquiry in
November 2015, that Plan was under examination. At Berry Hill, the inquiry
also heard additional and updated evidence on objectively assessed need
and housing land supply, with an additional witness (Ms Blaken) being
present. The evidence base of the Council was therefore materially different
from that at Tutshill. It also post-dated evidence given at the Staunton and
Newent Appeals, which are relied upon in the Tutshill decision (see
paragraphs 7.24-7.46 above).
12.19.
The Council agrees with the Tutshill Inspector 139 that the robustness of
the FOAN can only be properly tested at the Allocations Plan examination,
where the hearing sessions are about to begin. Notwithstanding the view of
the Tutshill Inspector, the figure of 365 is now history. It has no supporting
evidence and is based on out of date OAN material, including ONS forecasts
which have been replaced by newer ones.
12.20.
The inclusion of emerging sites is justified by the weight that should be
given to the emerging Allocations Plan. 140 A number of sites first identified
in the formative Allocations Plan now have had permission including ones
specifically referred to by the Inspector eg the George Hotel, Mitcheldean.
Further applications are in the pipeline. Consequently, the Council is able to
demonstrate a five year land supply when the more up to date evidence
given to the Berry Hill Inquiry is considered.
12.21.
Although the Inspector at Tutshill only gave the emerging Allocations
Plan document limited weight, the Secretary of State in the Lydney decision
recognised it was at an advanced stage and gave it moderate weight.
Therefore the emerging Allocations Plan should be accorded moderate
weight for this appeal. Also, although the Inspector at Tutshill was aware of
the Secretary of State’s decision on Lydney, he was not aware of the legal
challenge to the Newent appeal decision, which was put before the Berry Hill
inquiry. In light of this, limited weight should be given to the Tutshill
Inspector’s decision as to the weight to be attached to the emerging
Allocations Plan.
12.22.
With regard to landscape, there is a local designation in place for the
Berry Hill appeal which is widely supported and recognised. The site has
different characteristics and impact on the landscape should always be
assessed separately.
12.23.
There is a change of circumstances between the various decisions,
especially between the Staunton appeal and now, both in terms of the stage
the Allocations Plan has reached, the way in which land supply is assessed
(using information for 2014/15 not 2013/14 as at Staunton), and the
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Secretary of States recent decision in the Lydney appeal. The OAN has
been reviewed and complete evidence in support of the Allocation Plan
submission is now available. As the Inspector concedes in paragraph 29,
determinations in relation to land supply evidence are a snapshot based on
the best available evidence at that time. Additional information was
provided for the Berry Hill Inspector and an additional witness attended to
help deal with OAN issues particularly in relation to employment.
12.24.
The Inspector considering the Berry Hill Appeal has been furnished with
far more robust evidence on housing need and supply. In terms of
landscape designation there are clear policies defining the appeal site as
being within a valued landscape where paragraph 109 of the Framework
applies. The Council’s case has been cogently presented and summarised in
the closing submissions of the Council’s barrister that clearly shows the
differences between the evidence and planning policy considerations
examined at the Berry Hill appeal compared to those considered at Tutshill.
The costs of mining mitigation and the advancing status of the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan for Berry Hill that seeks to maintain the site as a buffer
between Berry Hill and Coleford, as well as the site’s prominence from the
main road are further factors differentiating between the two appeals. The
council therefore considers that the relevance of the Tutshill appeal decision
to the Inspector’s consideration of the appellant’s proposals at Berry Hill
should be given little weight and the appeal should be dismissed on the
basis of the Council’s evidence given to the Inquiry, the application of the
Secretary of State’s decision on the Lydney appeal and the Council’s
response thereon, and the moderate and increasing weight of the Council’s
Allocations Plan that is now being examined.
Comments from BHAG 141 can be summarised as:
12.25.
Obviously, the other decisions are of importance and must be taken
into account when considering the Berry Hill site. Unfortunately, the
outcomes are not consistent and therefore cause confusion rather than
creating clarity. The Newent appeal is being challenged so the OAN of 365
quoted by the Tutshill inspector, which was directly extracted from the
Newent appeal, cannot be considered as relevant to the Berry Hill appeal.
12.26.
The issues of OAN and Housing Supply will be considered when the
examination of the allocation plan reaches its final public stages. The
inspector has been scrutinising information and requesting updates since
last August and this justifies the moderate weight afforded the Allocations
Plan by the Secretary of State in the Lydney decision. The Lydney NDP will
be going to referendum in February and once again this justifies the
moderate weight placed on it by the Secretary of State.
12.27.
Given the contradictory evidence on OAN and Housing Supply, this
appeal should concentrate on the site specific issues raised at the appeal,
which included:- The uncertain remediation costs, to which the appellant could give no
convincing rebuttal.
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-

The ill prepared transport plan, which excluded both the distance and
gradient of the access route to Coleford and overstated the capacity of the
bus service.
The landscape protection afforded the site within the core strategy and
proposed allocation plan.
Strong local opposition to the proposed development
The provisions of the two emerging Neighbourhood Plans for West Dean
and for Coleford Town.

12.28.
The Neighbourhood Plans are being progressed. In both, the Lower
Lane site is considered as a valued landscape resource in line with the
District planning policy. More weight should be afforded to the
Neighbourhood Plans as they are a true representation of local opinion.
12.29.
The proposed site and the number of dwellings planned is almost twice
that of the Tutshill site and in relative terms Berry Hill is a smaller
community than the Tutshill/Sedbury area. The site is far more prominent
than the Tutshill site and will be more difficult to screen from the passing
traffic on the A4136, which will include incoming tourists. The overall
negative impact of this development will be far greater than the Tutshill
development as a consequence.
13.

Conditions and planning obligation

13.1. The conditions in the Annex are along the lines of those suggested by the
parties, subject to revisions to reflect the discussion at the inquiry and so
as to accord with Planning Practice Guidance.
13.2. The application is in outline so that conditions 1-5 are necessary to allow
for consideration of full details as well as to allow for a coordinated
approach to development in the event that the development comes
forward in more than one phase, as indicated by the Appellant at the
inquiry. The parties suggested a two year rather than three year period for
submission of reserved matters, so as to ensure expeditious delivery of
housing. In view of the potential contribution of this site to the housing
land supply, this period is appropriate.
13.3. Although provision of foul drainage to the development itself would be
dealt with under building regulations, further discussions with the relevant
water authority were necessary to establish that a suitable foul drainage
proposal was available.142 In view of the possible phasing of the
development, I consider that a condition requiring details of such drainage
is necessary to ensure a satisfactory form of development and to allow for
assessment of the possible implications for the wider area. Details of the
surface drainage arrangements are necessary to minimise flood risk. A
Construction Method Statement is necessary to manage highway and other
environmental impacts, including the management of construction waste,
as well as to protect the living conditions of nearby residents during the
construction period (conditions 6,7,8).
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13.4. Landscape details and a landscape management plan are necessary to
ensure that the development would be of a high standard and in order to
protect the remaining open area between Berry Hill and Coleford. The
management plan and works specification would complement the transfer
arrangements within the Unilateral Undertaking. Measures to protect the
boundary stones are necessary to preserve these non-designated heritage
assets (conditions 9,10,11). Having regard to the standoff distances from
Lower Lane and the petrol station, the Noise Assessment identified a
limited need for mitigation measures in relation to road traffic noise and for
some properties near to the Gamekeepers public house. To reflect this, I
have suggested a less onerous condition than the one agreed between the
parties. Investigations indicate the site is of potential archaeological value
so that a scheme of investigation is reasonable in order to record matters
of heritage interest. A condition setting out arrangements for the provision
of affordable housing is necessary to meet the terms of Core Strategy
policy CSP.5 (conditions 12,13,14).
13.5. Provision of the accesses, those improvements to pedestrian routes and
bus stops identified as part of the proposal and the arrangements for street
management are all necessary in the interests of highway safety and
sustainable development. Provision of fire hydrants is necessary in the
interests of safety. The Travel Plan is necessary to provide opportunities
for sustainable travel choices (conditions 15,16,17,18,19). Given the
findings of the Phase 1 site investigation and the information concerning
past mining activity, conditions relating to treatment of contamination and
land stability are necessary in the interests of providing an acceptable form
of development (conditions 20,21,22). The suggested condition setting out
the standard for the carriageways on occupation is necessary to protect the
living conditions of future residents (condition 23).
13.6. In July 2015 the Council adopted its Air Quality Technical Guidance which
sets out a method to assess the impact of a proposal on local air quality
together with a range of measures which could be incorporated to mitigate
that impact. A condition is necessary therefore to require details of the air
quality impact and the appropriate level of mitigation, in accordance with
the Guidance and in the interests of protection of the environment. The
wording reflects the terms used in the Technical Guidance (condition 24).
13.7. Details of parking and turning facilities and access within the site would be
covered as part of the reserved matters so that suggested conditions 6 and
7 would be unnecessary. Given the findings of the Ecological Appraisals
and the Arboricultural Assessments, I am not convinced that the ecological
value of the site is such as to demonstrate the need for suggested
condition 15 requiring protection of existing trees and hedgerows. Nor are
there sufficient planning reasons to require a Construction Environmental
Management Plan, a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan or a
lighting design strategy for biodiversity, as set out in suggested conditions
16, 17 and 33. The appearance of the buildings is a reserved matter.
Whilst some parts of the site have a greater level of visual sensitivity, I
consider that the height of any buildings could be dealt with at reserved
matters stage. The appearance of the services and the provision of electric
vehicle charging points are detailed matters which can be dealt with at a
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later stage. For these reasons, suggested conditions 30 and 31 are
unnecessary.
Unilateral Undertaking
13.8. The Unilateral Undertaking makes provision for the transfer of the open
space to a company with responsibility for its management. It also makes
arrangements for payment of contributions for adult/youth recreation,
education and library services.
13.9. Under the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (CIL),
regulation 122(2) states that a planning obligation may only constitute a
reason for granting planning permission if the obligation is necessary to
make the development acceptable in planning terms, is directly related to
the development and is fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind.
Regulation 123(3) does not allow a planning obligation to constitute a
reason for granting planning permission if it provides for the funding of an
infrastructure project or type of infrastructure where five or more separate
planning obligations for that project have been entered into within the area
of the charging authority on or after 6th April 2010.
13.10. The open space and areas of landscaping form key elements of the overall
design of the scheme which would serve to minimise both its landscape
and visual impact. The provisions within the Unilateral Undertaking
concerned with the management and maintenance of the open space are
necessary, therefore, to make the development acceptable in planning
terms.
13.11. The Council seeks a contribution towards the provision of off-site adult and
youth recreation facilities within the locality. This is a per dwelling sum
calculated according to the Council’s published Play Area Provision
Supplementary Planning Guidance, July 2000, as updated in September
2009. Representations were made at the inquiry on behalf of Coleford
Town Council and West Dean Parish Council which indicated material
deficiencies in the current level of adult and youth recreation facilities in
the locality and outlined potential projects which could benefit from a
financial contribution.
13.12. At the time of the inquiry, the Council confirmed that the contribution
would be within the limitation on pooled contributions, although the
Secretary of State may wish to seek further confirmation from the Council
that this is still the case at the time the appeal is determined.
13.13. It stands to reason that future occupants of the proposed development
would be likely to have similar recreational interests to those residing in
other parts of Berry Hill and Coleford. Given the objective basis for the
contribution, as set out in the guidance, I consider that it has been shown
that the adult/youth recreation contribution meets the tests in CIL Reg
122(2).
13.14. The education and library services contributions are required towards
specific projects. The County Council confirms that these would not exceed
the limitation on pooled contributions. Given that the intended purpose
has been specified, it is unlikely that this situation would change in the
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period between the end of the inquiry and the time the appeal is
determined.
13.15. The formula for education contributions has been subject to public
consultation and is based on research into the level of demand arising from
new development. Although there are uncertainties as to the likely level of
future pre-school provision, I am satisfied as to the reasonableness of the
assessment. I consider that it is fairly related to the level of demand likely
to arise from the proposed development. It is likely that the library
contribution would be used to extend the opening hours of the existing
library and increase its stock. As with recreation, future occupants of the
proposed development would be likely to make demands on the library
service at a comparable level to the existing population. The quantum is
based on recognised costs and the library is in a readily accessible location
in relation to the appeal site. I am satisfied that it, also, meets the terms
of CIL Reg 122.
14.

Conclusions

Numbers in square brackets at the end of each paragraph refer to earlier
paragraphs in this Report.
14.1. The Council’s decision identified two reasons for refusal. However, at the
inquiry it confirmed that the matters identified in the second reason,
concerning affordable housing, libraries and youth/adult recreation, had
been addressed by the planning obligation or could be dealt with by way of
conditions. Although the Council’s remaining objections related only to
impact on the landscape and use of best and most versatile agricultural
land other parties, especially the Berry Hill Action Group, had raised a
number of other issues. Inquiry note 2 set out my view as to the main
issues at that point. [1.2,10.1]
14.2. However, in the light of the evidence presented at the inquiry, the main
issues could be defined as:
(i)
the effect of the proposal on the landscape and its visual impact;
(ii)
any other matters which might weigh against the proposal,
especially in relation to use of best and most versatile agricultural
land, site remediation works and flood risk;
(iii)
whether the Council can demonstrate a five year supply of
deliverable housing sites;
(iv)
whether the proposal is in accordance with local and national policy
for the provision of housing.
Issue 1 – landscape and visual impact
14.3. The appeal site lies within the area designated under Local Plan policy (R)
F.Coleford 11 to be retained primarily as open countryside. The supporting
text refers to the physical setting of the market town of Coleford within a
bowl, with its arc of surrounding settlements located on higher ground.
These settlements are also aligned along the edge of the statutory Forest,
making them characteristic of the Forest Ring. The purpose of retaining
this open land is stated to be as a setting to the existing built up areas and
to prevent the physical linking of Coleford with the other settlements.
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14.4. There is some intermittent development along Lower Lane within the area
defined by policy (R) F.Coleford 11 but the settlement boundary as defined
within the existing Local Plan follows the rear of the properties in this part
of Berry Hill. Although not all of the site would contain built development
as a result of this proposal, the mix of housing, recreational open space
and infrastructure means that it would change from open countryside to
urban edge. This would diminish the openness and rural character of the
countryside between Berry Hill and Coleford, putting the proposal in direct
conflict with policy (R) F.Coleford 11.
Landscape character
14.5. The area covered by policy (R) F.Coleford 11 was previously part of a
larger, special landscape area identified within the 1996 Local Plan under
then policy FCL.3, which refers to the location of Coleford within a natural
bowl. The current policy relies for its justification on the 2002 Landscape
Assessment and the 2005 Landscape Strategy. Although these refer to the
urbanising influence of Coleford and the visually exposed hillside, they do
not go into detail as to the extent of any area which would merit particular
protection. There can be little doubt, therefore, that the area protected
under policy (R) F.Coleford 11 was defined with reference to the settlement
boundaries as they stood at the time. [10.17]
14.6. The successor to policy (R) F.Coleford 11 in the Allocations Plan is draft
policy AP64. This would extend the area to be protected and is
accompanied by a further landscape study. That study, however is
directed primarily towards providing a justification for the extension of
protection to another area of land to the west of Coleford. It, too, accepts
the existing settlement boundaries. It provides no detailed consideration
of whether the whole of the area to be covered by policy AP64 merits
additional protection. [7.15-16, 10.18]
14.7. The Appellant does not take issue with the underlying aim of protecting the
setting of the town of Coleford itself. Rather, it is contended that the
appeal site in its existing state does not make a significant contribution to
the aims of either policy (R) F.Coleford 11 or draft policy AP64 so that the
effect of the appeal proposal on those aims would not be unduly harmful.
[10.25-27]
14.8. In terms of its landscape effects, the Council points out that the site and its
immediate setting are moderately representative of Landscape Character
Type LCT2, Limestone Hills and slightly more representative at the more
localised level of LCA2c, which covers the area from Christchurch and Berry
Hill southwards to Coleford. In my view, the site does make a positive
contribution to local character in its current, undeveloped condition. It also
helps counter the urbanising influence of the development around it.
However, as the Appellant points out, there is nothing unusual or
distinctive about the site when considered in relation to the Landscape
Character Assessment. Despite the proximity to the AONB for instance,
there is no significant interrelationship. On that basis, it is fair to conclude
that the site is not of particular value in its own right. [7.2,10.4-8]
14.9. On the other hand, I am not persuaded as to the Appellant’s assessment
that Lower Lane should be taken to represent the full extent of the
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Coleford bowl, which would place the appeal site outside of it. It is the
case that there is limited intervisibility between the site and the public
footpaths within the bowl. Nonetheless, during my site visits I observed
that there is a distinct sense of the land falling away southwards when
standing within the appeal site and again at Crow Ash Road, albeit the
slope is gentler and less regular than is the case with the land beyond
Lower Lane. Thus, I agree that the intrinsic character of the site does not
warrant classification as ‘valued’ landscape in its own right, according to
NPPF paragraph 109 and the procedure outlined in the GLVIA. Even so, I
consider that there is a valid and valuable interrelationship between the
site and the land south of Lower Lane. On that basis, I agree with the
Council’s assessment that the site is on the ‘lip’ or ‘rim’ of the bowl rather
than entirely outside it. [7.3-6,8.9,9.1,10.10, 10.13-14]
14.10. The proposal would have a limited adverse effect on landscape character
when considered in the context of LCA2c. Nevertheless, there would be a
more noticeable effect in relation to the character of the area identified
under policy (R) F.Coleford 11, due to its effect of consolidating and
extending the built edge of Berry Hill further towards Coleford.
Visual effect
14.11. The Appellant’s assessment of visual effects shows that there are few clear
views into the site, other than from immediately adjoining vantage points
such as Lower Lane.143 In particular, few viewpoints provide the
opportunity to appreciate the undeveloped quality of the appeal site in
relation to Coleford and Berry Hill at the same time. The most significant
is that from Gorse Road, where the viewer is able to take in the existing
edge of Berry Hill, the intermittent development along Lower Lane and,
turning southward, is then able to see the change in topography as the
land falls away steeply towards Coleford. 144
14.12. The photomontages illustrate the increased visibility of built development
which would occur if the appeal proposal was to proceed. Factors such as
the presence of existing development, the screening afforded by the
current hedgerows and the further screening from the proposed wooded
greenway along the southern edge of the development would all mitigate
the extent of the impact. Nevertheless, even taking all of these into
account, the roofscapes and upper levels of the proposed housing would be
readily visible, with more extensive views of the development on fields 2
and 3. This view is along the main route between Berry Hill and Coleford
and, to my mind, the adverse visual effect would be considerable. Despite
the care taken in the formulation of the Development Framework, I
consider that there would also be considerable harm to views from
locations close to the site along Grove Road, Lower Lane and Hillcrest. I
accept that the impact on field 5 would be moderated owing to its
relationship with the existing built up area. Nevertheless, the harm would
be of increasing severity the further west the development was taken. My
assessment on this point would be consistent, in my view, with that of the
143

See also Radmall, paragraph 4.17, which notes the lack of opportunities for medium to longer
distance views
144
Radmall, viewpoint 5; GDL 2, Fig A
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Inspector who conducted the inquiry into the 2005 Local Plan. 145
[7.19-22, 10.27-39]
14.13. The proposal would be harmful both as to its effect on the character of the
land which forms the setting to Coleford and as to its visual impact. Whilst
these effects would in the main be confined to the immediately
surrounding area, the proposal would still be contrary to policy
(R) F.Coleford 11 and draft policy AP64. It would also run counter to the
aim of the draft Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Plan,
to retain the boundary to Berry Hill at its current extent.
Issue 2: other matters which might weigh against the proposal
14.14. Although the only other formal objection from the Council concerned the
use of best and most versatile agricultural land, a range of other objections
were made by BHAG and local residents, most notably with regard to site
remediation works and flood risk.
Best and most versatile agricultural land
14.15. The Appellant has provided a report which confirms that the site is
predominantly grade 2 and 3a agricultural land suitable for arable cropping
and improved grassland. NPPF expects account to be taken of the
economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural
land, with development of areas of poorer quality land being preferred to
that of a higher quality. I note the views of the letting agent as to certain
characteristics which affect its attractiveness as grazing land but, as these
could primarily be addressed by changes in the management regime, I
consider that they do not indicate any lower value should be attached to its
contribution to the supply of better quality agricultural land. However, the
Council acknowledges that the use of such land has proved necessary
elsewhere in the District in order to provide land for housing.
Consequently, the extent to which use of best and most versatile land
should count against the proposal will be dependent on the level of need
for the site which can be demonstrated. [10.48-51]
Site remediation works
14.16. Local residents contend that the site should not be regarded as a normal
greenfield site in view of the extensive mining which has been carried out
and the limitations this would impose on the proportion of the site where
development could take place, particularly in the eastern part of the site
where most of the housing development would be located. This is due to
the Appellant’s having underestimated the likely cost of remediation works,
the risk that further, as yet unidentified, remediation work will be required,
or that the presence of mineshafts will restrict the capacity of the site due
to the Coal Authority’s requirement for a 20m zone of influence. 146 [8.2-3]

145

Hillier Appx 7, pp 7.99-7.101: On my reading, the Inspector is treating field 5 of the appeal site as
the eastern part of the omission site and field 4 as the western part.
146
See especially Doc 24, BHAG response to Opus
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14.17. The initial desk-based risk assessment indicated that a range of
remediation works may be required. 147 However, this was followed by a
second report which confirmed that, following a walk-over of the site, no
further mine shafts had been identified. This suggests a relatively low risk
for the unexpected discovery of additional shafts. In addition, the position
of the mine shafts has now been clearly established by survey and has
been taken into account in the indicative layout, meaning that the number
of plots would be unlikely to be affected as a result of the need to maintain
an appropriate stand-off distance. 148 Even adopting BHAG’s estimated
costings, which the Appellant considers to be on the high side, the likely
remediation works would not render the scheme unviable. On the
information provided, there can be reasonable certainty that the effects of
past mining could be addressed by way of a condition which required that
all necessary remediation works were carried out. On that basis, it would
be reasonable to conclude that the level of remediation work is not a
consideration which should weigh against the proposal in the planning
balance. [8.4, 10.58, 10.140-142]
Flood risk
14.18. Residents point out that surface water flooding frequently occurs on the
appeal site, with the Gamekeeper Inn having been affected on a number of
occasions. In addition, the site lies on higher ground so that there could
be an increased risk of flooding elsewhere unless appropriate
arrangements were in place to manage run-off. The Flood Risk
Assessment (FRA) acknowledges the occurrence of surface water flooding
and notes the main post-development risk would be associated with storm
water. It recommends that attenuation storage requirements should be
designed to cater for a 30% increase in peak rainfall intensity and confirms
that the four attenuation ponds correspond with the catchments within the
site, based on the topographic survey. [8.11-12,10.57]
14.19. Although it is clear that surface water flooding does occur, the evidence
provided does not demonstrate that the site should be treated as anything
other than Flood Zone 1. In addition, there is sufficient information in the
FRA to show that flood risk could be managed within the site. This could
be achieved by way of a suitably worded condition. On that basis, the
development would not give rise to harm in relation to flood risk.
14.20. Although other issues were raised, including the possible effects on tourism
and the availability of alternative transport choices, none are of sufficient
substance as to weigh in the balance against the proposal. [8.5, 8.7]
Issue 3: housing need and supply
14.21. The Appellant suggests the Council’s case on housing need is at least in
part driven by consideration of the Core Strategy figure of 310 dwellings
per annum (dpa), even though there is no dispute that this does not
represent the full, objectively assessed need for the District. The extent to
which some authoritative assessment of need can be established through

147
148

CD1.19
Confirmed in Doc 23, paragraph 2.3
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the Allocations Plan is a matter for that Local Plan examination. However,
in the meantime, the evidence as to housing need and housing land supply
in Forest of Dean is probably best described as in an evolving state.
Through a series of planning inquiries, the Council’s position as to need has
developed, in line with the growing body of its own evidence and the
findings of the various appeal decisions.
Housing need
14.22. At the time of the inquiry into this appeal, the latest issued appeal decision
dealing with this question, as tested at an inquiry, concerned an event held
in June and July 2015 in relation to a site at Ross Road, Newent (the
Newent decision). 149 In that decision, the Inspector concluded that the
housing requirement of 320dpa was a constrained figure which did not take
full account of likely job growth. Along with the need for affordable
housing, it was his view that the housing requirement might be even
greater than the 365dpa contained in the 2014 NMSS report, 150 then the
most up to date assessment of objectively assessed need available. In the
period since this inquiry was held, the Inspector at Tutshill indicated in his
decision 151 that a figure of 320dpa lacked robustness and that need in the
District would not be less than 365dpa. 152 [10.74-5, 12.15, 12.18-19]
14.23. Whilst regard is had to those previous decisions, this report considers the
matter afresh, taking into account the updates to the relevant evidence
base. A breakdown of the parties’ cases is set out at Doc 5.
14.24. Using the more recent 2012-based household projections, the Council’s
current position is that the full, objectively assessed need stands at
320dpa. 153 Taking 2011 as the starting point, this would result in a
backlog of 70 dwellings as at March 2015, giving a requirement of 1,670
over the next five years. Due to the record of persistent under delivery,
the Council considers a buffer of 20% should be provided so that a supply
of at least 1,990 deliverable sites needs to be demonstrated.
14.25. The Appellant takes issue with this on four main points: the adjustment to
the 2012-based population projections with regard to 10 year flow rates;
the adjustment in the light of the 2012-based household projections for
household formation rates for the 25-44 age group; whether the figure
takes proper account of economic growth; and whether an adjustment
should be made on the basis of worsening market signals. [7.26,10.89]
Migration flow rates
14.26. The parties agree that it is necessary to make an adjustment to the ONS
projections since migration patterns during 2007-2012 would have been
affected by economic recession. [7.29]

149

CD7.13, APP/P1615/A/14/2228822, land north of Ross Road, Newent
CD12.8/Mr McDonald Appx 1
151
Although the Lydney decision has also been issued, the Council did not seek to argue that a five year
housing land supply could be demonstrated at that time so its conclusions do not bear directly on this
section of the Report.
152
Doc 39 paragraph 37
153
Based on an assessment of 310dpa plus an allowance for flexibility – see Gibbons paragraph 17
150
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14.27. For the Council, it is argued that the Forest of Dean is highly atypical
compared to the rest of the country. Attention is drawn to two particular
factors: the lower rate of population growth in the Forest of Dean for 20012011, which was 2.7% compared to 7.4% for England; and a fall in the 2039 age group of 16% during 2002-2012, this being the age group most
likely to migrate. [7.29, 10.110]
14.28. The NMSS approach used by the Council adjusts the rate of inflow upwards
by 5.8%, based on a comparison of the migration pattern over a ten year
period. It concludes this would result in a population increase of 110pa,
the equivalent of 44 additional dwellings a year. Using the Popgroup
approach, the Appellant suggests the increase should be 190pa which
would be the equivalent of 77 additional dwellings a year. [7.29]
14.29. As I understand it, the Popgroup approach takes into account age and
gender as well as population movements between authority areas across
the extended time period. The Appellant explains that the model’s design
is such that it will preserve the ratio of any movement so that, where an
Authority experiences a lower inflow, such a pattern would be captured
within the outputs. In comparison, the NMSS approach looks at the longer
term picture and simply applies a percentage uplift to the ONS flow rates
to bring them closer to the trend during 2002-2007, without making any
adjustments elsewhere in the model. [10.111]
14.30. The Popgroup approach shows a greater degree of sophistication and has a
greater level of internal consistency. However, despite its complexity it is
accepted that Popgroup does not precisely reproduce the ONS model – it
can only approximate it. The NMSS approach has the advantage of leaving
the sensitivity to the particular characteristics of the Forest of Dean within
the ONS model undisturbed whilst at the same time maintaining
reasonable continuity between the pre-recession trend and the postrecession projections. Notwithstanding its methodological shortcomings
therefore, it seems to me to be the more convincing assessment. As such,
I consider that the Council’s adjustment in relation to migration is to
be preferred. [10.112-3]
Household formation rates
14.31. The Council contends that no adjustment to household formation rates is
warranted. The Appellant contends that an upward adjustment should be
made which would result in an additional 27dpa. [7.30, 10.116]
14.32. In 2014, using the 2011 DCLG household projections, the Council had
accepted there should be an adjustment based on a partial return to trend
for the 25-34 age group, calculated with reference to the 2008-based
DCLG projections. At that point, the predicted number of households
projected to form between 2011-2031 was increased from 5,780 to
6,110 154 and the annual rate was adjusted from 255dpa to 320dpa 155.
However the update report for the Forest of Dean in October 2015 156 notes
154

McDonald, paragraph 16
CD12.1 Review of Objectively Assessed Need,; CD12.8, The objectively assessed housing needs of
Stroud, Forest of Dean and Cotswold
156
CD12.10: The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs Of Forest Of Dean: update report
155
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that the recently published 2012-based projections have fewer groups for
which the household formation rates are projected to fall and that any falls
are smaller than in the 2011-based projections. The report states that the
2012 projections can be used without adjustment. [7.30, 10.117-121]
14.33. Against this, the Appellant points out that the 2012 projections were still
based on the 2011 census, which recorded fewer households in the 25-44
age group than had been expected. Their use, unadjusted, would thus fail
to address the implications of continuing suppression of household
formation amongst younger age groups. 157 In support of this, the
Appellant suggests that the DCLG 2008 projections did not fully reflect
reduced household formation rates in this age group, as observed in the
Labour Force Survey data from 2008. In addition, attention is drawn to
the evidence of worsening affordability such as the increase in the lower
quartile ratio in the Forest of Dean from 4.1 to 9 between 2001 and 2008,
compared to a national increase from 4.1 to 7. 158 [10.122]
14.34. This dispute turns, in large measure, on an understanding of the reliance
which can be placed on the trends which informed the 2008 projections.
On the one hand, it is argued, there are other reasons for reduced
household formation amongst this key age group which will persist beyond
any recessionary influence, such as student debt and precarious
employment. In that case, the 2008 projections may have overestimated
future household formation rates so that no return to trend is warranted.
On the other, it may be that the 2008 projections were already reflecting
the effects of undersupply, in which case even though the rates observed
in the 2012-based projections have improved, they would still
underestimate demand in this age group to some degree. [10.120]
14.35. It must be recognised that factors other than recession may influence
household formation. Also, a large element of judgement is necessary in
the interpretation and application of population data to the assessment of
housing need. However, current planning policy places particular emphasis
on meeting need in full and addressing the consequences of past under
delivery. 159 Given the lack of any firm evidence that these nonrecessionary factors are likely to materially affect the propensity for this
age group to form separate households in the future, it seems to me that
the 2008 projections provide the more reliable reference point so that
some upward adjustment of the 2012 projections is still warranted in order
to arrive at a full assessment of need. On that basis, the Appellant’s
assessment as to the need for an adjustment in relation to household
formation rates should be preferred. [7.31-32, 10.122]
Economic growth
14.36. The Council’s analysis suggests that the housing requirement could be
increased by 29dpa in order to meet increased demand based on the
economic forecasts. However, following further examination of the
forecasts and bearing in mind the level of uncertainty, the Council takes

157
158
159

Donagh Fig 1 p45
Donagh paragraphs 6.30-6.44
NPPF paragraph 47; PPG Paragraph: 015 Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306
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the view that no upward adjustment of the housing figure for the
Allocations Plan is warranted at this stage. According to the Appellant, an
increase of 36dpa should be made to the figure for objectively assessed
need in order to allow for economic growth. The key difference therefore,
is the principle of making any adjustment at all, rather than the quantum.
[7.33-44]
14.37. Although the relevant labour market area is Gloucestershire, the location of
the Forest of Dean to the west of the Severn means that it is somewhat
peripheral to the main centres of economic activity. The District has high
levels of out-commuting and generally performs less well in comparison
with the County as a whole, with the projected job growth for the Forest of
Dean to 2031 being 2.5% compared with 6.1% for Gloucestershire.
[7.33-34, 8.6, 10.91]
14.38. Even so, in some respects the District‘s economic performance and
prospects appear quite healthy. As the Appellant points out, the latest
BRES data suggests strong employment growth including in the private
services sector and the manufacturing sector, the latter being relatively
more important to the Forest of Dean. There has also been substantial
growth in self-employment. Both the Council and Appellant identify
anomalies in the employment data which may be significant at the local
level. The Council’s analysis indicates possible over-reporting in agency
services, suggesting that employment growth in the private services sector
may not have actually occurred to the extent indicated. The Appellant
points out that the apparent steep decline in public sector jobs may in fact
be due to an error in the data which was subsequently corrected rather
than to an actual fall in the number of jobs in that sector. However, I take
the point that even if this was the case, there would nevertheless have
been a fall in that sector, albeit in the region of 400 jobs rather than
2,200. [7.40-44, 10.95, 10.100-102]
14.39. A similar level of disagreement was demonstrated in relation to the
employment forecasts. The Council’s assessment draws on the 2014
forecasts by Cambridge Econometrics and Oxford Economics, both of which
appear to show substantial growth in unexpected sectors. To my mind,
the further analysis resulting in a correction to the predicted growth in the
Cambridge figures in Government services is plausible, in view of the
national context for public spending. This would amend the job growth in
that forecast from 2,260 to 1,205. I am less convinced as to the basis for
the correction to the Oxford figures for Financial and Business Services,
bearing in mind the proposed development of the Cinderford Northern
Quarter which is intended, in part, to address the comparative weakness of
this sector in the Forest of Dean’s economy. This would have the effect of
reducing the forecast job growth in the Oxford projections from 1,220 to
575. [7.42, 10.96, 10.98]
14.40. The Appellant points out that there is a greater degree of consensus in the
more recent, 2015 data for the 2014-2031 period, including having regard
to the Experian forecast. These projections also show higher annual rates
of job growth than the 2014 data. I recognise that volatility remains an
issue when considering projections at this level. Also, I agree that it would
be somewhat simplistic to rely on an average of the three forecasts,
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without first considering critically the very different assumptions on which
each forecast is based and, in turn, the implications of these for the Forest
of Dean area. As such, I do not wholly accept the Appellant’s assessment
that job growth would be as high as 128 jobs per annum. Nor do I accept
that, at this stage, expectations of employment as part of the Cinderford
Northern Quarter project should be seen to be additional to the forecasts.
The project has attracted public investment and has the support of the
LEP. These are indicators that it is likely to progress and to provide some
support to the local economy in the coming years. [10.94, 10.98, 10.106]
14.41. I am not persuaded as to the Appellant’s argument that a job not lost
should be regarded as a job gained. A job not lost is no more than that. It
may be that the projections have made some allowance for a reduction in
employment in this sector. However, those assumptions would be on the
basis of a larger scale economic analysis so that the availability of a new
source of business premises is unlikely to materially affect them. As such,
I consider there is insufficient evidence to show that the overall forecasts
should be raised by some 80-90 jobs per annum to allow for growth at
Cinderford. [10.103-105]
14.42. There is then the question of whether such additional employment would
be likely to lead to increased demand for housing. Whilst there would be
some scope for a shift from part to full time working and productivity could
also be expected to improve, it seems to me that this level of growth
would be of an order sufficient to generate additional housing demand.
14.43. In summary therefore, I consider that the Council’s assessment of the
economic outlook for the area is overly pessimistic. Even though
employment in the Forest of Dean may not grow at the same rate as that
of the wider County or national economy, the more recent forecasts are all
agreed that growth is expected. None suggest it would be as low as 575 160
and even the higher figure of 1,205 161 would be some way below any of
the most recent forecasts. PPG expects the housing need assessment to
be based on that which is likely to be needed over the plan period. 162 It
does not require any greater level of certainty. The evidence provided
indicates, on balance, that a higher level of growth is likely and that it
would be of such significance as to warrant an upward adjustment in the
housing figure, albeit not as high as estimated by the Appellant, owing to
the treatment of growth at Cinderford in that analysis.
Worsening market signals
14.44. NPPF expects plans to take account of market signals. PPG then advises
that adjustments should be made to reflect appropriate market signals and
other market indicators of the balance between demand and supply.
Although PPG states that a worsening trend in any of the indicators will
require upward adjustment, this guidance is given in the context that
appropriate comparisons of indicators should be made. 163 [7.44, 10.125]

160
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The adjusted Oxford figure
The adjusted Cambridge figure
See eg Paragraph: 003 Reference ID: 2a-003-20140306 and 018 Reference ID: 2a-018-20140306
Paragraph: 020Reference ID: 2a-020-20140306
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14.45. The Appellant provides data on affordability ratios, concealed families, the
rate of development and the need for affordable housing. Compared to
England as a whole, affordability in the Forest of Dean deteriorated
between 1997 and 2013. The affordability ratio is significant because it
indicates the relationship between local house prices and local incomes.
Although the Council and BHAG have provided evidence that there has
been only a modest change in overall house prices during this period, this
is of limited assistance in assessing affordability in the absence of data on
local income levels over the same period. The Appellant provides data to
show that the District compares poorly at County and national level in
relation to the increase in concealed households. Whilst the changes on
these indicators may not have been greatly different from the national
picture, they suggest that the situation has nonetheless worsened
materially over that time. Forest of Dean also has the third highest level of
need for affordable housing in the housing market area. Taken together,
these factors indicate worsening trends which would support an upward
adjustment. [7.35, 8.8, 8.10, 10.126-130]
Conclusions as to housing need
14.46. In my view, the Council has dealt appropriately with the matter of
migration flow rates. Nevertheless, further upward adjustment of the
housing requirement is warranted, having regard to the evidence on
household formation rates and economic growth. Whilst that adjustment
may not be as great as the Appellant contends (27dpa to correct for
household formation rates and 36dpa by reason of economic growth), it is
also important to bear in mind the need to respond to market signals and
the emphasis in national policy on planning for the full, objectively
assessed need. On that basis, I take the view that the housing
requirement for the plan period is likely to be in the region of 370dpa. 164
The backlog since 2011 would increase from 70 to 270 as a consequence.
Housing land supply
14.47. In the Newent decision, the Inspector took the view that significant weight
could not be attached to the policies in the Allocations Plan, then at preexamination stage. He took the Council’s lower figure of 2,219 as the
basis for his calculations, whilst noting that it may prove over-optimistic. 165
The Council’s case to this inquiry was that the supply stood at 2,227.
Based on my assessment of the housing requirement, the Council would
need to demonstrate a supply of 2,120 dwellings which, with a 20% buffer,
would amount to 2,544. 166 On that basis, even on the Council’s own
figures, a five year supply of deliverable housing sites has not been
demonstrated.
14.48. In the event that the Secretary of State comes to a different view, I set out
here my consideration of the evidence as to supply which was discussed at
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Taking 310dpa as the starting point and making upward adjustments according to the Appellant’s
assessment (27+36), this would produce a figure of 373. Given the uncertainties within my
assessment, I have rounded this down to 370dpa
165
CD7.3
166
370 x 5 = 1,850 + 270 (backlog) = 2,120 + 20% (424) = 2,544
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the inquiry. 167 With regard to sites allocated in the adopted plan, there
appears to have been some progress in relation to the Cinderford sites.
Despite the undoubted challenges of bringing forward development, the
Council’s assessment seems reasonable in the current circumstances
(although I do not think this applies to sites 8 and 9). However, no
material progress appears to have been made at Poolway Farm (site 12) or
Sling (site 22) and the Council’s assessment of delivery at Lydney
continues to appear over optimistic (sites 15 & 17). For sites with existing
or lapsed planning permission, two have not been renewed and the
Council’s assessment of delivery on the third disputed site appears on the
high side (sites 32,41,43). [7.45,10.69]
14.49. With regard to sites in the Allocations Plan, the examination was underway
at the time of the inquiry. It should be noted that this further stage in the
plan preparation process led the Council to make proposals for only minor
modifications to the consultation version of the Plan, suggesting that the
plan publication stage had not given rise to fundamental doubts on the
part of the Council as to the soundness of the Plan. That represents some
advance in planning status which, for example, could well result in an
allocation being accorded greater weight in the Council’s own decisionmaking process. However, whilst allocated sites should be considered
individually, NPPF footnote 11 expects there to be a ‘realistic prospect’ of
housing being delivered. This indicates a potential site should be
supported by specific evidence that it has attracted developer interest.
Although there has been progress on the Allocations Plan, it does not
constitute such evidence. [10.66-67]
14.50. The deliverability of sites in the Allocations Plan was dealt with in some
detail as part of the Staunton appeal. 168 I do not entirely agree with the
findings of that Inspector as, in the time since that inquiry was held, it
appears that progress has been made on some sites, either in the form of
a resolution to grant planning permission or with the opening of preapplication discussions. 169 However, many other sites still lack any clear
expression of developer interest, notwithstanding the positive responses
from landowners or agents. In that respect therefore, whilst I do not
accept the Council‘s case in full, I consider that this source could be seen
to contribute a further 128 170 sites to the supply, over and above those
agreed between the parties. [7.46]
14.51. On that basis, the supply of deliverable sites is likely to be in the region of
1,900 sites, which would be a substantial shortfall against the 2,544
required to meet the full, objectively assessed need. 171
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The sites referred to are as listed in Doc 3, the agreed list of disputed housing sites, which was
considered at the housing land supply round table session.
168
CD7.11 APP/P1615/A/14/2228466; those findings were also confirmed in the Tutshill appeal, Doc 39,
paragraph 30
169
See comments relating to Valley Road (site 54 for 15 units), The George, Mitcheldean (site 59 for 31
units), Netherend Dairy (site 61 for 7 units), North of Newnham (site 63 for 40 units) and Tutshill (site
65 for 35 units)
170
15+31+7+40+35=128
171
Following the order of categories used in Doc 3, this consists of: 754+450+277+370+48=1,899
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Issue 4: whether the proposal is in accordance with local and national policy
for the provision of housing
14.52. The proposal would be contrary to Local Plan policy (R) F.Coleford 11. By
virtue of its impact on the landscape, it would also conflict with Core
Strategy policy CSP.1. The local plan was adopted in 2005 and its
evidence base dates from 2002 whereas NPPF paragraph 165 expects
policies to be based on up-to-date information. Also, the policy is not
criteria-based, along the lines encouraged in NPPF paragraph 113. Whilst
these shortcomings certainly point to an approach which is somewhat
dated, the wording of NPPF paragraph 215 refers to the ‘degree of
consistency’ with its policies. This suggests that the key test concerns the
requirements of the policy and its effect in practice, rather than the way it
is presented. [[7.47-8, 7.49, 10.19]
14.53. National policy allows for the protection of valued landscapes. The
argument as to whether the Coleford bowl (in whatever way it is eventually
defined) should be designated as a landscape of local value is for the
Allocations Plan examination process. For the purposes of this appeal, it is
sufficient to note that such a designation is countenanced within NPPF so
that policy (R) F.Coleford 11 is not inconsistent with national policy simply
because it seeks to protect a landscape which is below the level of national
designations. However, whilst this policy is primarily one for the protection
of the countryside, it is undoubtedly also the case that its coverage was
defined on the basis of settlement boundaries which have not been
reviewed for some time. Those boundaries were defined in the context of
long outdated assessments of population and housing levels. [10.20-21,
10.40-41, 10.132]
14.54. On that count, I consider that it is not consistent with NPPF. This has
particular significance for this appeal because of the location of the appeal
site, at the edge of one of the settlements. Given my findings as to the
lack of a deliverable housing supply and the emphasis in NPPF on
significantly boosting the supply of housing, this greatly diminishes the
weight which the conflict with this policy should carry in the overall
planning balance. In addition, since the conflict with CSP.1 is contingent
on the conflict with policy (R) F.Coleford 11, the weight which that should
carry in the planning balance should also be reduced. [10.45-47,10.132-5]
14.55. The conflict with draft policy AP64 can carry limited weight in any event
owing to the stage that plan has reached and the nature of the objections
which have been made, especially in relation to the appeal site. That
weight is further reduced since the aims of the policy, as a successor to
policy (R) F.Coleford 11, have not been reviewed against the requirement
to provide for full, objectively assessed housing need. At the time of the
inquiry, the Berry Hill, Christchurch and Edge End Neighbourhood Plan was
still at an early stage. Only a small portion of the appeal site lies within
the plan boundary and there is no policy of direct relevance to the site.
However, even though the conflict is of a minor nature, any weight which it
might carry is further diminished by its reliance on the Berry Hill
settlement boundary. At the time of writing, the Coleford Neighbourhood
Plan has yet to be published so that no conflict can be identified in that
regard. [7.50-52, 8.9, 9.5-6, 10.42]
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14.56. According to my assessment, the supply of deliverable housing sites falls
well short of that required to meet full, objectively assessed need. In view
of the acknowledged use of best and most versatile agricultural land to
meet housing need elsewhere in the District, I consider that the use of
such land in this instance should carry limited weight against the proposal.
14.57. In favour of the proposal, a range of associated benefits have been
identified. In the context of the shortfall in housing land supply, the
contribution from this site would represent a substantial benefit, as would
the provision of 40% affordable housing bearing in mind the high level of
need identified. The open space, community park and woodland planting
are primarily required to mitigate the impact of the development.
However, I accept that there would be a small net benefit which would also
weigh in favour of the proposal. [7.54, 10.137-139, 10.144-145]
14.58. In view of the reduced weight to be accorded to the conflict with the
relevant development plan policies, I consider that these benefits would be
more than sufficient to outweigh that conflict.
14.59. The proposal would bring economic benefits, particularly in relation to
investment and employment in construction. Whilst BHAG provided data
indicating there would be a limited range of employment opportunities in
the immediate area, I have already noted that the weight of evidence is
that there will be growth in employment in the District. The proposal
would bring social benefits, particularly in meeting the need for market and
affordable housing. Although the proposed woodland and tree planting
would be beneficial, the impact on the landscape means that there would
be a net disbenefit environmentally. However, taken as a whole, I
consider that the proposal would represent a sustainable form of
development. [8.13]
14.60. The balance in this case is whether the adverse impacts would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. To my mind, the adverse impact
on the landscape would not be sufficient to significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the range of benefits associated with the proposal, particularly
the provision of market and affordable housing.
Recommendation
14.61. Although the proposal would be in conflict with relevant policies of the
development plan, the weight to be attached to that conflict is diminished
by reason of inconsistency between those policies and NPPF. Applying the
presumption in favour of sustainable development, the harm to the
landscape would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits
of the proposal, especially in view of the contribution to housing in the
context of the shortfall in deliverable sites. These considerations are
sufficient to outweigh the conflict with the development plan.
14.62. On that basis, I recommend that the appeal be allowed, subject to the
conditions set out in Annex 1.

K.A. Ellison
Inspector
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APPEARANCES
FOR THE LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY:
Peter Wadsley
Assisted by
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Phillip Robson
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Peter Radmall MA, BPhil,
CMLI
Neil McDonald BA
Natalie Blaken MA,
MRTPI
Nigel Gibbons BSc,
MRTPI
Martin Hillier DipTP,
MRTPI, MCMI, CMS

Of Counsel
Council’s landscape consultant
Council’s housing consultant
Council’s economics consultant
Forward plan manager
Planning appeals officer

FOR THE APPELLANT:
Miss Sarah Reid
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Phil Rech BA, BPhil LD,
CMLI
Stephen Lucas BSc,
MSc, MIED
James Donagh
BA(Hons), MCD, MIED
Jason M Tait BA(Hons),
DipTP, MRTPI

Of Counsel
Director, FPCR Environment and Design Ltd
Development Economics Ltd
Director, Barton Willmore
Director, Planning Prospects Ltd

INTERESTED PERSONS:
Samantha Hill
Martin Gunter
Mike Williams
Roger Bateman
Dennis Priest
Charles Taylor
Nigel Bluett
Mark Monk
Cllr Clive Elsmore
Eileen Dyer
Walt Williams
Jonathan Medlin
Cllr T Gwilliam

Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Berry Hill Action Group
Ward member, Coleford Central
West Dean Parish Council
Local resident
Gloucestershire County Council (re: Unilateral
Undertaking)
West Dean Parish Council (re: Unilateral
Undertaking)
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40
41
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Note on proposed amendment (‘Wheatcroft Application’)
Response to BHAG on Transport 13/11/2015
Agreed list of disputed housing sites
Itinerary for site visit
Grounds of challenge to APP/P1615/A/14/2228822
Inspector’s Inquiry Note 01 – completed Table 1
MJP Hillier Supplementary Statement – mining and viability
(withdrawn)
GCC CIL Compliance – Further Statement 18/11/15
Agreed Statement on Boundary Stones for inclusion in SCoG
Agenda, RTS Employment Growth
Bundle of papers from BHAG concerning mining and stability
Email correspondence GCC/Hydrock 28/10/15
Berry Hill Action Group – Statements and Appendices
Statement of Cllr Elsmore
Statement of Eileen Dyer, West Dean Parish Council
Statement of Walt Williams, BScEng
Agenda, RTS Objectively Assessed Need
Cornwall Local Plan – Inspector’s Note
NMSS worked example – UK internal migration
Petition of Objection – 471 signatures
Letter from Planning Inspectorate to West Dean PC concerning
Neighbourhood Plan, dated 18/11/15
APP/P1615/W/15/3130372 Lydney
OPUS response to MJP Hillier Supplementary Statement, 20/11/15
BHAG response to OPUS
Extracts from Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) – Viability
Corrections to Mr Tait tables 2, 4, 5
Gladman Developments Ltd - Representations to Forest of Dean
Allocations Plan May 2015
Suggested conditions
West Dean Parish Council – Five Acres project
Coleford Town Council – recreational projects
BHAG – A4136 road guide
Completed Unilateral Undertaking
Gloucestershire County Council Planning Obligations - Further
Justification Statement November 28th 2015
Forest of Dean Council Planning Obligation - Further Justification
Statement 27/11/2015
Appellant’s statement in response to further justification statements
2/12/2015
Secretary of State decision dated 21 December 2015,
APP/P1615/A/14/2218921 (the Lydney decision)
Appellant’s comments on the Lydney decision dated 7 January 2016
Council’s comments on the Lydney decision dated 13 January 2016
APP/P1615/W/15/3003662 dated 14 January 2016 (the Tutshill
decision) and Appellant’s comments dated 14 January 2016
Council’s comments on the Tutshill decision dated 21 January 2016
BHAG’s comments on the Tutshill decision dated 21 January 2016
Partial application for costs on behalf of the Appellant
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Core Documents
CD1 planning application
1.1 Application Covering Letter and Application Form
1.2 Location Plan Drawing No. 6108-L-06 (FPCR)
1.3 Socio-Economic Report (Gladman Developments Ltd)
1.4 Forest of Dean Housing Supply Assessment (Planning Prospects)
1.5 Planning Statement including Affordable Housing Statement and Draft S106
Heads of Terms (Savills)
1.6 Design and Access Statement (FPCR)
1.7 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (FPCR)
1.8 Development Framework (6108-L-03_G) (FPCR)
1.9 Ecological Appraisal (FPCR)
1.10 Arboricultural Assessment (FPCR)
1.11 Noise Assessment (Wardell Armstrong)
1.12 Proposed Access Drawing (Hydrock)
1.13 Transport Assessment (Hydrock)
1.14 Travel Plan (Hydrock)
1.15 Air Quality Assessment (Wardell Armstrong)
1.16 Cultural Heritage and Archaeological Desk Based Assessment (CgMs)
1.17 Phase 1 Site Investigation Report (OPUS)
1.18 Flood Risk Assessment (OPUS)
1.19 Mining Risk Assessment Report (OPUS)
1.20 Coal Mining Assessment Review (Wardell Armstrong)
1.21 Geophysical Survey Drawings (Stratascan)
1.22 Statement of Community Involvement (Gladman Developments Ltd)
1.23 Sustainability Self-Assessment Form (Gladman Developments Ltd)
CD2 Additional & amended Reports submitted after validation
2.1 Landscape Visual Impact Assessment Update (11 November 2014)
2.2 Updated Transport Assessment (October 2014)
2.3 Updated Travel Plan (October 2014)
2.4 Updated Ecological Appraisal (October 2014)
2.5 Updated Arboricultural Assessment (November 2014)
2.6 Archaeological Evaluation Report (October 2014)
2.7 Updated Housing Land Supply Assessment (October 2014)
2.8 Objective Assessment of Housing Need (September 2014)
2.9 Soils and Agricultural Land Use & Quality Report (October 2014)
2.10 Supplementary Foul Drainage Analysis Report (November 2014)
CD3 Correspondence with Local Planning Authority (not listed individually)
CD4 Consultation Responses
4.1 GCC Archaeologist (30 September 2014)
4.2 FoDDC EHO Scientific Officer email (2 October 2014)
4.3 FoDDC EHO Scientific Officer (2 October 2014)
4.4 GCC Highways (7 October 2014)
4.5 West Dean Parish Council (9 October 2014)
4.6 Coleford Town Council (14 October 2014)
4.7 The Coal Authority (14 October 2014)
4.8 FoDDC Biodiversity & Countryside Officer (15 October 2015)
4.9 GCC Highways (16 October 2014)
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4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20

Welsh Water (6 October 2014)
FoDDC Biodiversity & Countryside Officer (20 October 2015)
Campaign to Protect Rural England (20 October 2014)
FoDDC EHO Scientific Officer (27 October 2014)
GCC Economic Development & Strategic Planning (28 October 2014)
GCC Archaeologist (30 October 2014)
GCC Highways (3 November 2014)
FoDDC Biodiversity & Countryside Officer (18 November 2015)
Welsh Water (25 November 2014)
FoDDC Land Drainage (26 November 2014)
Environment Agency (28 November 2014)

CD5 Committee Report and Decision Notice
5.1 Extract of Committee Report
5.2 Decision Notice
5.3 Extract of Committee Meeting Minutes
CD6 Post Appeal Correspondence
6.26 GDL to FODDC, application for costs, 16/9/2015
CD7 Appeal Decisions
7.1 Land at Beachley Road, Sedbury, Gloucestershire, NP16 7AA
APP/P1615/A/14/2220590 (30 October 2014)
7.2 Land south of Cirencester Road, Fairford, GL7 4BS APP/F1610/A/14/2213318 (22
September 2014)
7.3 Land between Lydney Bypass and Highfield Road, Lydney, Gloucestershire
APP/P1615/Q/14/2215840 (3 September 2014)
7.4 Homelands Farm, Bishop’s Cleeve, Gloucestershire, GL52 8EN
APP/G1630/A/11/2146206, PP/G1630/A/11/2148635 (16 July 2012)
7.5 Land to the South of Shutterton Lane, Dawlish, Devon APP/P1133/A/12/2188938
(10 September 2013)
7.6 Highfield Farm, Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8SD APP/F1610/A/11/2165778 (13
February 2013)
7.7 Former Asfordby Mine/Existing Asfordby Business Park LE14 3JL
APP/Y2430/A/13/2191290 (4 March 2014)
7.8 Land off Reddings Lane, Staunton, Coleford, Gloucestershire
APP/P1615/A/13/2204158 (23 June 2014)
7.9 Land off Foley Road, Newent, Gloucestershire APP/P1615/A/12/2177029 (11
March 2013)
7.10 Land at Pulley Lane, Newland Road and Primsland Way, Droitwich Spa
APP/H1840/A/13/2199085 and APP/H1840/A/13/2199426 (02 July 2014)
7.11 Land off Chartist Way, Staunton, Gloucestershire APP/P1615/A/14/2228466 (03
July 2015)
7.12 Land 7km north-west of Skegness and 2km south-west of Orby Village,
Lincolnshire APP/D2510/A/11/2161066 (27 March 2015)
7.13 Land north of Ross Road, Newent, Gloucestershire GL18 1BE
APP/P1615/A/14/2228822 (25 August 2015)
7.14 Land at New Haine Road, Ramsgate, Kent CT12 APP/Z2260/A/14/2213265 (29
October 2014)
7.15 Treona Garden Nursery, Gloucester Road, Corse APP/P1615/A/14/2222494 (11
March 2015)
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7.16 Land between Leasowes Road and Laurels Road, Offenham, Worcestershire,
WR11 8RE APP/H1840/A/13/2203924 (7 February 2015)
CD8 Court of Appeal and High Court Judgments
8.1 Cotswold District Council v SSCLG & Fay and Son Ltd - Mr Justice Lewis - [2013]
EWHC 3719 - Case No: CO/3629/2013
8.2 East Northamptonshire DC v SSCLG - Mrs Justice Lang - [2013] EWHC 473
(Admin) - Case No: CO/4231/2012
8.3 Barnwell Manor Wind energy Ltd v East Northamptonshire DC – Lord Justice(s)
Maurice Kay and Sullivan and Lady Justice Rafferty - [2014] EWCA Civ 137 C1/2013/0843
8.4 Hunston Properties Ltd v SSCLG - Judge Pelling QC - [2013] EWHC 2678 (Admin)
8.5 City and District Council of St Albans v SSCLG - Lord Justice(s) Maurice Kay and
Ryder and Sir David Keene - [2013] EWCA Civ 1610 - Case No:C1/2013/2734
8.6 Stratford on Avon DC v SSCLG - Mr Justice Hickinbottom - [2013] EWHC 2074
(Admin) - Case No: CO/12539/2012
8.7 Gallagher Homes Ltd & Lioncourt Homes Ltd v Solihull MBC - Mr Justice
Hickinbottom - [2014] EWHC 1283 (Admin) - Case No: CO/17668/2013
8.8 Bernard Wheatcroft Ltd v SEE - Forbes J. - (1982) 43 P. & C.R. 233
8.9 Richard Hackett Pugh v SoSCLG - Mr. Justice Gilbart - [2015] EWHC 3
(Admin) - Case No: CO/3712/2014
CD9 National documents
9.1 National Planning Policy Framework
9.2 National Planning Policy Framework & Technical Guidance Note
9.3 not used
9.4 The Planning System: General Principles 2005
9.5 Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulation 2010
9.6 Circular 11/95: Use of conditions in planning permission 5 May 2006
9.7 Laying the Foundations (Nov 2011)
9.8 Housing and Growth (September 2012)
CD10 development plan documents
10.1 FoDDC Core Strategy (includes Appendix A: Replacement Policies) Adopted
Version February 2012
10.2 FoDDC - LDF Proposals Map February 2012
10.3 FoDDC Allocations Plan, Submission Draft, August 2015
10.4 Report on the Examination into the Forest of Dean Core Strategy
Development Plan Document, December 2011
10.5 Extracts from FoDDC Local Plan 2005
10.6 Extract from Local Plan Inspector’s EiP Report (November 2003)
10.7 Direction Letter from the Government Office saving Local Plan policies (21
October 2008)
10.8 Gloucester and Cheltenham HMA Sub-Regional Strategy (extracts)
10.9 Forest of Dean Local Development Framework First Annual Monitoring Report,
2005 (AMR) (extracts)
CD11 housing land supply
11.1 FoDDC Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
11.2 Housing Implementation Strategy and Trajectory 2013
11.3 Copy of Email from Persimmon Homes (dated 24 June 2105)
11.4 Forest of Dean District Council Housing Supply Updated July 2015 (Keynote 11)
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CD12 housing need
12.1 Review of Objectively Assessed Need for Housing. Proposed Future Provision
Allocations Plan 2011-26
12.2 Barton Wilmore OAN (September 2014)
12.3 Gloucestershire Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) update 2014
12.4 Gloucestershire Housing Affordability Model 2011
12.5 Consultation on the 2012-based SNPP: Summary of Responses, ONS, 29 May
2014
12.6 Forest of Dean Review of Economic Forecasts (June 2015)
12.7 not used
12.8 NMSS OAN (October 2014)
12.9 NMSS OAN Review (February 2015)
12.10 NMSS OAN FoD Updated (July 2015)
12.11 Strategic Economic Plan for Gloucestershire (March 2014)
12.12 Cinderford Northern Quarter Masterplan & Design Code (Delivery Extract) (July
2013)
12.13 Hybrid Planning Permission - Cinderford North (P0663/14/OUT)
12.14 Environmental Statement Volume 2: Technical Report (Cinderford North)
12.15 The Gloucestershire Housing Trends Report (2011)
12.16 Planning for housing in England: Understanding recent changes in household
formation rates and their implications for planning for housing in England (RTPI
Research Report no.1 January 2014)
12.17 Planning for Housing RTPI Toolkit FOD Results (extract)
12.18 Barker Review 10 Years On - HBF (March 2014)
12.19 Mark Carney speech (12 June 2014)
CD13 Planning Documents
13.1 FoDDC Topic Paper – Settlement Hierarchy for the Forest of Dean District
13.2 P0412/13/OUT Committee Report – Land off the Lydney Bypass and
Highfield Road, Lydney
13.3 Report, late material and minutes of the Planning Committee meeting of 10
February 2015.
13.4 Reports to Cabinet and Council in relation to the Allocations Plan 26 February
and minutes
13.5 CGT JCS Inspectors findings
13.6 FoDDC Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning Document (April 2010)
13.7 Air Quality Technical Guidance For FoDDC (dated July 2015)
13.8 FoD Play Area Provision SPG (dated July 2000)
13.9 FoD Residential Design Guide (adopted August 1998)
13.10 GCC Waste Minimisation in Development Projects SPD (September 2006)
CD14 Landscape Documents
14.1 Natural England Landscape Character Area Profile 105: Forest of Dean and
Lower Wye
14.2 Forest of Dean District Landscape Strategy, Final Report, June 2004
14.3 Forest of Dean District Landscape Character Assessment, Final Draft Report,
November 2002
14.4 Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, third edition
(GLVIA3), Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment, 2013
14.5 Coleford Landscape Study (2013)
14.6 FoD Landscape SPD (March 2007)
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CD15 Amended scheme
15.1 Development Framework Plan (drawing reference GLAD 6108-L-100)
15.2 Design & Access Statement, dated January 2015
15.3 Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal, dated February 2015
15.4 Transport Assessment, dated February 2015
CD16 Other Technical Documents
16.1 Consolidated Geo-Environmental Report (Phase I and Phase II Site
Investigation) dated 13 May 2015
16.2 Gas Risk Assessment (monitoring Report) dated 30 September 2015
16.3 Air Quality Screening Report (up to 200 residential dwellings) dated 16
September 2015
16.4 Air Quality Screening Report (up to 180 residential dwellings) dated 16
September 2015
16.5 Emissions Mitigation Assessment (up to 200 residential dwellings) dated 19
October 2015
16.6 Emissions Mitigation Assessment (up to 180 residential dwellings) dated 19
October 2015
16.7 Site Plan showing Boundary Stones locations (plan referenced 6108-L-07, dated
October 2015)
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Annex 1 Conditions

1)
In the event that the development is phased, a phasing plan showing
the proposed phases of development, including an outline of the sustainable
drainage scheme for the entire site, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of any
development. Development shall be carried out as approved.
2)
Details of the access within the site, appearance, landscaping, layout,
and scale, (hereinafter called "the reserved matters") shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority before any
development begins. In the event that the development is phased,
development of the relevant phase shall not be begun before details of the
reserved matters for that phase have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out
as approved.
3)
Application for approval of the reserved matters for each phase of the
development shall be made to the local planning authority not later than two
years from the date of this permission.
4)
The development hereby permitted or, if applicable, each phase of the
development, shall begin not later than two years from the date of approval of
the last of the reserved matters to be approved.
5)
All reserved matters and details submitted pursuant to condition 1 shall
accord generally with the parameters of the development as set out on the
development Framework Plan 6108-L-100 dated January 2015 and shall
include street scenes, existing site levels and sections and proposed site and
slab levels and sections through the site at a scale of not less than 1:500.
6)
No development shall commence until a scheme for foul water drainage
broadly in accordance with the Supplementary Report by Utility Law Solutions
dated November 2014 has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. Development shall be carried out in accordance with
the approved details.
7)
No development shall take place until details of the implementation,
maintenance and management of a sustainable drainage scheme have been
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The scheme shall
be implemented and thereafter managed and maintained in accordance with
the approved details. Those details shall include:
i)
a timetable for its implementation, and
ii)
a management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the
development which shall include the arrangements for adoption by any public
body or statutory undertaker, or any other arrangements to secure the
operation of the sustainable drainage scheme throughout its lifetime.
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8)
No phase of the development shall take place until a Construction
Method Statement for that phase has been submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the local planning authority. The approved Statement shall be
adhered to throughout the construction period. The Statement shall:
i)
specify the type and number of construction vehicles;
ii)
provide for the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
iii)
provide for the loading and unloading of plant and materials;
iv)
provide for the storage of plant and materials used in constructing the
development;
v)
provide for wheel washing facilities;
vi)
provide for measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during
construction;
vii) specify the intended hours of construction operations;
viii) provide for mitigation measures in accordance with BS:5228, Code of
practice for noise and vibration control on construction and open sites.
ix)
provide for a Waste Minimisation Statement setting out a scheme for
recycling/disposing of waste resulting from construction works.
9)
No phase of development shall take place until full details of hard and
soft landscape works for that phase have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority and these works shall be carried out as
approved. Details of hard landscape works shall include means of enclosure,
vehicle and pedestrian circulation areas, hard surfacing materials, outdoor
furniture, play equipment, refuse or other storage units, signs and lighting,
and the routes of proposed and existing functional services above and below
ground. Details of soft landscape works shall include species of trees and
shrubs, their sizes and positions and the timetable for their planting. If,
within a period of 5 years from the date of planting, any tree or plant is
removed, uprooted, destroyed or dies, another of the same species and size
shall be planted at the same place, unless the local planning authority gives
its written consent to any variation.
10) No phase of development shall take place until measures for the
protection and interpretation of any Statutory Forest boundary stones within
that part of the site have been submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority and these works shall be carried out as approved.
11) A landscape and open space works specification and management plan
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority
prior to the first occupation of the development. The Plan shall provide full
details of the open space and associated car parking and play areas, including
a Locally Equipped Area for Play at an area not less than 100 square metres
per hectare of development. The Plan shall also include long term design
objectives, management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all
public open space and play areas. Development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details.
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12) Construction work on each phase shall not begin until a scheme for
protecting the proposed dwellings from noise, in accordance with the findings
of the Noise Assessment Report August 2014, has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. No dwelling shall be
occupied until the mitigation measures for that dwelling have been
implemented in accordance with the approved scheme.
13) No development shall take place until a programme of archaeological
work has been implemented in accordance with a written scheme of
investigation which has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority.
14) The development shall not begin until a scheme for the provision of
affordable housing as part of the development has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The affordable housing
shall be provided in accordance with the approved scheme and shall meet the
definition of affordable housing in Annex 2 of the National Planning Policy
Guidance or any future guidance that replaces it. The scheme shall include:
(i)
The numbers, type, tenure, and location on the site of the affordable
housing provision to be made which shall consist of not less than 40% of
housing units.
(ii)
The timing of the construction of the affordable housing and its phasing
in relation to the occupancy of the market housing.
(iii) The arrangements for the transfer of the affordable housing to an
affordable housing provider or for the management of the affordable housing
if no registered provider is involved;
(iv) The arrangements to ensure that such provision is affordable for both
the first and subsequent occupiers of the affordable housing
(v)
The occupancy criteria to be used for determining the identity of
occupiers of the affordable housing and the means by which such occupancy
criteria shall be enforced.
15)
For each phase of the development, no works shall commence on site
(other than those required by this condition) until the access to that phase
has been provided in accordance with details which have previously been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
16) No development shall take place until the following have been submitted
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority, together with a
timetable for implementation and arrangements for adoption or maintenance:
(i)
a scheme for improvements to the existing footway alongside Grove
Road or a comparable alternative pedestrian route;
(ii)
a footway and pedestrian crossing point in connection with the Lower
Lane access;
(iii) details of improvements to the existing bus stops on Lower Lane, to
include a post, flag and hardstanding
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17) No development shall be commenced until details of the arrangements
for future management and maintenance of the proposed streets within each
phase of the development have been submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The streets shall thereafter be maintained in
accordance with the approved management and maintenance details until
such time as either a dedication agreement has been entered into or a private
management and maintenance company has been established.
18) No development of any phase shall commence until a scheme has been
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Council for the provision of fire
hydrants for that phase served by mains water supply. No dwelling shall be
occupied until the hydrant serving that property has been provided.
19) Prior to occupation of any phase of the proposed development, a travel
plan shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority broadly in accordance with the measures and actions outlined in the
submitted Travel Plan report October 2014. The Travel Plan, which shall
include measures for its implementation and monitoring, shall be operated in
accordance with the approved details.
20) Prior to the commencement of each phase of development, a land
contamination assessment and associated remedial strategy, together with a
timetable of works, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority:
(a) The land contamination assessment shall include a desk study and site
reconnaissance and shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for
approval. The desk study shall detail the history of the site uses, identify
risks to human health and the environment, and propose a site investigation
strategy based on the relevant information discovered by the desk study. The
strategy shall be submitted and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority prior to investigations commencing on site.
(b) The site investigation shall be carried out by a suitably qualified and
accredited consultant/contractor in accordance with a Quality Assured
sampling and analysis methodology.
(c)
A site investigation report detailing all investigative works and sampling
on site, together with the results of analysis, risk assessment to any receptors
and a proposed remediation strategy shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to any remediation commencing
on site. The works shall be of such a nature as to render harmless the
identified contamination given the proposed end-use of the site and
surrounding environment including any controlled waters.
21) Prior to occupation of any dwelling:
(a) The approved remediation works shall be carried out in full on site under a
Quality Assurance scheme to demonstrate compliance with the proposed
methodology and best practice guidance. If during the works contamination
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is encountered which has not previously been identified then the additional
contamination shall be fully assessed and an appropriate remediation scheme
agreed with the Local Planning Authority in writing.
(b) A completion report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The completion report shall include details of the
proposed remediation works and Quality Assurance certificates to show that
the works have been carried out in full in accordance with the approved
methodology. Details of any post-remedial sampling and analysis to show the
site has reached the required clean-up criteria shall be included in the
completion report together with the necessary waste transfer documentation
detailing what waste materials have been removed from the site.
(c) A certificate signed by the developer shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority confirming that the appropriate works have been
undertaken as detailed in the completion report.
22) Prior to the commencement of the development, a scheme of remedial
measures to address ground instability arising from mining activity shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
approved scheme shall be implemented in full and no dwelling shall be
occupied until the mitigation measures for that dwelling have been
implemented in accordance with the approved scheme.
23) No dwelling shall be occupied until the carriageway(s) (including surface
water drainage/disposal, vehicular turning head(s) and street lighting)
providing access from the nearest public highway to that dwelling have been
completed to at least binder course level and the footway(s) to surface course
level.
24) Prior to the commencement of each phase of the development, a
Scheme Mitigation Statement in accordance with the Council’s Air Quality
Technical Guidance shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The Statement shall assess the estimated impact of the
relevant phase on local air quality and specify equivalent mitigation measures.
Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme.
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RIGHT TO CHALLENGE THE DECISION IN THE HIGH COURT
These notes are provided for guidance only and apply only to challenges under the
legislation specified. If you require further advice on making any High Court
challenge, or making an application for Judicial Review, you should consult a
solicitor or other advisor or contact the Crown Office at the Royal Courts of Justice,
Queens Bench Division, Strand, London, WC2 2LL (0207 947 6000).
The attached decision is final unless it is successfully challenged in the Courts. The
Secretary of State cannot amend or interpret the decision. It may be redetermined by the
Secretary of State only if the decision is quashed by the Courts. However, if it is
redetermined, it does not necessarily follow that the original decision will be reversed.
SECTION 1: PLANNING APPEALS AND CALLED-IN PLANNING APPLICATIONS
The decision may be challenged by making an application for permission to the High Court
under section 288 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (the TCP Act).
Challenges under Section 288 of the TCP Act
With the permission of the High Court under section 288 of the TCP Act, decisions on
called-in applications under section 77 of the TCP Act (planning), appeals under section 78
(planning) may be challenged. Any person aggrieved by the decision may question the
validity of the decision on the grounds that it is not within the powers of the Act or that any
of the relevant requirements have not been complied with in relation to the decision. An
application for leave under this section must be made within six weeks from the day after
the date of the decision.
SECTION 2: ENFORCEMENT APPEALS
Challenges under Section 289 of the TCP Act
Decisions on recovered enforcement appeals under all grounds can be challenged under
section 289 of the TCP Act. To challenge the enforcement decision, permission must first
be obtained from the Court. If the Court does not consider that there is an arguable case, it
may refuse permission. Application for leave to make a challenge must be received by the
Administrative Court within 28 days of the decision, unless the Court extends this period.
SECTION 3: AWARDS OF COSTS
A challenge to the decision on an application for an award of costs which is connected with
a decision under section 77 or 78 of the TCP Act can be made under section 288 of the
TCP Act if permission of the High Court is granted.
SECTION 4: INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS
Where an inquiry or hearing has been held any person who is entitled to be notified of the
decision has a statutory right to view the documents, photographs and plans listed in the
appendix to the Inspector’s report of the inquiry or hearing within 6 weeks of the day after
the date of the decision. If you are such a person and you wish to view the documents you
should get in touch with the office at the address from which the decision was issued, as
shown on the letterhead on the decision letter, quoting the reference number and stating
the day and time you wish to visit. At least 3 days notice should be given, if possible.

Coleford NDP site assessment

10 TUFTHORN AVE Traffic Lights ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Site Name / Tufthorn Avenue,
Coleford
Address
GL16 8PN
Gross area (Hectares)

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Parish Name

Coleford

0.9ha

SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses

Grassland

Availability

For sale

Site Planning History

Allocated for Class B1,B2, B8 potential commercial/industrial use in Local Plan.
Aldi applied for permission to erect a supermarket with parking (Class A). The Application (P1719/14/FUL)
was refused in 2015 on the grounds that
01.
By reason of the scale of the store proposed and location outside the defined town centre
boundary, it would have a significant harmful impact upon the vitality and viability of Coleford Town
Centre contrary to the aims and objectives of paragraph 27 of the NPPF, paragraphs 13 to 18 of PPG Ensuring the vitality of town centres and Policy CSP.14 of the Core Strategy
02.
The application site is not sequentially preferable to a known suitable, available and viable
alternative site within the town centre. Accordingly the the proposal is contrary to the aims and objectives
of paragraph 27 of the NPPF and Policy CSP.14 of the Core Strategy.
It is noted that he area of this site is surplus to the full allocation for supermarket development in
Coleford as included in the Local Plan, and that the site with the remaining allocation for supermarket
development (off Old Station Way) has not been developed.
Aldi submitted a second application P0626/16/FUL which was given permission 28/10/16.
The traffic lights to the north west of the site are key to the Chepstow gateway into Coleford especially for
tourist and Heavy Goods Vehicle traffic through the industrial areas.

TA1 site left, existing HGV gate 3 to
right, traffic lights in background. Note
position of car, passing another car
parked uphill of potential site access
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments: The AONB is towards
Clearwell.
Forest of Dean Comments: see
Local Plan and allocations
document
SSSI / SNCI
Comments

NO

YES
http://publicaccess.fdean.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=su
mmary&keyVal=NE75NJHIH0H00
NO
NO
YES

Conservation Area
Comments
Listed Buildings
Comments
Recorded Archaeology
Comments
Public Rights of Way
Comments

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO
Flood Risk
YES
ZONE
Comments: See Statutory Sewer Record. and comments from Dwr Cymru in application docs.
Note flood risk in Coleford is downhill from this site, significant in intense rainfall .
YES
Services – wires & cables (if known)
NO
Comments: services in the road in Tufthorn Avenue with cables across the site over the corner next to
the residential area.
Mining / Contamination – Map
Comments

YES

NO

.

Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
 Significant difference in level from Tufthorn Ave to the boundary on Arthur Cooper Way (TA2).
 Industrial area opposite means access points need to be staggered and HGV traffic management,
including at the Traffic Lights, needs to be considered. See Glos Highways comments (TA1)
 Residential area to the south of the site.(TA9)
 Noise, air pollution and hours of opening

TA2 site from west off Arthur Cooper
Way showing the rise up, rough grass,
hedges with mature trees
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site:Tufthorn Ave, Aldi; Surveyors(s):SCand MSCox; Date:Jan312016

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Distance
(metres)
1000

Route
Quality
Good
Fair

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
The application was for retail function.
The majority of shops are in the Town Centre.
The convenience store on the corner of Tufthorn Road and Station Road
is a similar distance from the site.

Poor
School

1 mile or 2
miles

Good
Fair

Open
Space

350

Poor
Good
Fair
Poor

Bus Stop 0

Likely to be a bus or car journey to Coleford St John’s Primary which is
the nearest. Or to Ellwood Primary about two miles. Coalway Infants
and Juniors also about two miles.
Nearest secondary and College is Lakers/Gloscol about 3 miles.

(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Small play area along Tufthorn Ave
Angus Buchanan Recreation Ground about 1.5 miles – and down and
steeply uphill.

At the site. No 31 Gloucester to Coleford every hour.
Good
Fair
Poor

Any
other
facility

200m

Good
Fair

Employment – opposite is Tufthorn Business Park, Formpave etc (TA1)
Off Arthur Cooper Way is Suntory (TA6).
Puzzlewood and Perrygrove (adjacent to the site) tourist and leisure
facilities. (TA10, TA8)

Poor

TA3 site left, Arthur Cooper Way from
traffic lights, with end of 30mph sign in
background at end of site.
Note green surroundings.
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Tick one
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or good access into the √
site and poor approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or
pedestrian)O b s e r v a t i o n s Key Issues and Possible Mitigation
 Access points need careful design to avoid existing opposite access points especially give size of
HGV and any delivery wagons. Delivery, entry and egress on plans use same point.See Glos
Highways comments. Highways would need to be consulted again. (TA1)
 Safety concerns, and impact on the Traffic Lights: HGV manoeuvres cross both carriageways
disrupting all traffic including on the site, queueing, and opposite gate for industrial site.
 Pressure from quarry lorries at the lights, significant now, may well increase by a third if a current
application by Breedon is approved (raise from 600,00 tonnes to 800,000 tonnes per year and
estimated 80% will be going through these lights.
 Yellow lines are marked both sides of the road by the existing gates 3 and4 of Formpave site.(TA1)
 Traffic currently queues from the Lights around the bend into Tufthorn Avenue.
3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.






Arthur Cooper Way is the main gateway into Coleford from Chepstow and the south of the Wye
Valley (see character assessment Gateway 5) Buildings and signing from the site would be seen on
this approach.
31 bus passes every hour at this site with a bus stop outside it.
Tufthorn Avenue is a key link into the southern arc and then the eastern arc around Coleford (see
Character Assessments)
On the opposite side of Tufthorn Avenue is the continuous pavement into Town. On the Arthur
Cooper Way and Tufthorn Avenue at the Traffic Lights is a Pelican crossing(TA4).

Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation) to
make it a suitable site:
The circulation of traffic, particularly any generated from the site would have an impact on a) the Traffic
Lights which are key to the gateway into Coleford TA5, TA7 and b) the progress of traffic up Tufthorn
Avenue past numerous parked cars on the road, and to another industrial estate half a mile away.(TA11)
Left TA4
site left, traffic
lights with
pelican crossing,
view toward
High Nash
Right TA5
Gateway 5 from
Chepstow
entering 30mph
for town with
lights on the
brow of the hill
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site:Tufthorn Ave, Aldi; Surveyors(s):SCand MSCox; Date:Jan312016

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat

Strongly Undulating
Gently Undulating
Steep Valley
Valley
Floor
Plateau
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
 The site is on the edge of the Green Ring around Coleford (see Character Assessment and
Allocations Doc.) TA7,10
 It is in a street which moves from residential to industrial, with green mainly to the west and south,
towards the AONB.
 The site slopes slightly towards Tufthorn Ave along most of its length, but slopes very steeply down
to Arthur Cooper Way. The differences in level would need to be addressed. TA2
 This might also affect access and traffic movement around the site, especially deliveries.

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

G limpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
 From the west and south, ie over Arthur Cooper Way, the site can be seen from some distance.
The rise to the west means Rock Lane, High Nash see this particularly well.
 Tourists approaching from the south will see this site as part of their initial approach to the
Town.TA5
 There is a long frontage to the site on Tufthorn Avenue which is evident from the Traffic Lights and
from the rise up from the Town.

of Tufthorn Avenue will
see the site at the
bottom
ViewsFrom
Out:Milkwall
Wide the north
Channelled
Long
Short
Glimpsed
Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos






Long channelled view towards Milkwall TA11, limited by residential and industrial buildings.
To the south and west, view over Puzzlewood SSSi towards Clearwell and Forest green
area.TA6,TA10
View over High Nash towards High Meadow to west including Suntory.
To north and west view over mainly residential area towards the Town Centre.

TA6 into site & out over Arthur Cooper
Way toward Green Ring and Suntory
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Site Assessment

Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow
Trees in hedge
FreestandingShrubs Boundary wall at front

Grass

Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
 Trees screen the site from Arthur Cooper Way, but vehicles can still be seen and heard from
Tufthorn AvenueTA10.
 Rough grass covers most of the site with larger shrubs in places.TA2

TA8 Adjacent Perrygrove rail attraction from
the site. Note the track in mature trees

TA9 toward Milkwall up Tufthorn Ave,
front of site is bare, just wire fence.

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals
Water Habitat
Wildlife Corridor
Comments/Notes, Quality and Value Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
 Open space with limited variety of habitat.TA9

Built Form On and Around the Site:
On-site freestanding buildings/structures –
Neighbouring buildings/structures in view –
industrial building, two-storeys, oppositeTA1.
Bungalow adjacent. Railway track of Perrygrove next to
boundary TA8.

Walls –garden wall to east
Neighbouring use – industrial sites opposite
on Tufthorn Avenue. Residential to the east.
Green space, grassland and Forest to the west.
Puzzlewood tourist attraction includes heritage
and SSSI TA10.

Potential Conflicts –

Major Gateway 5 into Coleford. NDP Consultation showed a desire to improve those Gateways.
Traffic management potential for conflict between industrial, tourist and residential road users.TA11
Light and noise pollution for neighbouring residents
Observation:
View from green space into site is important to conserve for tourism, which is identified as a growing
employment sector for Coleford in the Local Plan and emerging NDP.TA8
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?

Tick one

High
Medium

√

Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
 Position on the edge of the settlement, the major green gateway into Coleford, and adjacent to the
Green Ring.
 Different levels within the site allow for potential enhancement TA2.

TA10 Green Ring about Gateway 5 into
Coleford, Arthur Cooper Way, here
looking toward Chepstow

Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.

Screening is crucial especially on Arthur Cooper Way. Hedgerows and mature trees should be
retained.(TA10)
Parking on site should be achieved using materials that allow for infiltration and be as green as possible
(TA11)

TA 11 view south up Tufthorn with gate
4 to Formpave, yet another industrial
entrance, and parked cars outside
houses.
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number:
8 Tufthorn Avenue, Aldi
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

Tick one

This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
√
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
 The type and scale of the development affects whether or not the site is suitable. It is an allocated
site in the Local Plan, but for B class commercial/industrial designation. The total supermarket space
provision for Coleford has already been allocated within the town centre to retain the dynamism and
viability of the Market Place. The latter is the historical focus of the shopping in the town.
 A supermarket retail function on the edge of Coleford takes away custom from the main retail town
centre. This would be the first such example for the town. The available site has retail floor of
990sqm, in the application Aldi say they require retail floor space of 1254sqm.
 From the NDP Consultations, residents want a wider range of shops, they also like the independent
shops and in 1 are split in opinion on additional supermarkets. Later petition presented to Council in
favour of Aldi. The siting of any supermarket is crucial, preferably in the Town Centre.
 The scale of the site with potentially 129 car spaces and 10 cycle spaces indicates huge traffic
movements which could not be achieved on Tufthorn Ave to the lights as is. At the other site,
numbers would be less (see site 4, option 1 with 69 spaces) but has the main car park adjacent. The
nearest Aldi store in Ross-on-Wye has only 58 spaces on site.
 site
The town
centre is to
thebe
shopping
centresuitable, what type of development
If the
was judged
potentially
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
 The site is allocated for industrial use and is close to three other industrial estates on
the main HGV route through the town.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
 Position access, possibly alter road and entrance to allow for safe HGV and other
traffic movements.
 Minimise impact of Traffic Lights queues.
 Adequately screen the site on the main tourist entry gateway.
 Enhance the environment by planting on the Tufthorn Avenue approach.
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
 Keep mature trees along Arthur Cooper Way and improve screening.
 At the highest point along Tufthorn Avenue, two storeys maximum, but ensure the
height of building mirrors the different levels on the site so the profile of the valley
side remains the same.
 Signage should be in keeping, restricted height, not to intrude on the Green Ring.
 Lights, their height, intensity, direction and hours of operation should minimise light
pollution
 Hours of operation and levels of noise/ emissions to minimise pollution.
Signed

Marilyn Cox
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date Jan 31

2016

PLANNING REFERENCE NUMBER AND
DATE OF APPLICATION

ALDI Stores Limited
C/o Turley
FAO Mr H Jones
18 Windsor Place
Cardiff
CF10 3BY

To:

P0626/16/FUL
23/05/2016

In accordance with their powers under the above Act and Regulations, the Council
as a Local Planning Authority grant

FULL PERMISSION
to the development described below in accordance with the submitted application
and its accompanying plan(s), but subject to the conditions stated

Description of Development
The erection of Class A1 limited assortment discount food store with associated car parking,
landscaping and ancillary works.
Address
Land At Tufthorn Avenue Coleford Gloucestershire
Coleford Parish
CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO PERMISSION AND THE REASONS FOR THEM:01.

The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the expiration
of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town &
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act, 2004.

02.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved plans listed in the table below.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

03.

No above ground development shall commence until a scheme for the hard
and soft landscaping of the site (incorporating existing flora) and including the
means of enclosure and the materials to be used for hard surfacing, has
been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme
shall include details that show how the boundary hedges are to be retained,
enhanced and buffered at a height no less than 4m along the southern and
western boundaries. Such a scheme shall be carried out in all respects,
including the retention and protection of existing boundary trees and hedges,
in accordance with the approved scheme, the arboricultural method statement
and not later than the first planting season following the erection of the
building hereby permitted. In addition the hedges along the southern and
western boundaries shall be buffered fully in accordance with the approved

scheme prior to any above ground works commencing and retained as such
during the construction and operation of the development hereby approved. If
at any time during the subsequent five years any tree, shrub or hedge forming
part of the scheme shall for any reason die, be removed or felled it shall be
replaced with another tree, shrub or hedge of the same species during the
next planting season to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and in accordance with Core
Strategy Policy CSP.1.
04.

Details of a lighting strategy to prevent an increase in ambient lighting along
the western and southern hedgerow/tree line, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority before any above ground
construction commences. Development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved details and thereafter permanently maintained as agreed.
No further lighting shall be thereafter installed.
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and in accordance with Core
Strategy Policy CSP.1.

05.

No development shall take place (including demolition, ground works,
vegetation clearance) until a construction environmental management plan
(CEMP: Biodiversity) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
LPA.
The CEMP (Biodiversity) shall be produced in accordance with
BS42020:2013 and include the following:
a) Risk assessment of potentially damaging construction activities;
b) Identification of "biodiversity protection zones";
c) Practical measures (both physical measures and sensitive work practices)
to avoid or reduce impacts during construction;
d) The location and timing of sensitive works to avoid harm to biodiversity
features;
e) The times during construction when specialist ecologists need to be
present on site to oversee works;
f) Responsible persons and lines of communication;
g) The role and responsibilities on site of an ecological clerk of works (ECoW)
or similar competent person;
h) Use of protective fences, exclusion barriers and warning signs.
The approved CEMP (Biodiversity) shall be adhered to and implemented
throughout the construction period strictly in accordance with the approved
details, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the LPA.
Reason: Insufficient information has been submitted to demonstrate that the
biodiversity of the area will be protected in accordance with the NPPF and
Core Strategy Policy CSP.1.

06.

A landscape and ecological management plan (LEMP) for the public open
space shall be submitted to, and be approved in writing by, the local planning
authority prior to the first opening of the foodstore hereby permitted. The
content of the LEMP shall include the following.
a) Description and evaluation of features to be managed.
b) Ecological trends and constraints on site that might influence management.
c) Aims and objectives of management.
d) Appropriate management options for achieving aims and objectives.

e) Prescriptions for management actions.
f) Preparation of a work schedule (including an annual work plan capable of
being rolled forward over a five-year period).
g) Details of the body or organization responsible for implementation of the
plan.
h) Ongoing monitoring and remedial measures.
The LEMP shall also identify the legal and funding mechanism(s) by which the
long-term implementation of the plan will be secured by the
developer with the management body(ies) responsible for its delivery. The
plan shall also set out (where the results from monitoring show that
conservation aims and objectives of the LEMP are not being met) how
contingencies and/or remedial action will be identified, agreed and
implemented so that the development still delivers the fully functioning
biodiversity objectives of the originally approved scheme. The approved plan
will be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority wishes to ensure the satisfactory long
term management of such open spaces, in the interests of amenity and in
accordance with Core Strategy Policy CSP.9.
07.

Prior to any above ground works being undertaken details of the location and
construction of any proposed soakaway, or any alternative method of surface
water disposal if soakaways are not possible, shall be submitted to and
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority (LPA). Any soakaway should
be located no less than 5m from any building or boundary and none are to be
constructed over an aquifer without the consent of the Environment Agency.
The scheme shall subsequently be completed in accordance with the
approved details before the food store hereby approved is first brought into
use.
Reason: To ensure the satisfactory drainage of the development in
accordance with Core Strategy Policy CSP.2

08.

The foodstore hereby approved shall not be brought into use until a
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) maintenance plan for all SUDS/
attenuation features and associated pipework has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved SUDS
maintenance plan shall be implemented in full in accordance with the agreed
terms and conditions.
Reason: To ensure the continued operation and maintenance of drainage
features serving the site and avoid flooding and in accordance with Core
Strategy Policy CSP.2.

09.

No surface water and/or land drainage shall discharge into the existing public
sewerage system.
Reason: To prevent hydraulic overload to the existing drainage system in
accordance with Core Strategy Policy CSP.2.

10.

No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the local planning authority. The approved Statement shall be

adhered to throughout the construction period. The Statement shall:
i. provide for the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
ii. provide for the loading and unloading of plant and materials;
iii. provide for the storage of plant and materials used in constructing the
development;
iv. provide for wheel washing facilities;
v. specify the intended hours of construction operations;
vi. measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction
Reason: Insufficient information has been submitted to demonstrate how of
how the potential impacts on the public highway can be reduced and
accommodate the efficient delivery of goods and supplies in accordance
paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework and Core Strategy
Policy CSP.4.
11.

Prior to the first beneficial use of the development hereby permitted the
vehicular access shall be laid out and constructed in accordance with the
submitted plan P(1)11 with the area of access road within at least 10.0m of
the carriageway edge of the public road surfaced in accordance with the
approved drawings and shall be maintained as such thereafter.
Reason: - To reduce potential highway impact by ensuring that there is a safe,
suitable and secure means of access for all people that minimises the conflict
between traffic and cyclists and pedestrians in accordance with paragraphs
32 and 35 of the NPPF and Core Strategy Policy CSP.4 .

12.

The approved Travel Plan shall be implemented in accordance with the details
and timetable therein, and shall be continued thereafter, unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: - To ensure that the opportunities for sustainable transport modes
are taken up in accordance with
paragraphs 32 and 36 of the NPPF and Core Strategy Policy CSP.4.

13.

The building hereby permitted shall not be occupied until the vehicular parking
and turning facilities have been provided in accordance with the submitted
plan P(1)11 and those facilities shall be maintained available for those
purposes thereafter.
Reason: - To ensure that a safe, suitable and secure means of access for all
people that minimises the conflict between traffic and cyclists and pedestrians
is provided in accordance with the NPPF and Core Strategy Policy CSP.4.

14.

Prior to work commencing on site details of upgraded bus stop facilities on the
south west side of Tufthorn Avenue shall be submitted to and agreed in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The upgraded facilities shall be completed
prior to the occupation of the building.
Reason: - To exploit the opportunities for sustainable transport modes and to
give access to high quality public transport facilities in accordance with
paragraphs 32 and 35 of the NPPF and Core Strategy Policy CSP.4.

15.

The net retail floor space of the store hereby permitted shall not exceed

1254sq.m. as defined in Planning for Town Centres Practice Guidance on
Need, Impact and the Sequential Approach 2009 Appendix A. The retail floor
space of the supermarket use hereby permitted shall not be subdivided at any
time.
Reason: To limit the impact on Coleford town centre in accordance with the
NPPF.

This permission relates to the following plans:
Drawing(s) Title

No.(s)

Received on:

Sections or cross sections

P(1)18A

9 September 2016

Location Plan

P(1)12

10 May 2016

Sections or cross sections

P(1)17

10 May 2016

Roof plan

P(1)15

10 May 2016

Proposed site plan

P(1)11

10 May 2016

Existing site plan

P(1)13

10 May 2016

Drainage Details

9765-0050

10 May 2016

Proposed elevations

P(1)16A

9 September 2016

Proposed floor plans

P(1)14

10 May 2016

NOTE
1.

In accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework, the Local
Planning Authority has sought to determine the application in a positive and proactive manner
offering pre-application advice, made available detailed published guidance to assist the applicant
and published to the council's website relevant information received during the consideration of
the application thus enabling the applicant to be kept informed as to how the case was
proceeding. In addition in order to secure sustainable development which will improve the
economic, social and environmental conditions of the area negotiations have been undertaken
ensuring that drainage issues have been addressed

2.

The Lead Local Flood Authority will give consideration as to how the proposed sustainable
drainage system can incorporate measures to protect water quality, but pollution control is the
responsibility of the Environment Agency. Future management of Sustainable Drainage
Systems is a matter that will be dealt with by the Lead Local Flood Authority and as therefore not
been considered by the Lead Local Flood Authority.

3.

The applicant may need to apply to Dwr Cymru / Welsh Water for any connection to the public
sewer under S106 of the Water industry Act 1991. If the connection to the public sewer network
is either via a lateral drain (i.e. a drain which extends beyond the connecting property boundary)

or via a new sewer (i.e. serves more than one property), it is now a mandatory requirement to first
enter into a Section 104 Adoption Agreement (Water Industry Act 1991). The design of the
sewers and lateral drains must also conform to the Welsh Ministers Standards for Gravity Foul
Sewers and Lateral Drains, and conform with the publication "Sewers for Adoption"- 7th Edition.
Further information can be obtained via the Developer Services pages of www.dwrcymru.com
4.

The applicant is also advised that some public sewers and lateral drains may not be recorded
on Welsh Water maps of public sewers because they were originally privately owned and were
transferred into public ownership by nature of the Water Industry (Schemes for Adoption of
Private Sewers) Regulations 2011.

5.

The proposed development will involve works to be carried out on the public highway and the
Applicant/Developer is required to enter into a legally binding Highway Works Agreement
(including an appropriate bond) with the County Council before commencing those works.

P.M. Williams
Strategic Group Manager
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11.WHITECLIFF SITE ASSESSMENT
See photos attached

FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Site Name /
Address

Whitecliff

Parish Name

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)

450m x 170m at widest part

SHLAA Site reference

SHLAA Capacity Assessment

Current/recent uses

Agriculture, pasture

Availability

For sale

Site Planning History
Route of Coleford Monmouth disused railway runs over part of the site, lines and furniture
removed.
1995 DF9872 Application approved for 22 Holiday chalets.
2009 DP 0420/09/REF applied for continuous lettings, won on appeal AP0020/09/REF
NB Planning Inspector comments on Whitecliff Valley in Ludlam public enquiry 1990s
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments Nearby
YES
Forest of Dean
Comments

NO
NO

NO
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments
NO
Conservation Area
YES
Comments: rail route is continuation of Tram Rd out of Conservation Area
YES
Listed Buildings
NO
Comments :Next door to Scheduled Ancient Monument Whitecliff Furnace. Outbuildings on
site, but not listed.
YES
Recorded Archaeology
NO
Comments Site was route for coal and limestone to site of Whitecliff Furnace. Originally part
was included in furnace site.
YES
NO
Public Rights of Way
Comments:RC028 across site, and another on edge of site. See map
YES
Flood Risk
NO
ZONE 3
Comments
Whitecliff Brook runs toward Newland from Coleford on site, evident mainly along the
roadside toward the south of the site (photo x). History of flooding on road, and into houses
down
hill.– wires & cables (if known)
YES
Services
NO
Comments: on side of road

Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments:ex railway use implies potential contamination but agricultural use since rail
closed infers at lower soil level if any
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
Fault line in vicinity: sometimes stream which passes through disappears, which may be down
the fault; evidence of some subsidence where rail line constructed. See photo
Main tourist route to both Furnace and Mushet heritage and to Newland Church (Cathedral
of the Forest). Important green gateway into Coleford. See Inspector’s report
Whitecliff Brook on roadside
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: Surveyors(s): Date:






Look through all the questions before starting.
Leave any questions that do not seem to apply.
Take a form, clipboard, map, camera and a pen or two with you when you go out.
Take any photos you think are useful (often more useful than some words) and add
any photo names/numbers in the right hand boxes once you get back to ‘base’.

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Approx.
Distance
(metres)
1km

Route
Quality

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos

Good

Shops sited in Coleford Town Centre. Part of road without pavement.
No public transport on the route.
All uphill toward north-east into town.

Fair
Poor
School

2km
Good
Fair

St John’s Academy (primary) is nearest, but steep uphill walk, including
in the town, some with no pavement, some with narrow pavement. No
public transport.
or Clearwell School (2.5km). No public transport.

Poor
Open
Space

1km
Good
Fair

(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Angus Buchanan Recreation Ground and King George V field
accessible by very step walk uphill along right of way

Poor
Bus Stop None
available

. Not on bus route. Town Centre is nearest access.
Good
Fair
Poor

Any
other
facility

Dial-a-Ride operates in the area.
Good
Fair
Poor
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2. SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (1 vehicle)) Issues and Possible
Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)
1. Entrance to site off minor road, through
gate.

Tick one

√

3. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.
right of way over site.
Photos

Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site:
Need for splay and construction at entrance see photo1.above. On the hillside, the
infrastructure would need to be constructed. See also permission conditions.
2.
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Surveyors(s): Date:

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Undulating
Floor

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley Valleyside

Plateau

Observations/Notes/Record of Photos

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

G limpsed

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
Wide views of site from road and opposite side of valley

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

Long

Quality and Value of View/Record of Photos
Houses on roadside below. View of furnace behind cottage
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Glimpsed
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Boundary wall at front
Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridor to rear

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
Observations/Notes/Record of Photos
The whole is a key part of the green valley of Whitecliff, which links the biodiversity to the
industrial heritage. The stream runs along the site at the base, and the route of the old railway
line contours higher up. This is the way from the Wye Valley AONB in the south into town, and
makes the green gateway an important tourist route in.

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls –.

On-site freestanding buildings/structures –

Neighbouring buildings/structures in view –Neighbouring use –
Potential Conflicts –
Whitecliff Furnace SAM: furnace site adjacent and outbuildings
encroach on area
Observation:
. Farm sheds on lower part of site: part of the site could be used to enhance the heritage
attraction next door.
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?
High

Tick one
√

Medium
Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
The whole green approach to Coleford along the gateway from the south east links the
biodiversity of forest and grass valley sides with the heritage value to give benefit to this tourist
gateway.

Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Rights of way must be retained. The industrial heritage, rail route and structures are useful
habitats. See also planning permission.
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number:
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
Whilst planning permission is in place for holiday chalets, the green approach via
this Whitecliff valley is a key landscape.

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development
might be possible or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1. Chalet bungalows as permission approved
2. Heritage site/expansion

If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be
needed to make it properly suitable?
Access and infrastructure to be improved, but awareness of stream and heritage
features (especially Furnace) to be recognized in their location. Important for
those to maintain the character and be aesthetically in context.

If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or
conditions might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
Need for design to be very much in character with heritage gateway and green ring (see
character assessments). Screening and/or mature trees included. Height of construction and
layout designed to complement not detract from the Green Ring.

Signed

date
Using FODDC sites assessment template
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12 TUFTHORN AVE (FORMER SONOCO) SITE ASSESSMENT
FORM A: BASELINE INFORMATION
Settlement
Name

Coleford

Core Strategy
Settlement
Classification

Town

Site Name /
Address

59 Tufthorn Avenue
(Sonoco Industrial Packaging)
Coleford Gloucestershire
GL16 8PP

Parish Name

Coleford

Gross area (Hectares)
SHLAA Site reference
SHLAA Capacity Assessment
Current/recent uses
Availability

Empty former factory. Also adjacent empty detached
house
Planning permission applied for P0912/16/OUT 2016
Outline application for the construction of 65 residential units and
1115 sq. m. of flexible commercial units. Demolition of existing
factory.

Site Planning History
Part of older industrial area along Tufthorn Ave next to Formpave. The building backs onto a
field and is adjacent to the boarded up detached house. From that point, most of Tufthorn
Ave is residential housing of the council house style. Further south is another industrial area
which runs behind the site from the railway line (now cycle path) to the site’s eastern
boundary. The Formpave building’s access is adjacent to the site entrance. Almost opposite is
the access for the Aldi development given permission 2016. This access is both for deliveries
and customers. The traffic lights are approximately 300 yards away.
Site put forward by FoDDC in Further Changes to Modifications to Local Plan for housing
allocation of up to 60 houses and some employment use. Local Plan examination still in
process.

TAS 1 Frontage of redundant
factory onto Tufthorn Ave with
detached house next to it. In
background is start of council
housing (now either owned, or
under Two Rivers HA)
There are two access points – see
later- but foreground is one in
application
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DESIGNATIONS & KNOWN CONSTRAINTS
AONB
YES
Comments
YES
Forest of Dean
Comment :
see previous
page
SSSI / SNCI
YES
Comments
Conservation Area
Comments
Listed Buildings
Comments

YES
YES

NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

Recorded Archaeology
YES
NO
Comments None known on site specifically, but finds in the area recorded. See Appendix M
Public Rights of Way
Comments
Flood Risk
Comments
Services – wires & cables (if known)
Comments

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO

ZONE

NO

Mining / Contamination – Map
YES
NO
Comments Given age and nature of building potential for asbestos/other industrial
contamination
Other Known / Recorded Constraints
Comments
Site assessment carried out from road/entrance, so only interim findings.
 Complex access points with several key developments within 100yards.
 Exit point from SPP is next to Formpave, and they have this as one-way system
 Aldi development given permission, but Coop has challenged.

TAS2 Factory frontage with existing
second access by cars
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TAS3 Second access with boarded up
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FORM B: ASSESSING SITE CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS
Site: Surveyors(s): MandSCox 5.17

1. WALKING TO LOCAL FACILITIES
Facility
Shop

Estimated Route
distance Quality
(metres)
1000m
Good
Fair

Observations and comments on safety and quality of route
Site Visit Notes/Record of Photos
Aldi is not yet built opposite
The majority of shops are in the Town Centre.
The convenience store on the corner of Tufthorn Road and Station Road
is a similar distance from the site.

Poor
School

1 or 2 miles
Good
Fair

Likely to be a bus or car journey to Coleford St John’s Primary which is
the nearest. Or to Ellwood Primary about two miles. Coalway Infants
and Juniors also about two miles.
Nearest secondary and College is Lakers/Gloscol about 3 miles.

Poor
Open
Space

350
Good
Fair
Poor

Bus Stop 0
Good

(This is about publicly accessible spaces)
Small play area along Tufthorn Ave
Angus Buchanan Recreation Ground about 1.5 miles – and
down and
steeply uphill.

By the site. No 31 Gloucester to Coleford every hour. Also No. 24 via
Bream to Lydney to Gloucester

Fair
Poor
Any
other
facility

Within
metres

Good
Fair
Poor

Employment- site offers employment
Tufthorn Business Park
Off Arthur Cooper Way is Suntory (TA6).
Puzzlewood and Perrygrove (adjacent to the site) tourist and
leisure facilities.
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2 SITE ACCESS(ES)
General quality of access
Tick one
Good:
Easy access into the site and good roads approaching it.
√
Fair:
Poor access into the site but good approach roads, or poor access into the
site and good approach roads.
Poor:
Poor access onto the site and poor roads approaching it.
Number of Accesses. Type (vehicle or pedestrian)
Observations / Comments / Site Visit Notes / Key Issues and
Possible Mitigation (if Fair or Poor)
 Potential for alteration to access: need to talk with planners and Town Council re
best solution to multiple accesses for Aldi, Tufthorn Business Park and this site on a
busy minor and estate road. It could be that employment access is different to
housing access.
 HGV movements need to be considered
 congestion with turning movements and retail store to be minimized
 Impact on traffic lights and air pollution to be taken into account

2. CONNECTIONS SUMMARY: Overall, how well connected is the site?
Note key points in the site’s favour in terms of connections.

Used by HGVs now in traditional industrial area.
 May be lesser vehicles eg LGVs depending on application.
 Bus route
 Traffic lights for main junction
Photos

Note the key points in terms of connections that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site:
Visual splay and angle of access /egress into site especially by Formpave and Aldi
Visual splay and access/egress to site by residential properties at other potential entry point
Traffic light study after Aldi built, after Quarry plan decided and any extra quarry lorries
working and management reviewed. Queuing traffic would make HGV movement very
difficult, also for residents.

TAS 4 View to traffic lights showing
access suggested
Using FODDC sites assessment template

TAS 5 View toward Milkwall through residential
area with second access by empty house
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FORM C: ASSESSING THE SITE ENVIRONMENT
Site: Surveyors(s): Date:

1. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landform: Flat
Gently Undulating
Floor

Strongly Undulating

Steep Valley

Valley

Plateau flat by road

Observations/Notes/
The field part of site slopes quite steeply to the
rear to the bottom of the valley, but could not
see easily from road

Buildings are derelict.

TAS6 Part of derelict entry for vehicles

Views In: Wide

Channelled

Long

Short

G limpsed

Quality and Value of View/

TAS7 alternative access between residential
and factory

Views Out: Wide

Channelled

TAS8 view from over valley (Green Ring) with
site adjacent too
Long

Short

Glimpsed

Quality and Value of View/

TAS9 view to road from second access,
1980s housesr
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Natural Features on and Around the Site (Age/Condition/Value):
Boundary Hedgerow

Trees

Freestanding Shrubs

Grass

Part boundary wall at front
Numbers, Quality and Value
Observations/Note

Ecology: (Known/Observed):
Birds

Signs of Mammals

Wildlife Corridor to rear

Water Habitat

Comments/Notes, Quality and Value
This is near bat SAC and over the road from woods in
Perrygrove railway

TAS 11 Field at rear

Built Form On and Around the Site:
Walls –.

On-site freestanding buildings/structures –

Neighbouring buildings/structures in view –Neighbouring use –
Potential Conflicts – See access comments and Aldi earlier, Residential cum industrial area
needs respect. Tourist attraction at back of Tufthorn Ave. Careful design would improve
appearance.
Observation:

TAS 12 Industrial storage area off
Stepbridge Rd looking up shows little of
site
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2. ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY
Environment Quality and Value: Does the recorded
information above suggest that the site is of high quality and
value, or is it medium or low?

Tick one

High
Medium

√

Low
Note key points in the site's favour in terms of environment.
Derelict state of buildings show ready for regeneration.
Large size of site, though viewed little of field from front.
Employees/residents can access by bus.
On slope down toward valley bottom, but unlikely to access cycle path?
May be habitat in field which links into either gardens and woods at Perrygrove. (Bats/owls) or
through into Green Ring by railway and golf course. (Reason for medium status as unknown)
Note the key points in terms of environment that would have to be addressed (mitigation)
to make it a suitable site.
Noise of industry known, but not on
the site for some time. Address timings.
Retain much of boundary shrub and
include mature trees in employment
area and gardens of housing
Traffic Lights at High Nash would need
investigation and traffic management
schemes adopted to prevent
congestion, tailbacks, air pollution

TAS 13 Green at traffic lights at present,
with mature trees and verge.
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FORM D: OVERALL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Site name/number: Tufthorn Ave (formerly Sonoco)
Tick one
The site is suitable for allocation
The site is well located and has lower environmental sensitivity to change.

√
This is a potential allocation subject to on- or off-site mitigation
The site is either well located but with higher environmental sensitivity to
change or poorly located but with lower environmental sensitivity to change.
The site is unsuitable for allocation
The site is poorly connected and has higher environmental sensitivity to
change.
What are the key reasons behind your final judgement?
As site is intended to bring jobs along with housing, then that meets needs for local work.
The site is well within the settlement boundary,is part brownfield, and would improve the
appearance of Tufthorn Ave at this point.
BUT Regulation 14 will be first time Coleford people asked for opinion, so need to analyse
findings.
Access and pressure on Tufthorn Ave and at High Nash traffic lights comes when additional
pressure from other nearby sites not yet constructed, and before quarry plan finally adopted.
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what type of development might be possible
or appropriate – housing, employment, facilities etc.?
1. Housing and employment.
2. Housing might include affordable and accessible types of housing.
3. Employment might include smaller units with flexible uses
If the site was judged to be potentially suitable, what mitigation might be needed to make it
properly suitable?
Access issues and traffic management must be acceptable for local residents, employers and
those using the site. Consider estate roads and two separate entrances for industry/residential
Mature trees and gardens included. Development should reflect the character of the area.
Check bat routes over area. May be need for green corridor between the woods at Perrygrove
via edge of Aldi site over road into this site and through into Green Ring by railway and golf
course
If the site was judged to be suitable or potentially suitable, what principles or conditions
might be applied (eg. heights, screening, materials etc.)?
Important to regulate construction if two sites underway at same time.
Nothing over two storeys. Render/ bricks as in Tufthorn to be part of design. Include chimneys
and front as well as rear gardens.
Screening to rear against Stepbridge Rd
Noise and working hours for employment
Signed

M Cox

date
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